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ABSTRA.CT 

This research examines the efficient control of SO 2 from ships, a topic that 

has been discussed at the International Maritime Organization QMO). The focus 

is on the economic evaluation of this problem, involving the concept of efficient 

abatement costs of controlling environmental externalities. The task is to derive 

an economic framework for quantifying the costs and benefits of emissions control 

and then to evaluate environmental regulations on the basis of resource and 

environmental economic efficiency. 

For this purpose, this study includes a theoretical consideration of optimal 

emission in the case of multiple emitting agents as an appropriate framework for 

discussion of the SO 2 problem from ships, the derivation of an abatement cost 

function of SO 2 emissions, and a cost-benefit analysis for the optimal regulation 

of SO 2 by employing an appropriate economic model containing an abatement cost 

function and an environmental damage frmction. 

Theoretical consideration and cost-benefit analysis indicate that more 

efficient solutions can be achieved than the currently proposed MO mandates. 

This will depend on the extent to which (1) variation in damage among affected 

areas is evidenced, (2) variation in abatement cost functions among emitting 

agents is effected, and (3) the range of potentially effective countermeasures is 

employed according to agent's choice. 

Based on the theory, a simple cost-benefit assessment is derived under the 

assumptions and conditions implied by the MO to define their varied regulatory 

mandates and concerns. The method is to derive abatement cost engineering and 

environmental damage functions from pseudo—data for a representative case 
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(Rotterdam). The derived formulation shows that the short-run optimal level of 

sulfur content regulation is 3.0 % for bunker oil and 2.0 % for land-based heavy 

oil in Rotterdam. 

Major conclusions of this research are that the regulation of SO 2 from ships 

should be considered on a region or area specific basis, and that the regulation 

should extend not only to ships but also to all relevant SO2 emitting agents 

causing environmental damage, including land- based facilities. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Statement of The Study 

Since 1990, as part of growing global concerns over environmental 

protection, countries of the International Maritime Organization (MO) have been 

discussing the problem of controlling air pollution from shipping traffic. The MO 

is attempting to set up an international legal framework to deal with the problem, 

for which neither a regulatory structure nor an economic framework of analysis 

exists. 

Air pollution from ships poses problems different from fixed point emissions 

in that the sources belong to many different nations and are outside the affected 

nations' direct control when the vessels are en route. Vessels which are in port 

are usually subject to some regulations by a single nation, however, since they call 

at many ports, a regional or international agreement on pollution limits is required 

if serious disturbance to ocean shipping is to be avoided. To avoid unnecessary 

disturbance, the resolution of the ships' air pollution problem has come to involve 

diplomatic and political, as well as efficiency, issues. To date, the MO's 

discussion has focused on the diplomatic or political issues rather than efficiency 

issues. The focus of this research is on the economic evaluation of this problem, 

involving the concept of efficient abatement costs of controlling environmental 

externalities. The task is to derive an economic framework for quantifying the 

economic costs and benefits of emissions control and then to evaluate 

\ 
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environmental regulations on the basis of resource and environmental economic 

efficiency. 

The IMO is concerned about several pollutants; NOx (nitrogen oxides), 

CFC (chloro-fluoro-carbons), VOC (volatile organic compounds), and CO 2 

( c a r l D o n  d i o x i d e )  a s  w e l l  a s  S O  2  ( s u l f u r  d i o x i d e ) ,  b u t  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  f o c u s e s  o n  S O  2  

alone. This partiality Iiiases the analysis and ignores the synergies among 

pollutants and damages. For instance, techniques that improve engine combustion 

efficiency can reduce CO2 as well as SO2, but can increase NO*. However, this 

"partial approach" is well intentioned as a convenient starting point to create a 

procedure for the air pollution problem from ships. Furthermore, it should be 

noted that the reduction of SO 2 has wider concerns since it possibly affects 

petroleum markets. Some, including the lEA (International Energy Agency), are 

anxious about the adverse impact that the regulation of sulfur content of ships' 

fuel oil Ojunker oil) may have on the petroleum market. 

This research focuses on the more fundamental problem that, although 

concrete regulations have been proposed in the MO, their discussion has paid 

virtually no attention to economic efficiency criteria. For instance, alternative 

regulation levels of 1.5 to 5.0 % by weight have been proposed as global caps or 

upper limits of sulfur content of bunker oil, and 0.5 % or 1.5 % sulfur content for 

specific areas, such as the Dover Strait. Because these regulation levels are not 

derived explicitly within an economic framework, neither efficiency nor social 

welfare are considered. 
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1.2. Objectives of The Study and Hypothesis Construction 

Given the above history of the problem and constraints imposed, this study 

can hardly be definitive, but is instead restricted to an exemplary role. It has 

several objectives. First, the study exemplifies how control of emissions firom 

multiple agents can be formulated on the basis of economic benefits and costs. 

Resource economics texts clescrilje how optimal control levels may I)e determined 

for a single emitting agent, and the general equilibrium conditions for optimal 

emissions control are also well developed. When considering the case of multiple 

emitting agents, some consideration is needed to interpret the general equilibrium 

conditions. This research will examine two emitting agents, one a sea-borne 

source (ship) and the other a land-based source (industrial facility). While 

admittedly crude, the goal is not to provide a definitive solution (which obviously 

will require costly research of long duration), but rather to simplify and illustrate 

the method of analysis. 

Second, this study illustrates that tests of alternative hypotheses for the 

optimal regulation of SO 2 can be performed. An appropriate economic model is 

required to evaluate the solution firom the viewpoint of economic efficiency. 

Three presumptive hypotheses are tested empirically as candidates for solutions 

that are more efficient than the currently proposed IMO mandates. These depend 

on the extent to which (1) variation in damage among affected areas is evidenced, 

(2) variation in abatement cost functions among emitting agents is effected, and (3) 

the range of potentially effective countermeasures is employed according to 

agent's choice. 

Third, the study attempts to illustrate an exemplary abatement cost function 

of SO 2 emissions from ships. Something of the sort is required on a technical 
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basis, and it should make use of engineering data. A realistic cost function is a 

necessary tool for economic analysis. Based on engineering data of petroleum 

refining processes, a bunker oil desulfurization cost function is derived for the 

abatement cost fiinction of SO 2 emissions from ships. 

Finally, based on the theory, a simple cost-benefit assessment is derived 

under the assumptions and conditions implied by the MO to define their varied 

regulatory mandates and concerns. The method is to derive short-run 

abatement cost engineering and environmental damage functions from 

pseudo- data for a representative case (Rotterdam). 

1.3. Outline of The Study 

The introduction presents the issues and how the IMO proposes to deal 

with the problem. In addition, several technologies that reduce SO 2 emissions 

from ships are briefly summarized. 

Chapter 2 discusses the economic theory for efficient emissions control. 

Based on this theory, optimal conditions are derived for the case of multiple 

emitting agents and detailed solutions for the optimal conditions are graphically 

exhibited. Features of several regulatory instruments (standard, tax, and pollution 

permits) are also discussed. 

Chapter 3 derives an abatement cost function necessary for the evaluation 

of SO 2 emissions from ships. Since desulfurization of bunker oil is generally 

supported by the MO as a countermeasure for SO 2 emissions from ships, it is 

adopted in this research. After a general explanation of petroleum refining 

processes, based on the engineering data of the refining processes, a cost function 
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for desulfiirization of bunker oil is derived as an abatement cost function for SO 2  

from ships. Given the levels of sulfur content regulation proposed in the MO, 

the necessary equipment (residual oil desulfiirizers) capacity, investment, and 

annualized cost of bunker oil desulfurization are calculated and compared. 

Chapter 4 discusses efficient control in the representative case and extends 

the results to the general case. This requires calibrating the selected 

representative city as well as its surrounding environs. The choice of Rotterdam 

is motivated by the fact that it has the highest contribution of ship emissions to 

total SO 2 depositions in the vicinity of the Dover Strait, where ship traffic is 

among the heaviest in the world. The abatement cost function that is derived in 

Chapter 3 and the hypothesized damage function permit the efficient regulation 

level of SO 2 from ships to be derived for Rotterdam. To date, there have been 

no credible studies available to make the damage function well defined. Since 

estimating a definitive and accurate form of the damage function is not the central 

issue of this research, the hypothesized model employs the most convenient, 

conventional functional form. With such limited information, elaborate sensitivity 

studies are infeasible. To illustrate the sensitivity of the analysis, several 

formulations for an optimal solution including both SO 2 from ships and that from 

land are performed, and the results from each formulation are compared. 

Furthermore, in order to translate the analysis of the representative case to other 

areas, the results of the representative case are interpreted and some economic 

conditions necessary for efficient control are defined. 

Finally, Chapter 5 presents the findings and conclusions of the study with 

recommendations for the ultimate desirable approach to the problem. 

\ 
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1.4. Background of The Study 

1.4.1. Summary of The Problem in The MO 

(1) History of The Problem 

SO 2 is a chemical substance which is generated as a result of the 

combustion of fuel containing sulfur. Land—based SOz is emitted, for example, 

from factories which use heavy oil or coal, while sea-based SO 2 is from ships 

which use bunker oil. SO 2 can have significant impacts on human health, such as 

the firequency of respiratory disease. In addition, it has recently been thought 

that SO 2 is a major contributor to acid rain, which affects the withering of woods 

or acidification of soil and lakes. Acid rain has caused serious international 

environmental problems in some areas. 

According to the statistics of the OECD (Organization for Economic 

Co-operation and Development), the annual total amount of land-based SO2 

emissions of OECD countries in 1985 was 43 (10® tons(S02)). Although the 

amount of emission of non-OECD countries is uncertain, the world total 

land-based SO 2 emission is certainly much more than this. If the emissions in 

Russia, China, etc. are included, the annual world total is estimated to be 

approximately 100 (10® tons(S02)) (MO/MEPC 29/18/6, 1990; MO/BCH 21/11/6, 

1991; MO/BCH 22/INF.lO, 1992). Concerns have encouraged the reduction of 

such emissions. The current trend of total emissions have been gradually 

reduced, and the amount of SO 2 emissions in OECD countries in 1985 was 

approximately three fourths of that in 1975. 

This research issue, the problem of SO 2  emission firom ships, was first 

considered during the Second International Conference on North Sea Pollution in 

1987. After Norway raised the subject in 1988 at the MO, analysis for the 

V 
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problem was carried over to the IMO's Marine Environment Protection 

Committee (MEPC) and its sub—committee on Bulk Chemicals (BCH). In the 

early stages of discussion in the IMO, the reduction target for SO 2 from ships 

was set at half the present level by the year 2000. The basis of discussion for the 

regulation framework has been a dual system that consists of global uniform 

regulation and regulation in designated special areas. As for the regulation 

method, major concerns have centered on the sulfur content regulation of bunker 

oil, but few countries have supported the regulation by the installation of emission 

control devices on ships. Some proposals have been made to regulate the levels 

of sulfur content of bunker oil which are explained later in this section. Although 

the BCH was asked to conclude its recommendations for a regulatory system for 

SO 2 from ships by 1994, it could not reach a concrete conclusion and the report 

given to the MEPC contained some dissenting alternatives for the regulatory 

system. As of June, 1996, the MEPC still has not been able to conclude the 

discussion of SO 2 from ships. Table 1—1 gives a brief summary of the course of 

discussion by committee and date. 

(2) Amount of SO 2  Emissions from Ships 

Although there are few statistics on SO 2  from ships, according to some 

countries' estimates, it is considered to be approximately 4 or 5 million tons per 

year, approximately 4 or 5 % of land—based SO 2 emission. It is also reported 

that there are relatively significant emissions from ships around European 

countries and especially around certain sea routes, such as the Dover Strait, the 

English Channel, and the Baltic Sea, where shipping traffic is heavy. Table 1-2 

gives a brief summary of the data reported in the MO. The estimates, or 

calculation trials, reported in the IMO possibly imply that it may be better to deal 
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Table 1-1 The Course of Discussion in The MO 

MEPC26, Nov 88 
MEPC29, Mar 90 
MEPC30, Nov 90 

MEPC:}1. Jul 91 

BCH 21, Sep 91 

BCH 22, Sep 92 

BCH 23, Sep 93 

BCH 24, Sep 94 

MEPC37, Sep 95 

MEPC38, Jul 96 
(planned) 

MEPC39, Mar 97 
(planned) 

Proposal of Problem by Norway 
General Discussion 
Discussion of Action Plan 

Tlie plan stated that S02 should be reduced to half of its 
present level by the year 2000. For this purpose, it was stated 
that the sulfur content of bimkcr oil should be lowered to LS7r. 
Every countiy but Japan supported the Action Plan. 

Adoption of Action Plan 
Further discussion items of the regulator^' schcme in the BCH 
was determined. 

General Discussion 
Tlie concept of a "special area" was proposed. It was 
introduced that the lEA claimed to the IMO that no decision 
should be made before the results of tlie various studies are 
available. 

Discussion of Necessity of Regulation 
Dual Regulation (global uniform regulation and special area 
regulation) bccame the basis of discussion. Some countries 
expressed their suspicion about the necessity of global 
reguLition. 

Discussion of Regulation Level 
3£7o was proposed as a global uniform regulation level of 
sulfur content in bunker oil. Tlie opim'on of member countries 
on tlie global uniform regulation was evenly divided and no 
member opposed the regional regulation. 

Final Discussion of Tlie Regulatory System 
Three alternative levels (35%, 4.0%, 5.0%) for global unifonii 
regulation were proposed but no consensus was reached. 
Criteria and procedures for tlie designation of a special area, 
and others of the regulatory system, were discussed. 15 7c 
was quoted as the regulation level of sulfur content of bunker 
oil in a special area. Baltic Sea States offered to be named a 
special area. Tlie report to the MEPC was presented 
containing undetcmined items. 

Review of Discussion b BCH 
A basic regulatory system was drafted leaving tlic regulation 
level undetermined. Although no agreement was reached for 
global uniform regulation, it was recognized that 5 % sulfur 
content regulation of bunker oil was supported by the majority. 

Finalization of The Draft of The Regulatory System 

Diplomatic Conference on Air Pollution from Ships 



Table 1-2 Summary of SO 2 Emission Data Reported in The MO 

TIic government of Norway reported (IMO/MEPC 29/18, 1989) tiiat ships in international 

trade contributed 4 % of tlie total world emissions of S02 in the amount of 4^8 million tons per 

year (MTY) in 1986. The emitted amounts from ships were shown on each main sea route. The 

emissions in tlie Dover Strait were 254 tons per nautical mile per year (TNMY), which was the 

largest S02 emissions among all the sea routes. Thus, the Dover Strait may be considered a 

"spccial area" where S02 from shi[js possibly contnliutcs to deteriorated air quality', and regional 

S02 regjiiation may be needed. In contrast, the govenunent of Japan (IMO/BCH 22/7/8, 1992), 

while presenting comparable global contributions from ships as a percent (45 %) and as an amount 

(4.7 MTY) in 1989 with a higher Dover Strait emission (544 TNMY) (See Appendix 1-1), the 

contribution to large regions was not significantly different from tlie global share, ranging from 5.2 

— 5.5 % in Europe, the Middle East and Nortlieast America to 1.1 % in East Asia. The Oil 

Companies International Marine Forum (OCIMF) has since calcubted the S02 deposition on land 

originating from ships (via air dispersion modelling) in terms of nig(S)/m2/ycar carried out on a 25 

X 25 km grid around the Dover Strait It was reported that S02 frrim ships does not contribute 

significantly to total S02 deposition except in some narrow areas (IMO/BCH 24/7/13, 1994). (See 

Appendix 1-2, and Appendix 1—3) For example, it reported tliat in only 9 of 315 bnd grid 

squares within the study area was the total ship contribution to overall total S02 deposition greater 

tlian 10 %. Even in tliese 9 areas, tlie main sources of S02 from ships was found to be emitted in 

port or in territorial area (within the 12 nautical mile limit). Furtliemiore, throughout the study 

area, the contribution from ships outside the 12 nautical mile limit was less than 5 % of tlie total 

S02 deposition on land. In these 315 squares, the highest deposition of S02 fhjm ships was 

732 mg(S)/m2/year or 28 % of the total S02 deposition in Rotterdam. In tlie other trial calculation, 

the NetlierLinds and UK reported the detailed simulation results of ships contribution to total S02 

deposition in Vlissingen in the Netherlands (IMO/BCH 23/INF.3, 1993 and Lloyd's Register, 1993). 

In their report, ship's contribution was estimated to be one fifteenth of land-based industrial 

sources. It concluded tliat shipping had a lesser impact on local air quality. As a reference, 

Vlissingen has tlie fiftli brgest value of S02 deposition from ships (329 mg(S)/ni2/year) in the 

OCIMF report 
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with the problem of SO 2  emission from ships as a regional environmental 

problem rather than as a global one. 

(3) Reduction Cost of SO 2  from Ships 

The cost of reducing SO 2  from Ships has been estimated in five reports 

(from the governments of Kuwait, Japan, the Netherlands, Singapore, and the 

OCIMF (Oil Companies International Marine Forum) ) as the cost of reducing 

sulfur content of bunker oil. The government of Kuwait (MO/MEPC 29/18/5, 

1990) reported that sulfur capping regulation of 1 % would increase the production 

cost of bunker oil as much as $ 20 (/ton). The government of Japan indicated that 

reduction of sulfur content of bunker oil is much more costly than $ 20 (/ton) 

(MO/BCH 21/INF.28, 1991). It reported that sulfur capping regulation of 1.5 % 

would increase the production cost of bunker oil as much as $ 61 (/ton). The 

government of the Netherlands reported that the additional costs of sulfur 

reduction to 0.5 - 1 % sulfur content are in a range of $ 20 - 83 (/ton), but on 

the other hand, it also yields benefits of as much as $ 5 (/ton) from reduced 

maintenance costs of engines that bum lower sulfur bunker oil (MO/BCH 

22/INF.7, 1992). The OCMF calculated the necessary capacity and its 

investment cost for reducing sulfur of bunker oil (MO/MEPC 34/INF.36, 1993). 

It indicated that sulfur capping regulation of 1.5 % would increase the production 

cost of bunker oil as much as $ 46 - 68 (/ton). (See Table 3-4) The government 

of Singapore estimated that reducing the sulfur content of bunker oil from 4.5% to 

3.5% would drive bunker oil prices up by at least 35 % (IMO/BCH 24/7/14, 1994). 

(4) Proposed Regulation and The Stance of Each Country 

A wide range of concerns is observable among the involved countries. At 

one extreme, some European countries located among affected coastlines, such as 

V 
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Norway and the Baltic Sea States, have successfully pressed for a reduction to half 

of the present emission level by the year 2000 (MO/MEPC 30/24, 1990). This 

would require a lowering of sulfur content in bunker oil to 1.5 %. Other 

countries have proposed less stringent capping, while oil producers and fleets, 

such as the governments of Kuwait OMO/MEPC 29/18/5, 1990), Venezuela 

O^/IO/MEPC 29/22 (pp.48), 1990; IMO/BCH 23/14 (pp.18). 1993), the Bahamas 

(IMO/BCH 22/14 (pp.25), 1992), Liberia (MO/BCH 22/7/7, 1992), Saudi Arabia 

(MO/BCH 23/7/6, 1993), and Singapore (IMO/BCH 24/7/14, 1994), presently tied 

to high sulfur bunker oil object to such stringent control. 

As discussed earlier, based on the contribution of ships to total SO 2 

emissions in each region, the Japanese investigation pointed out that emissions 

firom ships become a problem only in a much narrower area (within special areas). 

According to this view, the government of Japan proposed a dual regulation 

system which consists of "special area" regulation as well as global regulation. 

The OCIMF insisted that no regulation is needed because of ships' small 

contribution to total SO 2 deposition on land. 

The government of Japan has claimed that sulfur, being related to bunker oil 

conditions, poses sensitive problems for the world petroleum markets (IMO/BCH 

21/11/6, 1991; MO/BCH 22/7/8, 1992). It noted, "a sharp demand shift from 

high-sulphur to low—sulphur crude oil is one of that effect. It would also 

decrease availability of crude oil of acceptable quality and exert bad influence on a 

stable supply of crude oil." (MO/BCH 22/7/8 (pp.4), 1992) If the Japanese opinion 

be true, and the MO agrees to strict global sulfur capping levels of 1.5 % to 

accommodate the problem in Rotterdam and similar ports, the negative effect on 

shipping firms, oil producers, and on the world petroleum markets could be 
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significant at least in the short— run. 

It is recognized in the MO that no member opposes the necessity of 

regional regulation in the "special area", although there is much controversy about 

global regulation. In other words, if the IMO had separated the regional 

discussion firom the global one, it might have more easily reached a meaningful 

solution for this problem. Under this framework, the Baltic Sea States strongly 

offered to be designated a "special area" as soon as possible. 

(5) Features of the IMO's Discussion 

Although there have been many reports concerning SOz from ships 

submitted in the MO (at least 75 reports), little discussion has been based on 

collaborative scientific analysis. Nevertheless, some countries or organizations, 

such as Norway, the Netherlands, the UK, Japan, and the OCMF, have supported 

the discussion by providing the results of their own investigations. However, as 

summarized, their investigations have been devoted to the amount of SO 2 

emissions from ships, reduction cost of sulfur in bunker, and the regulatory legal 

framework. Few countries or organizations have mentioned the damage caused 

by SO 2 from ships, and little damage information has been provided. An 

exception is the Friends of the Earth International (FOED, one of the official 

observers in the MO, which claimed that annual losses associated with forest 

damage in Europe from sulfur deposition alone are estimated at $ 30.4 billion 

according to the World Watch Institute in 1993 GMO/BCH 23/14 (pp.19), 1993). 

Thus, the discussion in the MO lacks consideration of important information, i.e. 

damage. This is one reason why members of the MO cannot reach a consensus 

concerning the regulation level of SO 2 from ships. It will be shown later in this 

study how resource economics elegantly approaches this problem. 
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1A2. Counter Technologies for SO 2 firom Ships 

(1) The Current Situation of Counter Technologies 

Technical countermeasures for SO 2  emissions from ships can be logically-

thought of as devices or measures focusing on two aspects; 

1) the fuel intake process 

process by which fuel is refined and enters the ships 

2) emissions discharge 

process by which emissions are released. 

In other words, the former is sulfur reduction of bunker oil, and the latter is 

exhaust gas cleaning. Actually, these two countermeasures have been open for 

discussion in the MO although sulfur reduction of bunker oil has raised major 

concerns. The current situation regarding these two countermeasures is 

reviewed below and an additional countermeasure at the midpoint between the 

fuel intake process and the emissions discharge process is also considered. 

® Countermeasure at the Fuel Intake Process 

The countermeasure at the fuel intake process consists of removing sulfur 

contained in bunker oil during its production process. K the sulfur content of 

bunker oil is reduced by a certain amount, SO 2 in emissions will be reduced by 

twice as much because the molecular weight of SO 2 is twice that of sulfur. The 

technology for removing sulfur used in the processing of the residual oil fraction, 

including bunker oil, is called "residual oil desulfurizing technology". The residual 

oil desulfurizing technology has been put to practical use in removing sulfur from 

ordinary land-based heavy oil. Since the details of the residual oil desulfurizing 

technology will be shown in a later chapter, here, the central features of this 

technology are summarized. 

V 
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The MO has pointed out three problems in using the current residual oil 

desulfurizing technology for bunker oil. The first problem is cost (for example, 

MO/BCH 21/11/6, 1991). In order to reduce sulfur content from 3.0 % to 1.5 %, 

it is estimated to cost approximately $ 60 (/ton), or about half of the present price 

of bunker oil. Second, the current residual oil desulfurizing technology is not well 

suited to the desulfurization of bunker oil because of technological limitations 

(IMO/BCH 21/11/6, 1991). Some experts say that the present residual oil 

desulfurizing technology' is not sophisticated enough to be used in removing sulfur 

from such a very heavy oil fraction as bunker oil. Third, the regulation of sulfur 

content of bunker oil will potentially negatively affect the world wide 

demand—supply structure of crude oil, a serious problem for world energy policy 

(IMO/BCH 22/7/8, 1992). Because of this, Venezuela (IMO/MEPC 29/22 (pp.48), 

1990; MO/BCH 23/14 (pp.18), 1993) proposed possible options other than sulfur 

reduction of bunker oil such as the installation of emission control devices on 

ships. The reasoning behind this is that imposing an upper limit on sulfur content 

would bring about changes in the production process of petroleum and its 

derivatives. 

Despite these problems, the sulfur reduction of bunker oil has had more 

widespread support than any other countermeasures discussed in the MO. 

® Countermeasures in The Emission Discharge Process 

A countermeasure during emission discharge consists of removing SO 2 

from emission gases. This technology is called "exhaust gas desulfurization", 

which is used commonly at many factories for reduction of SO 2. The technology 

removes SO 2 by filtering the emission gases through liquid (or a solid in some 

cases )  con ta in ing  chemica l  subs tances  tha t  absorb  SO 2 .  

s. 
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At present, however, the technology is used only for land-based fecilities. 

As the government of Japan (MO/BCH 21/11/7 (pp.1), 1991) has noted, "Since 

only basic research is undertaken at present, it will take some time before this 

kind of equipment (an exhaust gas desulfurization on ships) will appear in the 

market." This Japanese view has been shared by the government of France 

(MO/MEPC 31/INF.6, 1991), the INTERTANKO (DvIO/MEPC 32/12/2, 1992), and 

some other countries in the MO. On the other hand, the government of Norway 

(MO/BCH 21/11/2 (pp.2), 1991) reported, "A seawater washing (exhaust gas 

desulfurizing) system has been recently installed on a passenger ferry in Norway. 

Based on results of similar systems on land the reductions of emissions are at 

least expected to reach 50 - 90 It also reported (MO/BCH 23/INF.19, 1993) 

that a test plant (1:10 scale) with a scrubber for seawater washing of SOz is being 

tested on an actual 32,000 ton tanker. Thus, it is true that exhaust gas 

desulfurization on ships is still at the test stage and it is necessary to improve the 

technology so that it can be used on ships. According to an interview with a 

manufacturer of exhaust gas desulfurization equipment in Japan, before the 

technology can be used on ships, some technological improvements are needed in 

the following areas; equipment should be compact, insensitive to rolling motion, 

and easy to operate. In the interview, it was also revealed that if a similar 

method (usually used at small factories) is adopted, the price of the absorbent (e.g. 

Mg(0H)2, or NaOH) will be approximately $ 50 per unit combustion of bunker oil 

(1 ton), and the cost of desulfurization might be $ 70 - 100 per unit combustion 

once the depreciation of equipment and other operational costs are considered. 

On the other hand, in the case of a seawater washing exhaust gas desulfurization 
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system tested method by Norway, this method does not require any kind of 

absorbents and, thus, has the possibility of much lower cost performance. 

(D At the Midpoint 

In addition to the above countermeasures, a third countermeasure which is 

located midway between fuel intake and emission discharge is considered. This 

countermeasure consists of reducing energy* consumption. The reduction of 

bunker oil consumption is automatically related to the reduction of SO 2 emission 

from ships. For example, if world energy consumption of ships is reduced to half 

the present amount, SO 2 emission from ships will be reduced by half. Member 

countries in the IMO have paid little attention to this method, with two notable 

exceptions. The governments of the Baltic countries GI^IO/MEPC 29/18/1 (pp.2), 

1990) have stated, "control of the combustion process by methods such as engine 

related means should be considered as to technically enable the industry to 

comply with the desired emission limits", and the government of Japan OMO/BCH 

21/11/7 (pp.1), 1991) has stated, "Taking into account the replacement of old fleet 

into new vessels equipped with modem machinery of better fuel consumption 

compared with old ones, total emission of sulphur oxides in the world will 

decrease." One should consider increased energy conservation on ships to be an 

effective method for reducing SO 2 emissions. Actually, regarding the SO 2 

reduction from land- based sources, for example, the Japanese Government White 

Paper on Environment (1990) reported that 50 % of the SO 2 reduction achieved 

between 1974 and 1986 in Japan is attributed to energy conservation. In order to 

reduce energy consumption of ships, measures such as the improvement of engine 

comiiustion efficiency, the improvement of the ship's shape, the recovery of 

emitted heat and surplus energy etc. should be adopted (Izumi and Tayama, 1988). 
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Actually, improvement of energy efficienqr on ships has already been significant. 

For example, energy consumption of the second generation VLCC (Very Large 

Crude oil Carrier) constructed in the 1980's is 60 % less than that of the first 

generation constructed in the 1970's, and, furthermore, that of the latest VLCC is 

15 % less than that of the second generation (Hirai et al., 1988). Appendix 1-4 

shows the year in which all VLCCs utilized in 1993 were built, and shows that the 

average age is 13.6 years. The appendix implies that the fu-st generation VLCCs 

will be replaced by more energy efficient ones in the near future. After all first 

generation VLCCs are replaced by the 75 % (i.e. 60 % + 15 %) more efficient 

VLCCs, a 52 % reduction of SO 2 emissions firom VLCCs can be expected. 

Although there is no information about energy efficiency and the building year for 

ships other than VLCCs, the situation cannot be entirely different. Therefore, after 

several years and without special regulations, the amount of SO a emission firom 

ships will be certainly reduced by considerable amount from the present level. ^' 

In addition to the technological approach to the improvement of energy 

efficiency, changing driving behavior of ships as a tool to promote energy 

conservation should also be considered. In other words, if ships travel at a slower 

speed, bunker oil consumption per unit shipping distance will go down. 

However, it should be noted that shipping traffic cost goes up since it takes more 

time to travel a unit distance. 

1) Number of VLCCs : 473 
Number of VLCCs built before 1979 : 330 
Energy Efficicncy = [ (473- 3.30) + 330 • 0.25 ] / 473 = 0.477 

2) It should be noted th<it tlie improvement of engine combustion efficicncy may increase NOx 
emissions per unit combustion in most cases. 
3) Elementary physics shows that the opposing force on an object moving in a fluid is proportional 
to the velocity of the obj'ccL 



(2) Effective Countermeasures 

If the possibility of three kinds of countermeasures based on the above 

description is assumed, the amount of SOz emitted per unit of shipping distance 

can be considered a product of sulfur content of bunker oil, bunker oil 

consumption per unit shipping distance, and the recovery rate of SO2 from 

exhaust gas. In other words, a quantitative model like the following equation can 

be formulated: 

e  =  2 * a * f * ( l  —  r )  

where e = S O 2  emitted per unit shipping distance (tons/unit) 

2 = the ratio of the molecular weight of SO 2  to S (=64/32) 

a = sulfur content of bunker oil (unit free) 

f = bunker oil consumption per unit shipping distance (tons/unit) 

r = recovery rate of SO 2 from exhaust gas (unit free) 

Using the above model, the following quantitative question is considered; 

"What  su l fu r  con ten t  l eve l  o f  bunker  o i l  ( cu r ren t ly  3 .0  %)  wi l l  r educe  SO 2  

emission from ships to half of the present level?" If the only means of reduction 

is desulfurization of bunker oil, the answer to the above question is 1.5 %, as 

proposed in the IMO. However, if the effect of energy conservation is also 

considered, the answer is different. Supposing a 30 % energy consumption 

reduction, the following equation can be derived: 

1/2 [3.0 % Mo M 1 - r)] = X % * 0.70 fo * ( 1 - r) 
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This equation gives x = 2.14 % as the permissible sulfur content level of bunker 

oil used by these more efficient ships. Furthermore, if exhaust gas 

desulfurization is taken into consideration, the permissible sulfur content level of 

bunker oil is much higher. Thus, the greater the number of feasible 

countermeasures considered, the wider the range of choices that can be presented 

to regulated agents, and this will result in a more effective regulatory system. 

Generally speaking, the best strategy for SO 2 reduction depends on the 

specific characteristics of each ship (age, design, size, etc.). Furthermore, even 

for a particular ship, the best strategy is dependent on the regulation level. 

Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show a typical marginal SO 2 abatement cost curve for a 

ship. In the diagrams, x axis is the emission level and y axis is the marginal 

abatement cost (MAC), and the distance from e° means the emission abatement. 

Light lines represent the marginal abatement cost curves for using 

countermeasures 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These schematic diagrams indicate that: 

1) In Figure 1-1, when the required emission level is higher than e\ say e * ,  

only countermeasure 1 should be used. 

2) In Figure 1—1, when the required emission level is between e^ and e^^, say 

e**, countermeasure 1 should be used to abate up to (ei° - ei**), and 

countermeasure 2 should be used to abate up to (e2° - e2**), since it is the 

cheapest combination. ((e° - e") = (ei° - ei**) +(e2° - 62**) ) 

3) If the path of the MAC (e° - e**) is drawn so as to satisfy 

MAC(e° -e''') = MACi (ei° -ei'*) = MAC2 (62° - e2"). and 

( e °  -  e " )  =  ( e i °  -  e i * * )  + ( e 2 °  -  e z * * ) ,  

it gives the combined marginal abatement cost curve, the bold line O^etween e^ 

and e*" '^) in Figure 1-1. In other words, the combined MAC curve is obtained by 

\ 
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adding each individual MAC curve from right to left. 

4) In Figure 1-2, when the required emission level is lower than e^^ say 

countermeasure 1, 2, and 3 should be used for abatement up to (ei° - ei***), 

(e2° — ea***) and (e3° — ea***), respectively. 

Thus, the bold line represents the least cost frontier of all MAC curves. 

By providing a choice of countermeasures, abatement of SOz can l)e achieved 

more cost effectively, which implies that it is better not to restrict 

countermeasures. If the dimensions of technical possibility are extended further 

to mixed strategies, the least cost path becomes even more varied. 
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Figure 1-1 An Example of The Least Cost Path of Abatement 
(Combined Marginal Abatement Cost Curve) 
of SO 2 from Ships by Utilizing Several Technologies (I) 

Marginal 
Abatement 
Cost ($) 

MAC: 

MAC: 

Emiss ion  

* * * * e z  ei e2 

63 

(Remark) A combined MAC curve is obtained by adding each MAC 
curve from right to left. 



Figure 1-2 An Example of The Least Cost Path of Abatement 
(Combined Marginal Abatement Cost Curve) 
of SO 2 from Ships by Utih'zing Several Technologies (11) 

Marginal 
Abatement 
Cost ($) 

MAC 

MAC 

MAC 2 

Emiss ion  

e2 ea 

(Remark) A comijined MAC curve is obtained by adding each MAC 
curve from right to left. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

As shown in the previous chapter, in the IMG, members have primarily 

discussed the amount of SO 2 emissions and the SO 2 reduction cost, but have not 

concentrated on the damage side of the problem. Although there is no doubt that 

SO 2 is a "bad" and its reduction is beneficial, it does not follow that all SO 2 

should be banned, or that some percentage of SO 2 should be "temporarily" 

eliminated. If the SO 2 problem is evaluated quantitatively in terms of social 

welfare, SO 2 reduction can be more meaningfully discussed. In other words, it is 

necessary to know the environmental damage caused by SO 2 in order to 

determine the optimal amount of SO 2 reduction. This is a fundamental point on 

which the MO's discussion seems to be problematic. 

Damage should be generally separated into two types; non-reversible, and 

reversible. An example of non-reversible damage is the human health damage, 

which is evaluated from a medical or hygienic point of view. Substances that are 

especially harmful to human health should remain under some "critical amount". 

K this critical amount is measurable, the regulation level for the reduction of 

emissions can be determined. On the other hand, if the damage is reversible and 

can be valued in monetary terms, application of resource economic theory can 

identify the reduction level that maximizes social welfare. 

This chapter reviews what resource economic theory has to say about the 

optimal level of pollution, how it is applied to the problem of SO 2 from ships, and 

lists the specific features of this problem in terms of resource economics criteria. 
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2.1. Relevant Concepts and Theories for Optimal Emission Control 

Prior to theoretical discussion, the basic methodology used in resource 

economics and its relevant concepts are summarized. In addition, this economic 

theory is related to the problem of SO 2 from ships. 

2.1.1. Theory of Optimal Pollution 

(1) Externality 

The concept of an externality is important when addressing the pollution 

problenx In economics, it is hypothesized that an agent in decision space behaves 

so as to maximize his/her welfare from his/her economic activitie^choices while 

facing constraints. Equilibrium theory states that economic activities in society 

are determined so as to maximize the sum of welfare of all agents in the society 

subject to such restrictions including that the utility of no agent be diminished. 

Economic effects that are not included in this determination process are called 

externalities. If externalities exist and cannot be internalized, true social welfare 

is not maximized. Pollution is a typical example of an externality. 

(2) Basic Formulation 

The following simple model of social welfare has been set up to examine 

this concept formally. 

W = G - C 
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where W = social welfare^ W = W (a) 

G = gain from economic activities; G = G (a) 

C = cost of economic activities; C = C (a) ( > 0 ) 

a = economic activity 

The first order necessary condition (FONC) for maximization of W is: 

dW/da = MG - MC = 0 

The second order sufficient condition (SOSC) is: 

d^W/da^  <0  

where MG = marginal gain; MG = dG/da 

MC = marginal cost; MC = dC/da 

This condition determines socially optimal economic activity (a*) noted in Figure 

2-1. Alternatively, if a benefit variable defined as B = G - C is introduced, the 

optimal level is depicted in Figure 2-2. The SOSC requires that the MB (dB/da) 

should be decreasing around the optimal point. 

On the other hand, if the activity causes environmental damage (negative 

benefit to society), social welfare is not maximized at a*. This environmental 

damage is considered in Figure 2-3 where marginal damage is depicted. Note 

that marginal damage increases as the activity level increases in this case. The 

correct formulation should be set up as follows: 

W = G - C - D 
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Figure 2-1 Optimal Economic Activity with No Externality ® 

MG, MC ($) 

Economic 
Activity 

Figure 2- 2 Optimal Economic Activity with No Externality (II) 

MB($) 

MB = MG - MC 

Economic 
Activity 
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where D = environmental damage caused by economic activities; 

D = D (a) 

Therefore, the W maximizing optimal condition is: 

FONC : dW/da = MG - MC - MD = 0 

SOSC : d^W/da^ < 0 

where MD = marginal environmental damage 

The first order condition can be modified as follows: 

MG - MC = MD 

Alternatively; 

MG = MC + MD 

The first equation says that social welfere as a whole is maximized when the level 

of economic activity is determined so as to equalize marginal economic benefit 

(gain — cost) with marginal damage caused by the activity. The second equation 

says that the damage should be internalized as a cost of the economic activity in 

the economic space, and the optimal level of economic activity should be 

determined so as to equalize marginal economic gain with marginal social cost 

(economic cost + damage). In Figure 2- 4, the optimal level of economic activity 

is placed at a**. The second order condition can be modified as follows: 
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Figure 2-3 Marginal Damage Curve 

MD($) 

Figure 2- 4 Optimal Economic Activity with Externalities 
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d'^W/da'' = d(MB-MD)/da<0 

This relation indicates that (MB - MD) should be decreasing around the optimal 

point. In other words, the damage curve crosses the benefit curve from below as 

the activity increases, as shown in Figure 2-4. 

Put another way, an important economic issue is how one thinks of the cost 

of the environment in terms of a resource of economic activity. When economic 

activity is at a relatively low level with little effect on the environment, there is no 

problem in determining the optimal level of economic activity while ignoring the 

damage to the environment because the environment has a large enough capacity 

to absorb pollution. However, if economic activity is at high enough levels to 

cause environmental damage, a scheme that makes agents in the economic space 

consider the environmental damage as a cost of their economic activity needs to 

be developed. To summarize, the environmental damage should be internalized 

in the economic space when the damage is not small enough to be ignored. 

(3) Modified Formulation for Introducing Abatement Technology 

If pollution regulations are enforced, an agent in economic space can react in 

two ways; one is to reduce the economic activity itself, and the other is to reduce 

pollution by introducing abatement technologies. Here, these two reactions are 

shown. 

Consider a model similar to the above: 

W = G - C - D 
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where W = scx:ial welfare; W = W (a,e) 

G = gain from economic activities; G = G (a) 

C = cost of economic activities; C = C (a,e) ( > 0 ) 

D = environmental damage caused by economic activities; 

D = D (a,e) ( > 0 ) 

a = economic activity 

e = emission per unit economic activity 

Totally differentiating the equation: 

S G  
dW = da -

5a 

r d C  d C  - ]  
da + de 

^5 a 5 e 

r 5 D  5 D  -

da + de 
i-S a 3  e  

Supposing no abatement technology is introduced (i.e. emission per unit economic 

activity is kept constant), then setting de=0 yields: 

dW 5  G  5  C  5 D 

da da da 5  a  

Under this assumption, in order to maximize social welfare, the optimal conditions 

are: 

FONC : dW 5G d C  5D 

da 5a 5  a 5 a 

SOSC : d^W/da^ < 0 

= 0 
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Alternatively, the FONC can be expressed: 

MG - MC - MD = 0 

This is the same condition derived before. The optimal level of economic activity 

should be a * * in Figure 2- 4. 

On the other hand, supposing that an abatement technology is introduced 

with no reduction in economic activity (i.e. economic activity is kept constant), 

then setting da=0 yields: 

dW 5 C 5 D 

de 5 e 5 e 

To maximize social welfare, the optimal conditions are: 

FONC: dW 5C 5D 
_ = - 0 
de 5  e  5  e  

SOSC : d^W/de'' < 0 

Alternatively, the FONC can be expressed: 

- MAC = MD 

where MAC = marginal abatement cost; MAC = d  C /  d  e  

( MAC < 0 ) 
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This condition is depicted in Figure 2-5, and the optimal level of emission per 

unit activity should be e*. The second order condition can be modified as follows: 

d^'W/da' = d (- MAC - MD ) / de < 0 

This relation indicates that (- MAC - MD) should be decreasing around the 

optimal point. In other words, the MD curve crosses the — MAC curve from 

below as the emission level increases, as shown in Figure 2- 5. 

K an agent has an opportunity to select either a (activity) or e (emission per 

unit activity) as an decision variable, the cost of emission reduction is compared 

(as depicted in Figure 2—6), where MB = MG - MC = MB(a) (keeping e 

constant), -MAC = -MAC(e) (keeping a constant), and p = a * e. Figure 2-6 

shows that if p > p°, it is cheaper for an agent to abate emission than to reduce 

activity, but if p < p°,reduction of activity is cheaper than abatement. Therefore, 

cheaper cost combination is the bold line. The optimal level of pollution is p*' 

or p*^, depending on the marginal damage function, MD' or MD^. 

On the other hand, if both a and e are simultaneously variable, the least cost 

path (like Figure 1-1) composed of MB = MB(a,e) and -MAC =-MAC(e) 

should be considered. 

2.1.2. Optimal Conditions for The Multi- Emitting- Agent Case 

In the foregoing discussion, the economic space was treated as a single unit 

with no attention given to an individual agent's character. However, it is natural 

to think that each emitting agent has his/her own abatement cost function. 

Therefore, in this section, the optimal conditions for the case in which several 
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Figure 2- 5 Optimal Level of Emission 
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agents, with different abatement cost functions, emit air pollution in the same 

region are considered. Although the discussion in this section is a modified 

formulation commonplace in several economic analyses, each agent's level of 

emission has not been graphically exhibited in the manner presented here. 

In multi-emitting—agent analysis, the geographical width of analysis space 

should be taken into account since it is natural to consider emitting agents spread 

over this analysis space. For example, if two emitting agents reduce the same 

amount of pollution, the one located close to an observation point will contribute 

more to improved environmental quality at that observation point. To describe 

this process, the following relation between pollution from the i agent and 

environmental quality (pollution density) at the observation point contributed by 

the i' '• agent is assumed: 

E i  =  f i  (P i )  

where E • = environmental quality (pollution density) at the observation 

point contributed by the i"" agent 

fi = a certain function 

p i = pollution from the i agent 

Dividing environmental quality and attributing it to each emitting agent may be a 

controversial procedure. However, as shown later in Chapter 4, in the field of air 

pollution dispersion, this assumption is consistent with atmospheric physics 

theory. Note that rewriting the equation in inverse form pi = fi~^ (Ei) and 

V 
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putting this into the abatement cost function, the following modified abatement 

cost function is obtained; 

ACi  =  ACi  (p i )  

=  ACi  [ f i " '  (E i ) ]  

=  ACi '  (E i )  

Note that ACi '  has a different functional form from the original abatement cost 

funct ion  AC i .  For  convenience  of  nota t ion ,  the  s imple  nota t ion  AC •  =  AC i  (E  i )  

is used hereafter. 

The distribution of pollution receptors should also be considered. It is 

natural to think that environmental quality is not uniformly distributed in analysis 

space. Damage to the j' receptor is related to its surrounding environmental 

quality. Therefore, strictly speaking, damage should be valued by each damage 

receptor and expressed as: D' = D' (E'), where D' is damage to the j' 

receptor, E^ is environmental quality around the j"" receptor, and E' is a 

function of pi, p2,-", pi, •••, and pn. However, it is very troublesome to work 

with the damage function in this form because it requires knowing the i * j 

relation between damage and pollution. Although sophisticated investigation of 

damage may reveal such complex relations, it is practically impossible to know all 

of the relations when i and j are large. It is more practical to deal with damage 

collectively rather than in individual cases even though some accuracy is lost. 

Therefore, the damage fiinction for the analysis space as a whole is expressed as 

follows: 
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D = D (E*) 

where D = environmental damage in the analysis space as a whole 

Ei = environmental quality (pollution density) at a representative 

point 

In addition, although the case where both economic activity and emission 

per unit economic activity were variable was previously considered, it is assumed 

for simplicity that the economic activity level is constant. With a constant 

economic activity level, G is an irrelevant variable to the welfare maximization 

problem because it is also constant in analysis space. 

Keeping these features in mind, an optimal condition for pollution by 

multi-emitting—agents is derived in the following model: 

W =  2  i  (  -  ACi  )  -  D 

where W = social welfare; W =  W (E i ,  Ea , - -*  ,E i , - ' -  ,  Ea )  

AC i = pollution abatement cost of the i''' agent; 

ACi  =ACi  (E i )  

D = environmental damage; D = D (Ei) 

E i  = environmental quality (pollution density) at a representative 

poin t  cont r ibuted  by  the  i"*  emi t t ing  agent ;  Ei  =  f i  (p i )  

Ei = environmental quality (pollution density) at a representative 

point; Ei  = 2 i  E i  

p i = pollution emitted from the i agent; p i = a i * e i 

s. 
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Maximization of the above equation with the constraint E* =  Z  i  E  • is 

equivalent to the following maximization problem: 

Max LW =  2  i  (  -  ACi  )  -  D +  yJ (E*  -  2  i  E i )  

where A = Lagrange multiplier 

Differentiating this with respect to E i  and A , yields: 

FONC 5  LW 

5  Ei  

5  LW 

5  A  

5 ACi 
-A = 0 

5 Ei 

Et ~ 2 i E i = 0 

sosc Hessian of LW is negative semi— definite. 

The first equation in the FONC indicates: 

5ACi  

5  Ei  

5ACi  

5 Ei for i=#=j 

This relation means that the marginal abatement cost of each agent should be 

equal across agents at the optimal level of emission. If this condition is satisfied, 

W is maximized with given Ei. Since D is constant with given E&, maximization 

of W is equivalent to minimization of 2 i ACi. In other words, the above 

condition gives the least cost for the attainable class of environmental quality. 
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Next, maintaining the above condition, differentiating the original equation 

with respect to Ea yields: 

FONC 5 W 5 2i ACi 5 D 
= - - = 0 

5 K& 5 K& 5 E& 

SOSC 8 Hv 
< 0 

5 E,  z 

The FONC says that the marginal change in the sum of all agent's abatement cost 

with respect to environmental quality should be equal to the marginal damage at 

the optimal level of emission. If the conditions Ei = Z i Ei, and 

5ACi/5Ei = 5ACi/5Ei are satisfied, the following mathematical relation 

can be calculated: ''' 

5  2  i  AC i  5  AC i  

5  E i  5  E i  

For a better understanding of the above conditions, think of the two agent 

case where agent 1 and 2 have different marginal abatement cost functions, MAC i, 

and MAC 2, respectively. In this case, the optimal conditions are: 

4) In general, when dealing with the following fiinctinn groui 
if 4 Fi/3 Xi = 4 Fi/4 xi is satisfied, then 4 [ 

[ P r o o f ]  4  ( £ k F t ) / 4  ( £ t x t )  
=  4  ( 2 »  F i  ) /  4  X  
=  ( 4  F »  /  4  X) 
= £ » [{4 Fk / 4 xi)(4 XI / 4 x)) 
=  ( 4  F i / 4  xi ) 2L ( 4  XI /  4  X) 
=  ( 4  F i / 4  X i ) ( 4 £ i X k / 4  x )  
= 4 Fi / 4 XI 

i; Fi = F» (xt), and x= Xk 
kFk]/4 (£kXk]=4 Fi/4 Xi is satisfied. 

(V 2 k Xk = x) 

(V 4 Fi / 4 Xi = 4 Fi / 4 XI )  

(V 2 k Xk = x) 
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MACi  (E l )  

MAC* (Ei) 

MACi  (E i )  

Ei = 

= MACz (Ea) 

= MD (Ei) 

= MAC* (Ei) 

E l  +  Ez  

where MAC* = aggregated marginal abatement cost fimction; 

MACi =  5  (Z i  ACi  ) /  5  E i  

Figure 2-7 is a special graph in which each MAC curve is shifted to the right so 

as to make abatement start at Ei° (Ei° =Ei° +E2°). In Figure 2—7, the 

MAC curve of each agent is expressed by the thin line and the aggregate MAC of 

two agents (MACi) by the bold line. For ease of expression, the distance from 

E i  °  ( in i t ia l  emiss ion  leve l  of  the  i  "*  agent )  i s  re fer red  to  hereaf te r  by  AB i  

(= Ei°-Ei). Note that AB is measured from the right hand side and means the 

amount of abatement. In this graphical exhibit, the optimal abatement levels are 

labeled by ABi*, ABa*, and ABi* (ABi*=ABi*+AB2*) for agent 1, agent 2, 

and society as a whole, respectively. As explained in 2.1.1., the second order 

condition is satisfied if the MD curve crosses the aggregated MAC curve from 

below as the emission level increases (the abatement level decreases), as shown 

in Figure 2-7. 

In summary, the requirements for optimality in this mathematical and 

graphical analysis are: 

1) The MAC of all emitting agent should be equal at the optimal point; 

2) The aggregate MAC (MACi) in the analysis space should equal the MD in 

the space at the optimal point; 



Figure 2—7 Optimal Level of Abatement in The Case of Two Emitting Agents 
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3) If environmental quality (pollution density) is divided and attributed to each 

emitting agent, the optimal condition can be exhibited graphically as in Figure 

2-7; 

4) K 1) is satisfied, the least cost condition for the attainable class of 

environmental quality (pollution density) in the analysis space will result. 

Another implication of these optimal conditions is that all agents that emit 

pollution should be included in the analysis space. Although there are other 

agents that contribute to the damage, holding just one agent responsible makes no 

economic sense and society could not achieve the optimal level of welfare. 

Furthermore, it would result in excess abatement by the agent. In Figure 2—8, 

AB1 * indicates this kind of inefficient abatement level. As shown in the diagram, 

incorrect formulation leads to a sub-optimal level of abatement, ABi', which 

exceeds  the  op t imal  l eve l  o f  aba tement  fo r  agen t  1 ,  ABi*  ( i . e .  ABi '  >  ABi*) .  

For the point ABi', the achieved social welfare is less than the optimal welfare 

level by the shaded area in Figure 2-8. 

In applying this formulation to the problem of SO 2 from ships, ships are 

designated to be agent 1, and land-based facilities as agent 2. If the target 

emission level of SOz from ships is discussed without taking land-based SO 2 

into consideration (as does the discussion in the IMO), not only can the desirable 

wel fa re  l eve l  no t  be  reached ,  bu t  a l so  sh ips  wi l l  be  ob l iged  to  aba te  too  much  SO 2 .  

As a conclusion of the theoretical discussion in this section, it can be claimed that 

the discussion without land-based emission makes no economic sense, and, 

furthermore, the reduction target of SO 2 from ships should be determined so as 

to make its marginal abatement cost equal to that of land- based facilities. 
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Figure 2-8 Lost Welfare with Incorrect Regulation 
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22. Optimal Conditions for The Spread of Environmental Damage 

In the previous section, the general conditions for optimal regulation of 

pollution, or "optimal pollution", were presented. Formal optimi2ation requires 

information about both the abatement cost and the damage. Therefore, the 

methodology adopted by the IMO lacks validity in terms of economic efficiency 

because no consideration was given to the damage. The next question is how one 

should evaluate its regulation framework in economic terms. As reviewed in 

Chapter 1, the MO has been trying to establish a world uniform regulation for 

SO 2 firom ships as well as regional regulation. Is this approach to regulation of 

SO 2 from ships by such a dual standard valid? In this section, the validity of 

such an approach, taking into consideration the regional width of the analysis 

space, is examined. 

In order to discuss the optimal level of pollution on a world basis, the 

following formulation is used, assuming each region is an emitting agent: 

W = 2 k ( - ACk ) - D 

where W = world welfare; W = W (pi, p2, • • , Pk, • • , Pn) 

ACk = emission abatement cost of the k region; 

ACk = ACk (pk) 

D = world environmental damage 

Pk = amount of pollution emitted from the k "• region 

First, the type of damage function used is discussed. Some comments have 

already been made in 2.1.2. about the type of damage fimction used. The point of 



interest here is about whether the determinants of the damage function are the 

same as in the previous discussion. However, the problem is more pointed in 

this section than in the previous section; that is, the problem is whether or not 

reducing SO 2 in region 1 or reducing SO 2 in region 2 by the same amount has 

the same effect on world environmental damage. The answer is certainly no 

because emission levels and people's utility from the environment are different in 

each region. Furthermore, does the reduction of SO 2 in region 1 affect the 

damage in region 2? The answer is possibly no. Although precise knowledge of 

atmospheric physics of pollutant dispersion is needed to correctly answer this 

question, it is known that pollutant density is distributed according to a normal 

distribution (as discussed in Chapter 4). Therefore, depending on the width of 

the region, it is better to assume that pollution emitted in region 1 does not inflict 

damage on region 2, as shown in Figure 2-9. In this diagram, the reduction of 

pollution from emission point 1 is relevant to people living at point A, but has little 

effect on people living at point B. ®' 

If true, the damage function should be written as follows: 

Dk = Dk (pk) ^ Dk (pi, p2, • • ,  pk, • • ,  pn) 

and, 

D = 2k Dk (pk) 

5) In this research, it is assumed that S02 dispersion is described by the Plume formula type dispersion 
model as in tlie Japan's study (IMO/BCH 22/INF.13, 1992) and the CONCAWE's (1994) (for details of the 
Plume formula, see Chapter 4). However, as pointed out in the Convention on Long-range Transboundary 
Air Pollution, it is thought that S02 causes trans-boundary environmental problems in some areas of the 
world. Thus, the distance over which S02 inflicts damage may be controversial. 
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Figure 2-9 Relation between Distance and Pollutant Density 
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Therefore, the welfere model can be rewritten as follows: 

W = 2 i [ -  ACk (pO ] -  Z k Dk (pk) 

=  2 k  [ - A C k  ( p k )  -  D k  ( p k ) ]  

= 2 k Wk (pk) 

where W k = welfare in the kregion 

Under this welfare relationship, a higher maximum welfare level can be reached 

with no restrictions on pk than with some restrictions (e.g. pk = pi). For a 

better understanding of this relationship, a graphical analysis is presented in 

Figure 2-10, in which there are two regions that have the same MAC curves but 

different MD curves. The aggregate MAC and MD curves of the two regions are 

depicted by the bold lines, pi* and pz* indicate the optimal level of pollution 

for each region independent of each other. On the other hand, if the pollution 

level from the two regions is restricted to be equal, meaning uniform regulation, 

the optimal pollution level is at p' for both regions. Welfare in the latter case is 

inferior to the former case, as shown by the shaded area in the diagram. In other 

words, the optimal level of pollution reduction should be determined region by 

region in order to achieve maximum world welfere. World uniform regulation is 

invalid in terms of economic efficiency for the world as a whole. 

Another implication of this model is that it is very important to select the 

appropriate width of analyzed regions. Attention should be given to not only 

where the pollution is emitted, but also where the pollution reaches and causes 

damage. A very large region, such as the world, is invalid as an analysis space in 
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the case of SO 2  emission, because SO 2  does not effect very distant regions. 

The width of a region should be selected so as to include all relevant emitters and 

all damage caused by only these emitters. Considering also the low contribution 

to SO 2 deposition on land of ships en route and the high implementation cost of 

regulation of ships en route, a port may be the appropriate unit for the regulation. 

2.3. Control Methods; Standard, Tax, and Pollution Permits 

It is impossible to achieve the optimal level of abatement without some type 

of government intervention. This is because the environment is "common 

property", and, as such, is not a good that can be traded in the market. This is 

one type of "market failure". Thus, some regulatory instruments to achieve the 

optimal level of abatement are needed. In this section, the features of such 

regulatory instruments are discussed: the standard, tax, and pollution permits. 

(1) Concept of Each Regulatory Instrument 

® Standard 

Imposing on emitting agents an upper limit for pollution amounts is the 

"standard" approach. The proposed regulation level of sulfur content of bunker oil 

of 1.5 % or 3.0 % in the IMO is an example of this standard. The optimal 

conditions derived in the previous section imply, theoretically, that such a standard 

should be determined individually for each agent because each agent usually has a 

different marginal cost function. For example, in the two emitting agents case, 

standard (abatement amount) ABi* should be set for agent 1, and AB2* for 

agent 2, as shown in Figure 2-7; that is, at the very least, different standard 

levels are needed for ships and land- based facilities. 
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(2) Tax 

If a tax is imposed on each emission amount, it will increase the agent's 

marginal cost by the amount of the tax, and the agent will reduce his/her emission 

level. For example, in Figure 2-11, the agent chooses the emission level at E° 

under no tax. However, if a tax at rate t per unit emission is imposed, the agent 

will choose emission level E', because it is cheaper for him to abate emission 

than to pay the tax when E > E', but it is cheaper to pay the tax than to abate 

when E < E'. Note that the following condition holds at E': 

- MAC = t at E = E' 

Therefore, if the tax rate is set appropriately, the agent can be forced to reduce 

his/her emission to the optimal level, E*. Considering the condition for the 

optimal emission level, such a tax rate should be determined as follows; 

t* = MD (E*) = - MAC (E*) 

Under this optimal tax rate, the agent will choose his/her emission level at E*. 

In addition, looking at Figure 2-12, the tax will equalize the MAC across agents. 

In other words, the optimal tax rate (per unit emission) is common to all agents 

that have different marginal cost functions. 

(3) Pollution Permits 

Pollution permits are a special right that allows the permit holder to emit 

some specified amount of pollution. Therefore, an agent with no pollution permits 

may emit nothing. Pollution permits are issued by a regulatory authority such as 
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Figure 2-11 Emission Tax and Its Effect 
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the government in accordance with some planned level of aggregate pollution. 

After issue, permits are traded among pollution emitting agents. For example, if 

an agent who has a MAC curve as depicted in Figure 2-13 faces the pollution 

permits traded at price p in the permits market, he/she will buy permits up to E", 

and reduce emission from E° to E". This is because it is cheaper for him/her to 

abate emission than to buy permits when E > E", but it is cheaper to buy permits 

than to abate when E < E". Note that the following condition holds at E": 

- MAC = p at E = E" 

If the permits market is well functioning, the price will equalize the MAC across 

agents in the same way as a tax. Furthermore, if the amount of issued pollution 

permits is equal to the optimal level of aggregate pollution, society will achieve 

the maximum welfare level. 

(2) Comparison between Standard and Tax in Terms of EfiGciency 

In theory, all instruments mentioned above are valid in terms of economic 

optimality and will maximize social welfare. In other words, there is no 

controversy about which one is superior; all are equally effective. 

However, which one is more effective in a practical sense? Usually, text 

books cite the cost advantage of a tax versus a standard (for example, Pearce and 

Turner (1990), Hartwick and Olewiler (1986), and Baumol and Gates (1971)). 

Their discussion can be traced by using Figure 2-14. In this diagram, there are 

three agents that have different MAC curves, related by MACi > MAC 2 > 

MAC 3 and 2MAC2 = MACi + MAC 3 for simplicity. The tax rate denoted 

by t* is selected so as to satisfy the optimal condition. On the other hand, the 

\ 
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Figure 2-13 Pollution Permits and Their Effect 
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standard is not determined for each agent individually, but is calculated by using 

an average marginal abatement cost which is equal to MACe. This is point E*. 

In such a situation, the same amount of pollution abatement is achieved by either 

method, but total abatement cost is lower using a tax rather than a standard. 

This cost saving is area E1E2AX - E2E3YC ( > 0 ). This is because t* is the 

optimal tax rate for all agents, but E* is not the optimal abatement level of every 

agent. Notice that it is almost impossible to set an individual optimal standard for 

each agent. Some sort of quasi optimal standard is determined, for example, by 

using the average MAC of all agents and is used in the actual regulation. For this 

reason, text books conclude that the tax is a lower cost instrument. 

Here, it is important to remember the implication of the optimal formulation 

as it was explained in the previous section; that is, the optimal formulation has the 

following problems: 

1) It is difficult to know the abatement cost function of each agent. 

2) It is difficult to obtain the correct damage function. 

If it is impossible to know the abatement cost function of each agent and the 

damage function, the optimal level of pollution cannot be reached, even using the 

tax method. However, in the case of a tax, the least cost condition in the optimal 

conditions, MAC i = MAC i, holds in all cases. Therefore, the least cost for a 

particular pollution level is always achieved, even though the attained pollution 

level is not the planned pollution level nor the optimal level. In other words, 

when a tax is used, it is not necessary to know the individual abatement cost 

schedule in order to achieve the least cost condition. However, in such a case, a 

disadvantage is that it is uncertain how much pollution reduction actually occurs 

because the tax rate is not determined by the actual abatement cost schedule. On 
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the other hand, when using a standard, it is possible to estimate how much 

abatement occurs, although it is not the optimal abatement level. Using the 

standard, the actual required abatement cost is not the least cost for that particular 

pollution level. 

Thus, neither the tax nor the standard can achieve the optimal level of 

pollution as long as the correct information on agents' abatement cost functions 

and the social damage function is unavailable. But, in terms of cost efficiency, the 

tax should be considered superior to the standard in practical implementation. 

(3) Comparison of Pollution Permits with Other Instruments 

As shown above, pollution permits will equalize the MAC across agents. 

This implies that the least cost condition is always satisfied using pollution 

permits. It is, therefore, better than the simple standard because the total 

abatement cost is cheaper. However, note that the planned pollution level is not 

necessarily the optimal level. K permits are used to reach the optimal level of 

pollution, the same difficulties mentioned in the case of a tax arise. 

Therefore, pollution permits are apparently better than the simple standard, 

but their advantage over the tax is ambiguous in terms of optimality. However, in 

the following sense, pollution permits do have an advantage over the tax. As 

mentioned in the previous section, using the tax, it is impossible to accurately 

estimate in advance how much actual abatement will occur. On the other hand, in 

the case of pollution permits, it is certain that pollution will be reduced to the 

amount of total permits issued. This feature of pollution permits is better for a 

regulatory authority who has the responsibility of controlling pollution. From this 

point of view, it can be said that pollution permits have the good features of the 

tax, the least cost method, and, like the standard, reach the planned level of 

V 
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pollution abatement. 

In addition, consider a situation where a regulatory authority needs to 

change the planned pollution amount. In the case of the tax, if the relationship 

between the tax rate and pollution level is uncertain, there may be controversy 

about what the new tax rate should be and it may not be easy to determine this 

new tax rate. On the other hand, in the case of pollution permits, if the 

regulatory authority has a concrete plan for the new target pollution level, he/she 

just has to issue or withdraw the appropriate number of pollution permits in the 

pollution permits market. The regulatory authority does not have to determine 

the price of the pollution permits because it is automatically determined in the 

permits market. Thus, pollution permits allow for more flexibility in controlling 

the pollution level than does a tax. 

2.4. Effect of Implementation Cost 

Implementation of a regulatory instrument, whatever it is, has costs of 

enforcement, monitoring, and policing of the regulation. These are a transaction 

costs. The famous Coase theorem claims that only in the absence of transaction 

costs does the neoclassical paradigm yield the implied allocative results (North 

(pp.28), 1990). Up to now, this research's theory has been formulated in the 

absence of transaction costs, but in the real world, there is a cost associated with 

the implementation process. 

In the case at hand, there are two major types of transaction costs to 

consider. One is the cost of evaluation of pollution and damage. In other words, 

it is necessary to know not only where the pollution is emitted and in what 
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amount, but also how much it would cost to reduce the pollution, and the 

monetary value of the damage. The other is the cost of effort that ensures the 

observance of the regulation. In other words, agents need to be notified of the 

regulation, agents' actions need to be monitored, taxes collected if imposed, and 

violations policed. The cost of these activities in implementing the pollution 

regulation should be considered as a part of the social cost. Therefore, the 

following two conditions for the optimality of the regulation under the existence of 

such an implementation cost can be immediately derived: 

[Condition 1] 

The increased welfare from the regulation should be larger than the 

implementation cost, or alternatively, 

W* - W° > IC 

where W* = attained welfare after the regulation 

W° = initial welfare 

IC = implementation cost of the regulation 

This condition becomes important when the fixed implementation cost of the 

regulation is large, or when large initial institutional cost is needed. If the 

accumulation of welfare and cost from now into the future is considered, the 

condition should be modified as follows: 

2  t  e ' "  (W' .  -  W°)  >  2  .  e - 'MCt  
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where W" t = attained welfare t years after the regulation 

IC t = implementation cost t years after the regulation 

r = annual discount rate 

Assuming ICt = ICo (t=0), = 0 (t>0), and W't - W° = AW (for all t), 

the inequality can i)e re—written as follows: 

e " ' ^  AW >  ICo  

Forcing t -* oc, it is converted to: 

AW 
ICo < 

1  -  e" '  

[Condition 2] 

At the optimal pollution level, marginal welfare should equal the marginal 

implementation cost, or the marginal abatement cost (including the implementation 

cost) should be equal to the marginal damage. This condition can be described in 

mathematical form as follows: 

- MAC - MIC = MD at the optimal 

where MIC = marginal implementation cost of the regulation; 

MIC = 5 IC/ 5 E 



This condition becomes important when the optimal level of pollution is 

determined. In Figure 2—15, in which a constant MIC is assumed, the effect of 

an implementation cost is shown; that is, the optimal level of pollution is E* in 

the absence of the implementation cost, but it should be located at E** with the 

inclusion of this cost. Notice that the optimal level of pollution is larger 

(abatement is smaller) with the inclusion of the implementation cost than in its 

absence. Thus, the possibility of a large implementation cost implies that a 

sub— optimal level of pollution will be reached if care is not taken to prevent it. 

Furthermore, reflecting the special feature of the problem of SO 2  from 

ships, the following interesting effect of the implementation cost should be noted. 

It is reasonable to assume that the implementation cost of pollution regulation for 

ships which move borderlessly is much higher than that for land-based emitters, 

such as factories which are fixed at certain points. Assuming a higher marginal 

implementation cost of regulation for ships, the effect is analyzed in Figure 2-16. 

In this diagram, it is assumed that no marginal implementation cost exists for 

land-based SO 2, and a large marginal implementation cost exists for ships. The 

diagram indicates that under the existence of large marginal implementation costs 

for ships, no abatement of ship's SO 2 is required for the socially optimal welfare 

level to be reached. ®' 

6) Quantitative consideration of implementation cost ^^iII be given in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-15 Effect of Implementation Cost 
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Figure 2-16 Effect of Significant Implementation Cost 
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2.5. Validity of The Optimal Pollution Theory in Actual State 

Up to now, a theoretical discussion has been presented and conditions for 

the optimal pollution level have been derived. However, the possibility of 

practical use of these formulations in an actual economic state should be 

considered since theory covers very simplified cases. 

In order to reach the optimal pollution level from the above formulation, a 

monetary form of the marginal abatement cost function of each agent and the 

marginal damage function are needed. However, generally, it is unrealistic to 

think that one is able to closely estimate the MAC function of each agent in the 

analysis space. Practically speaking, only an experimental abatement cost function 

with some stochastic property can be constructed based on engineering data. As 

for the MD function, it is very difficult to correctly estimate even the present 

environmental damage in monetary form, to say nothing of a damage schedule. 

At most, what can be done is estimation of approximate figures for the present 

environmental damage under many assumptions. Only then can a hypothetical 

damage schedule be created, even though some valuation methods have been 

introduced in resource economics. Furthermore, other difficulties exist in 

estimating the relationship between the pollution amount and environmental 

quality since usually abatement costs are described as a function of the pollution 

amount, but damage as a function of environmental quality. A function that 

converts pollution amount to environmental quality, as was used in the previous 

section in order to connect cost and damage, is needed. Although related to 

atmospheric physics and outside of the scope of economics, it is impossible to 

perform the optimal formulation without this relationship. 

The actual performance of the optimal pollution formulation is ridden with 
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difficulties. Therefore, one should not be convinced that economics can 

determine the actual optimal level of pollution. Pearce and Turner (1990, (pp.97)) 

also described, "the idea that "optimal" Pigovian tax can be calculated is unrealistic. 

The point of damage estimates is to obtain some overall "feel" for the levels of 

damage, not to find accurate numbers (even if they could be found)." 

However, it is certain that economics indicates a way to approach the 

environmental problem, especially when one realizes that the true merit of 

economic theory is its ability to elegantly estimate the direction of parameter 

changes. 

2.6. Summary and Implications 

It may be useful in concluding this theoretical discussion to note some 

important points, and their implications for the problem of SO 2 from ships. 

2.6.1. Summary of The Theoretical Discussion 

Many results have been derived in the theoretical discussion, some of which 

are summarized as follows: 

1) In theory, economics derives the optimal level of pollution. In order to do 

this, it is necessary to obtain both the abatement cost function and the damage 

function in monetary forms. 

2) Environmental damage cannot be specified for a specific pollution emitter 

because the damage is jointly produced by the amount of pollution from all 

emitters in the investigated area. 

3) At the optimal level of pollution with several emitting agents, the following 
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two relations should be satisfied: 

MACi (Ei) = MACi (Ei) (i ]) 

— MAC* (Ei) — MD (Ei) 

Although not optimal if the second relation is not satisfied, the least cost 

condition for the attained level of environmental quality (pollution density) is 

reached if the first relation is satisfied. 

4) Selection of width of analysis space is essential to the optimality of the 

result. The region should be selected so as to include all damage caused by 

only the pollution emitted in that region. 

5) In terms of economic efficiency in the actual implementation, the standard is 

inferior to the tax and the pollution permits, since the latter two are expected 

to satisfy the first optimal condition in any situation, but the former cannot. 

Comparing the tax with the pollution permits, the latter is superior to the 

former in terms of control flexibility. 

6) Since significant implementation costs will affect the optimal level of 

pollution, not including these costs in the formulation will lead to a sub- optimal 

result. 

2.6.2. Implications of The Theoretical Discussion 

The problem of SO 2 firom ships has been evaluated using economic theory, 

and is reviewed below: 

1 )  It is necessary to recognize the damage caused by SO 2  emissions in the 

investigated area in order to obtain the optimal level of SO 2 emissions firom 

ships. 

2) It is also necessary to consider SO 2  emissions firom land-based facilities, in 
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order to derive the optimal level of SO 2 emissions from ships. 

3) Evaluated by economic criteria, discussions made in the MO have 

disadvantages because the above two conditions do not hold. Therefore, any 

current proposed regulation level for SO 2 from ships in the IMO is 

inappropriate from an economic point of view. 

4) Furthermore, the world uniform regulation of sulfur content in bunker oil 

proposed in the IMO has no economic meaning. Any regulation level should be 

determined on the basis of the regional damage. 

5) If the marginal implementation cost of regulation of SO 2  from ships is 

significantly high, it may happen that no regulation of ships is socially optimal. 

* * * 
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CHAPTERS 

DISCUSSION OF THE ABATEMENT COST FUNCTION 

Economic analysis of the SO 2  problem requires the construction of an 

abatement cost function, the derivation of which is the main issue of this chapter. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, there are three types of control technologies for 

reduction of SO 2 firom ships. However, discussion in the MO has concentrated 

on the sulfur reduction of bunker oil. Therefore, desulfurization cost function of 

bunker oil is derived in this chapter. Note that the engineering data used is 

based on present technologies and a short-run analysis. The effects that 

regulation may have on technological improvement in the future, or long-run 

adjustment are not considered in this chapter. 

3.1. Consideration of The Cost Function 

In this section, engineering information on the process of refining bunker oil 

is used to derive the cost function for lowering the sulfur content in bunker oil. 

3.1.1. Explanation of Petroleum Refining Process 

(1) Refining Process 

A brief summary of available engineering information on petroleum 

refining technology is appropriate. Petroleum is a hydrocarbon compound 

composed of mainly hydrogen and carbon, with trace elements of sulfur, oxygen, 

nitrogen, some metals, and others. The hydrocarbon has a different character 
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depending on the number of hydrogen and carbon atoms and the state of their 

combination. Crude oil is a mixture of such hydrocarbons containing gasoline 

type hydrocarbons, heavy oil type hydrocarbons, and so forth. 

In a refinery, each type of hydrocarbon in crude oil is separated by 

exploiting the difference in the boiling point of each category. Thus, distillation is 

the main process in the refinery, and usually this process is performed in two 

stages. The first stage is atmospheric distillation and the second is vacuum 

distillation. In the atmospheric distillation process, crude oil is separated into 

fractions of naphtha, kerosene, gas- oil, and atmospheric residue. In the vacuum 

distillation process, atmospheric residue is separated into vacuum gas—oil and 

vacuum residue. Some portions of vacuum gas-oil and vacuum residue are 

mixed, and land-based heavy oil and bunker oil are produced depending on 

mixing proportions. The difference between vacuum gas-oil and vacuum residue 

is not only in the sulfur content but also in the substance components. This 

difference may affect an adequate desulfurization process (explained later) for 

bunker oil or land-based heavy oil, and may result in different desulfurization 

costs. 

In the distillation process, crude oils usually yield residual oil fractions 

totalling 40 — 50 % of the original volume. However, the proportion of residual 

oil demand to total petroleum demand in major petroleum consuming countries is 

less than 40 %. Therefore, the conversion of residual oil fractions to lighter 

hydrocarbons requires a cracking or a coking process. 

(2) Desulfurization Process 

In addition, each distillate contains impurities, such as sulfur, which should 

be reduced or removed in the refining process. The equipment used for 



removing sulfur from the residual oil fractions (including bunker oil) is generally 

called a residual oil desulfurizer. It adds hydrogen to residual oil under the 

presence of catalysts and separates sulfur as HzS (hydrogen sulfide). In general, 

it is capable of removing around 90 % of the sulfur in residual oil feedstock. 

However, desuifurization of residual oil is difficult because residual oil is a 

complicated hydrocariDon compound of high molecular weight containing heavy 

metals in addition to sulfur condensed in crude oil. Generally, the heavier 

fractions are richer in sulfur and heavy metals. For example, the sulfur content of 

Kuwait's crude oil is 0.1 - 0.2 % in naphtha, 0.2 - 0.4 % in kerosene, 0.4 - 2.0% 

in gas-oil, 2.0 - 3.5 % in vacuum gas-oil, and 3.5 - 5.5 % in vacuum residue 

(Petroleum Institute of Japan, 1984). The sulfur content is also different for 

different crude oil types. The sulfiu: content in crude oil depends on its place of 

origin, and varies from a low of 0.02 % to a high of 7 % (Oil & Gas Journal, 1983). 

The largest obstacle to desuifurization is the presence of heavy metal 

components, such as vanadium and nickel in residual oil. Heavy metal 

components cause the formation of metal oxide deposits on the surface of the 

catalyst, thus covering the catalyst and spoiling its activity. What governs the 

catalyst life in a residual oil desulfurizer is such deposition of metals on the 

catalyst The catalyst life is about 4 bbl/lb when the heavy metal content in 

feeding oil is 100 ppm and about 2 bbl/lb when the heavy metal content is 200 

ppm (Petroleum Institute of Japan, 1984). Thus, the catalyst life becomes 

extremely short as the heavy metal content increases. Therefore, residual oil 

7) 4 bbl/lb is equivalent to about 260 days in a capadty of 20,000 (BD) with a 90 % desuifurization rate, 
according to Japan's investigation (IMO/BCH21/11/6, 1991) 
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containing large percentages of heavy metals is not suitable for desulfurization 

because economical operation of the desulfurizer is impossible. The government 

of Japan (MO/BCH 21/1V6, 1991) suggested 100 (ppm) as a limit to metal content 

for desulfurizer* s feedstock. 

Although it is impossible to specify all substances in particular residual oils, 

the components are usually classified as saturated components, aromatic 

components, resin, and asphaltene. Of these, asphaltene contains more sulfur and 

metals than the others and it is this that makes the desulfurization of residual oil 

very difficult. The desulfurization technology of residual oil, therefore, had not 

been put into practical use until 1967 (Petroleum Institute of Japan, 1984). The 

present residual oil desulfurization process requires both high pressure and 

temperature, which makes its operation difficult and expensive. Even now, there 

are only 27 plants operating in the world, and total capacity is around 1,196 (10^ 

BD (barrel/day)). In addition, these plants are mainly located in three countries; 

Japan (430 (10^ BD)), the US (284 (10^ BD)), and Kuwait (205 (10^ BD)), and 

the share of capacity of these three countries to the world capacity is 77 % (Oil & 

Gas Journal, 1994). (shown in Appendix 3-4) The reason why the number of 

residual oil desulfurizers is so few may be related to the fact that low sulfur 

residual oil is not highly valued in the present market. For instance, it was 

reported that the price of residual oil was $ 112 (/ton) for 1.0 % sulfur content 

residual oil, and $ 101 (/ton) for 3.5 % sulfur content residual oil in the Rotterdam 

spot market in December 1995 (Petroleum Agency of Japan, 1996). The 

difference in price between high and low sulfur residual oil was around $ 10. 

Therefore, desulfurization of residual oil is thought to be unprofitable. 
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(3) Blending Process 

Besides the desulfurization process explained above, it is possible to lower 

sulfur content in bunker oil by blending bunker oil with better quality oil fractions. 

For example, a refinery may produce two types of bunker oil in the same quantity, 

but with different sulfur contents, one of which is 4.0 % sulfur content (oil 1) and 

the other 1.0 % (oil 2). Under 3.0 % sulfur content regulation on bunker oil, oil 2 

need not be treated by the residual oil desulfiirizer, but oil 1 must be treated and 

would incur a desulfurization cost. However, if oil 1 and oil 2 are blended, the 

refinery has the option of maintaining the same quantity of bunker oil with a sulfur 

content of 2.5 % requiring no desulfurization. If sulfur content regulation is 

actually implemented, this kind of blending may be utilized in refineries. 

However, the actual situation in refineries may not be so flexible. Does a 

refinery produce and ship both oil 1 and oil 2 at approximately the same time? If 

not, the refinery will start to adjust the shipment time, quantity, and the sulfur 

content of produced and shipped bunker oils. What does this mean for the 

refinery? This requires the refinery to be equipped with enough tank capacity to 

store bunker oil for this adjustment. In addition, since the production and 

shipment schedule of bunker oils may have to be changed, the refinery may be 

forced to alter the entire production plan or crude oil procurement plan. 

Considering also the possibility of sludge formation, blending different types of 

bunker oils is not an easy operation. With these consideration in mind, it seems 

that there is a cost associated with the blending of bunker oils. The required cost 

of blending bunker oils depends on various conditions of the refinery, and 

therefore, it may be difficult to set up a meaningful standard cost model. 

Now consider another type of blending. Suppose a refinery produces 4.0 % 

V 
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sulfur content bunker oil and faces a 3.0 % sulfur content regulation in bunker oil. 

Instead of desulfurization, the refinery can produce bunker oil with a sulfur 

content lower than 3.0 % by blending the bunker oil with other oil fractions of 

higher quality. For instance, if the refinery blends 100 units of bunker oil with 43 

units of gas—oil fraction with a sulfur content of 0.7 %, the refinery can produce 

143 units of bunker oil with a sulfur content of 3.0 %. This operation costs as 

much as the difference between the value of the gas-oil fraction when it is sold 

as a product of gas—oil and when it is sold as bunker oil. On the other hand, 

evaluating this from the production planning side, the refinery will have a larger 

quantity of bunker oil and a smaller quantity of gas-oil than in the present 

production scheme. Since refineries are now trying to reduce heavy petroleum 

products (such as bunker oil) and increase light petroleum products (such as 

gas-oil) in order to meet the demand changes, the above operation runs counter 

to present refinery efforts. 

According to the above, even though blending is one method for lowering 

the sulfur content of bunker oil, its merit is ambiguous. Especially when the 

quantity of bunker oil needing sulfur reduction is large, blending should not be 

considered practical since it strongly affects the total production plans of the 

refineries. In addition, one should pay attention to the feet that lowering the 

sulfiir content of bunker oil by blending will result in the reduction of SO 2 

originating from bunker oils, but will never bring about a reduction of SO 2 from 

all petroleum products. 

In a study by the Dutch Ministry of Transport and Public Works (1992), the 

following similar problems of bunker oil blending were mentioned: 

1 )  blending will not lead to reduction of SO 2  emission; 
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2) when blending different residues or fuel oils, sludge formation is caused by 

the incompatibility of the various residue types; 

3) where the l)lending of the fuel oil takes place, some extra storage facilities 

may be needed for storage of the different residual oil types; 

4) reduction of sulfur content of residual oil to lower than 4 % cannot be done 

by l)lending. 

Based on this consideration, hereafter it is assumed that blending is not 

used for reducing the sulfur content of bunker oil. However, in fact, depending 

on the price and quantity demanded of petroleum products, refineries may utilize 

blending for production of low sulfur content bunker oil. Therefore, it may be 

better to consider a cost function based on residual oil desulfurization as the most 

costly case. 

3.1.2. Specifications of Bunker Oil and Residual Oil Market 

(1) Specifications of Bunker Oil 

Bunker oil, in general, is of poorer quality (e.g. higher sulfur content) than 

oils used on land. Bunker oil is a heavy residual with the highest viscosity among 

petroleum fractions refined from crude oil. Since sulfur and heavy metals 

contained in a crude oil largely remain in the residual fractions, the bunker oil is 

generally rich in these troublesome substances. 

However, the quality must meet several requirements so as to smoothly 

operate machines associated with boilers on ships. The ISO 8217 (ISO : 

International Organization for Standardization, 8217 : standard for bunker oil) lists 

some requirements for bunker oil based on its actual use. Principal items of the 

standard are viscosity, pour point, sludge content, and so on. According to the 
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standard, the viscosity should be lower than 55 cSt (at 100 *C), the pour point 

should be lower than 30 'C, and the sludge content should be less than 0.10 %. 

Regarding the sulfur content, there are three types of standards, up to 3.5 %, up 

to 4.0 %, and up to 5.0%. On the other hand, the actual sulfur content in bunker 

oil averages 2.8 - 2.9 %, as shown later in this chapter. This can be compared 

with that of land-based heavy oil, which is around 2.1 % according to Japan's 

investigation (MO/BCH 22/INF.ll, 1992). (See Appendix 3-1) There is a 

disparity in sulfur content between bunker oil and land—based heavy oil. 

However, low quality residual oils are also used on land. The actual specifications 

of bunker oil are not separated for those used on land; both belong to the same 

category (although, on average, they have a clearly different quality). This means 

that both bunker oil and land- based heavy oil interact in the market. As a result 

of this interaction, the bunker oil market has an important role in the following 

two aspects. 

1) The first is related to the changing demand for residual oil. Demand for 

residual oil on land has decreased because of the introduction of alternative 

energies, such as nuclear, coal, and natural gas, in the last twenty years. At 

the same time, the demand pattern in petroleum products has changed by 

shifting from residual oil to lighter fractions. The demand for residual oil has 

gradually decreased in terms of absolute amount, but the share of residual oil to 

total petroleum products has dramatically decreased. Refineries have been 

rapidly responding to this changing situation by introducing cracking facilities in 

order to reduce heavy fractions. Cracking facilities are for the purpose of 

reducing heavy fractions by cracking, and acquiring distillates, and, as a result of 

cracking, decreasing the volume of residual oil with increasingly lower quality. 

\ 
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The bunker oil market may have room to absorb increasingly low quality 

residual oil. 

2) The second, which may illuminate the essence of petroleum products, is 

concerned with the flexibility of supply. One petroleum product cannot be 

individually produced. From a given crude oil, one can make a whole range of 

petroleum products such as gasoline, kerosene, gas—oil, residual oil, and so 

forth, and the possibility of changing the yield of various products gives 

refineries the flexibility to produce those petroleum products that increase 

profit. As a first choice, refineries may want to sell the relatively higher priced 

lighter fractions, and depend on the decreasing but stable demand for bunker 

oils in order to exhaust residual surplus. If this is impossible, refineries cannot 

operate smoothly because petroleum products are usually jointly produced. In 

this way, the bunker oil market may play a role in absorbing surpluses and poor 

quality fractions with troublesome substances, such as sulfur. In other words, 

refineries cannot operate smoothly without this "buffering function". 

(2) Outlook of Supply and Demand for Residual Oil 

In order to conduct an examination based on the present status, data are 

compiled on production, consumption, imports, exports, and bunker oil in Table 

3-1 based on the UN's statistics (UN, 1995). It shows that the consumption of 

bunker oils was 81 million tons, and the production of residual oil was estimated 

to be 681 million tons in 1993, indicating that the consumption of bunker oil is 

equivalent to about 12 % of the production of residual oils (although this 

proportion is different in many regions). Some portion of production of residual 

oil is used in international trade, and its percentage to total production is around 

23 - 29 %. 
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Looking on a regional basis, the distinguishing feature is: 

- In North America, there is less production of residual oil when compared to 

its total residual oil supply, and the import ratio to total supply is 0.30. There 

is a considerable volume of imports of residual oils and these imports absorb 

the residual oil surplus in Latin America. 

- Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa are net exporters of residual oil, 

and North America, and Asia and Oceania are net importers. 

Table 3— 1 Demand and Supply for Residual Oil in 1993 

(Unit: 10^ tons/year) 

Supply Demand 

Product
ion 

Imports Domestic 
Consump
tion 

Exports Bunker 

North 
America 

52,760 22,731 49,385 8,258 17,581 

Latin 
America 

82,365 19,167 58,559 36,313 3,787 

Asia and 
Oceanea 

176,660 48,656 168,303 34,744 21,117 

Middle 
East 

90,089 3,447 54,223 32,231 6,873 

Europe 244,503 57,637 202,726 76,783 29,692 

Africa 35,574 3,048 23,524 12,704 2,416 

Total 681,951 154,686 556,720 201,033 81,466 

(Remarks) 
1) Data are edited from the "1993 Energy Statistics Yearbook", 

United Nations, 1995 
2) Change in the stock on a world total basis is - 2,582. 
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- Although Europe also has net exports, most of this is attributed to Russia, 

from which the net export amount is 23 million tons. 

- It is important to note that figures do not mean the inter-regional 

import-export amount, but are just the aggregated import-export amount of 

each country. Supplemented by the lEA's statistics (TEA, 1995), in North 

America, for example, the import figure contains trade between Canada and the 

US (which is around 15 % of total import). In Asia, it contains Japan's imports 

from Asian countries, which is around 4 million tons. In Europe, origins of 

imports are decomposed into inside—Europe (excluding Russia) (59 %), Russia 

(12 %), and others (29 %). 

3.1.3. Construction of The Abatement Cost Function 

Based on the specific engineering information in the previous section, which 

provides a basic model of the desulfurization process for residual oil, one can 

derive an abatement cost function. The derivation methodology is explained in 

this section. 

(1) Basic Model of Sulfur Reduction by A Residual Oil Desulfiirizer 

® Formula for Cost of Desulfurization of Bunker Oil 

A representative petroleum desulfurization system is assumed in which the 

sulfur reduction rate, r (0<r<l), and other quantities are as shown in Figure 3-1. 

In the process in Figure 3-1, there is originally Q tons of residual oil with a 

sulfur content of a %. In order to desulfurize the residual oil, depending on the 

required sulfur content, some portion (X) of the original oil is put through the 

residual oil desulfiirizer. After the desulfurizer, the sulfur content in the treated 

oil becomes a*(l- r) % if the desulfurizer is operated at sulfur reduction rate r. 
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Figure 3-1 Standard Prcx:ess of Residual Oil Desulfurization 

Original 

O i l  

Q tons 

a% of S 

1-X 

Feeding 

Q»X tons 

a% of S 

Desulfurizer 

(reduction 

rate = r  ) 

Non treated 

Q=^(l-X) tons 

a% of S 

Treated 

Q*X tons 

a*(l-r)  % 

of S 

Product 

O i l  

Q tons 

of S 

where Q = quantity of original residual oil (tons) 

X = proportion of oil to be desulfurized (unit free) 

a = sulfur content in original oil (%) 

b = sulfur content in product oil (%) 

r = sulfur reduction rate (unit free) 
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This is then mixed with the other portion (1-X) of the original oil and becomes a 

low sulfur residual oil product At point • in the process, in determining the 

sulfur content in the product oil, the following equation should be satisfied. 

[treated oil] [non treated] [product oil] 

(Q=^X) * (a=^(l-r)) + (Q*(l-X)) * a = Q * b 

In which case X is: X = 1/r * (1— b/a) 

Therefore, the desulfurization cost for Q tons of oil of a % sulfur content can be 

expressed as a function of the sulfur content regulation level, b %, as follows: 

C = c„ * Q * X 

= Cu *Q/r*(l-b/a) 

where C = annual desulfurization cost ($/year) 

Q = annual bunker oil production (tons/year) 

c« = unit feeding cost of desulfurizer ($/tons) 

In the same way, the necessary capacity of the desulfurizer (CAP) can be 

formulated as follows where the operation rate of the desulfurizer is p: 

CAP= Q*X/p 

= V(p*r) * Q * (1-b/a) 
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where CAP = annual necessary capacity (tons/year) 

p = operation rate of clesulfurizer (unit free) 

Therefore, the required investment for the residual oil desulfurizer can be 

calculated using the following formula: 

1= CAP *c<, 

where I = required initial investment for desulfurizer ($) 

Cq = unit equipment cost of desulfurizer ($/unit CAP) 

Note that since X cannot exceed 1, the following constraint is needed: 

X = 1/r * (1 - b/a ) 

Thus, b ^ a (1 - r) 

This inequality means that there is a floor value of sulfur content which can be 

achieved by utilizing a residual oil desulfurizer. In other words, if the regulation 

level of sulfur content is set lower than this floor value, residual oil desulfurization 

is not applicable. 

(D Distribution of Sulfur Content 

The above formula is meaningful for all desulfurization activities where 

sulfur content in residual oil is a specific number. However, when discussing the 

cost of desulfurization for a specific place or for the aggregate region or world, 
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sulfur content in bunker oil is not a given number, but, rather, is distribution 

function as shown in Figure 3-2. 

Figure 3-2 An Example of Sulfur Content Distribution 

Quantity 

-J —> Sulfur Content 
1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 (%) 

If detailed information on the sulfur content distribution is available, one may more 

closely approximate the desulfurization cost based on particular quantities supplied 

from each sulfur content range than by using the aggregate quantity and the 

average sulfur content (as shown in 3.1.5.). In such a calculation, it is reasonable 

to assume that oils of which sulfur contents are higher than the regulation level 

are converted to just meet the regulation level; that is, if the regulation level is 

3.0 %, oils belonging to the sulfur ranges 3.1 - 4.5 % might be desulfurized so 

that the sulfur content is reduced to exactly 3.0 %. Therefore, when taking the 

distribution of sulfur content in actually supplied bunker oil into consideration, the 

cost of desulfurization of quantity of Q is; 

C (b) = Z C i  
i  >  b  

= 2 [c« •  Q i /r* (l-b/aO ] 
i  >  b  

=  c j T *  Z [ Q i  • (1 - b/aO ] 
i  >  b  
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where i = sulfur content range number 

C i = desulfurization cost for the isulfur range 

In the same way, using the distribution of sulfur content in bunker oil, the 

necessary capacity of the residual oil desulfurizer (CAP) and the required 

investment (1) can I)e formulated as follows: 

CAP(b)= [V(p*r)]* 2  [ Q i  Ml-b/aO] 
i  >  b  

1(b) = c, •CAP 

(2) Calculation of Abatement Cost Function 

(D Calculation of Unit Desulfurization Cost 

The government of Japan (IMO/BCH 21/INF.28, 1991) has provided 

engineering cost data for a residual oil desulfurizer which is shown in Table 3-2. 

This data seems to support the standard case. There is no general rule how to 

determine the production cost of each oil fraction. Therefore, desulfurization cost 

depends on which equipment and operation costs are included. Equipment, as in 

Table 3-2, includes a hydrogenation unit and a sulfur retrieval unit as well as a 

residual oil desulfurizer itself, but the equipment does not include piping, tanks, 

several utilities, and site costs. In some cost calculations, these additional 

facilities may be included, but in others are not. On the other hand, in the case of 

the hydrogenation unit, since the hydrogen produced is sometimes used for 

production of other petroleum products, it may be difficult to attribute its 

equipment cost to a particular petroleum product. This same problem may occur 
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in the calculation of some operation costs. In this research, all items in Table 

3-2 are included in the cost calculation for clarity- In addition, the desulfurization 

process generates not only desulfurized residual oil but also some cracked lighter 

oil firactions and retrieved sulfur. Since these by-products have some market 

value, the desulfurization cost is different if these market values are considered. 

In this research, as in the Japanese investigation GMO/BCH 21/INF.28, 1991), 

market values of these by- products are ignored. According to the data shown in 

Table 3-2, the unit cost of desulfurization is calculated as follows, given a residual 

oil desulfurizer of 20 (10^ BD) capacity, and a capacity utilization rate of 85 %: 

Annual capacity of equipment 

20 (10 ̂ BD) = 1.16 (10®kl/year) 

Annual operating capacity at 85% utilization rate 

1.16 (10®kl/year) * 0.85 = 0.986 (lO^kl/year) 

Annual total cost 

[depreciation] [raw material & fuel] 

71.1 (10®$/year) + 25.0 ($/kl)* 0.986 (10®kl/year) 

[labor] 

+ 1.5 (10®$/year) = 97.3 (10®$/year) 

Unit cost of desulfurization 

97.3 (10®$/year) / 0.986 (10®kl/year) = 98.6 ($/kl) 

= 98.6 / 0.9 (ton/kl) = 109.6 ($/ton) 

8) 1 (BD) = 58 (kl/ycar) 



Table 3- 2 Engineering Cost Data for Residual Oil Desulfurization 

a.  Equipment Cost 

Residual Oil Desulfurizer 20,000 (B/D) 
Hydrogenation Unit 540,000 (Nm^/D) 
Sulfur Retrieval Unit 115 (ton/D) 

total 

274.1 10® $ 
59.3 10' $ 
22.2 10® $ 

355.6 10® $ 

(note) 
It is assumed that equipment is added on to existing oil 
refining plants and no consideration is given to infra-
structural items such as piping, tanks, uti l i t ies,  etc.  

b.  Operation Cost 

Depreciation and Others (total*205la) 
Raw Material  & Fuel 
Labor 

71.1 10® $/year 
25.0 $/kl 
1.5 10® $/year 

(note) 
1.  Depreciation over 8 years by fixed annual percentage, 

interest and other factors equivalent to 20 %. 
2.  Raw Material  & Fuel 

(Residual Oil Desulfurizer) 
Fuel (6.1 1/kl of feeding oil)  
Steam (0.07 ton/kl of feeding oil)  
Electric Power (57 kwh/kl of feeding oil)  
Raw Material (Catalyst, and others) 

(Hydrogenation Unit) 
Butane (39.4 kl/kl of feeding oil)  
Fuel (33.5 kl/kl of feeding oil)  
Steam (A 0.13 ton/kl of feeding oil)  
Electric Power (18 kwh/kl of feeding oil)  

3.  labor 
74,000 $/person/year * 20 people 

1 .0 $/kl 
5 .5 $/kl 
0 .8 $/kl 
5 .2 $/kl 

6 .6 $/kl 
5 .6 S/kl 

Al .5 $/kl 
1 .7 $/kl 

c.  Operation Rate 

d.  Rate of Desulfurization 

85% 

90% 

(Source) IMO/BCH 21/INF.28, 1991 
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(D Numerical Formula 

Adopting data from Table 3-2 and the above calculation, the needed 

parameters are as follows: 

r = 0.9 

p = 0.85 

Cq = 355.6 (10®$/ 20 (lO^BD)) = 17.8 (10^$/BD) 

cu = 109.6 ($/ton) 

The formulas can be rewritten as follows: 

CGj)  =  c « / r *  Z [ Q i  *  ( 1  - b/ a i )  ]  

=  1 0 9 . 6 / 0 . 9  *  L  [  Q i  *  ( 1  - b/ a O  ]  

= 121.8 * I. [ Qi * (1 - b/ a i )  ]  ( $ / y e a r )  
i  >  b  

CAP(b) = [V(p*r)] * L  C  Q i  * ( 1 -  b/ a i )  ]  

= CV(0.85*0.9)] * Z [ Q i  * (1 - b/ a i )  ]  

= 1.31 * 2 [ Q i  * ( l - b / a i ) ]  (ton/year) 

= 0.0251 *2 [ Q i  *(l-b / a i ) ]  (BD) 
i  >  b  

1(b) = C, •CAP 

= 17.8 * 0.0251 * Z [ Q i  * ( l - b / a i ) ]  

= 0.447 * Z [Qi * ( l - b / a i ) ]  ( 1 0 ^  $ )  
i  >  b  

Floor Sulfur Value = a i * (1 - r) 

= 0.1 *ai 
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The floor sulfur value is irrelevant as long as the required sulfur content is higher 

than 0.5 % since there does not exist a bunker oil with a sulfur content higher 

than 5.0 % (shown later). 

3.1.4. Evaluation of The Cost Formula 

(1) General Features of The Cost Formula 

The cost function derived in this chapter is not estimated statistically, but is 

constructed as a deterministic model for a typical desulfurization process by 

employing the standard cost information based on engineering considerations. In 

actual states, however, it is reasonable to think that there are recognizable 

variations in the engineering processes and in cost conditions. For a derivation of 

a more elaborate model, it is better to assume some probability distribution on the 

cost function. However, unfortunately, such data on cost variations in the 

desulfurization process is not currently available. Therefore, to compensate for 

this lack of a stochastic process in the cost function, a sensitivity analysis is 

conducted in Chapter 4. However, although there are not any variations in the 

engineering process adopted in this research, the derived cost function may 

remain valid as a representative or base case. 

(2) Comparison with Previous Studies 

By way of evaluation, the results of calculations are compared with previous 

studies. There have been five studies on the cost of desulfurization presented in 

the MO as shown in 1.4.1.. However, none of these reports take the distribution 

of sulfur content into consideration. Thus, this comparison also ignores the 

distribution of sulfur content. 

The government of Japan Qlv'IO/BCH 21/INF.28 (Table 8), 1991) estimates 
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the desulfurization cost for the 1.0 %, 1.5 %, and 2.0 % cases with a model of 3 % 

sulfur content bunker oil. A comparison of the Japanese report and the same 

calculations using the derived cost function is presented in Table 3—3. Note that 

Table 3—3 Desulfunzation Cost Compared with The Japanese Report 

(unit: $/ton of bunker oil) 

Regulation Level (%) 1.0 1.5 2.0 

By Derived Formula »> 81-2 60.9 40.6 

By Japan .*> 81.2 60.8 40.6 

(Remarks) 
1) For *), calculation is made assuming the sulfur content is 3 %. 
2) For **), the cost unit is converted to i^ton which is $/kl 

in the original data in IMO/BCH 21/INF.28. 

Table 3—4 Desulfurization Cost Compared with The OCMF's Report 

Regulation Level (5S) 1.5 2.0 

Desulfurization 

Cost ($/ton) 

By Derived Formula 62.9 43.2 Desulfurization 

Cost ($/ton) By The DC IMF 46 - 68 35 - 52 

Required *> 

Investment(10®$) 

By Derived Formula 4.75 3.26 Required *> 

Investment(10®$) By The DCIMF 5.6 -  8.2 4.2 -  6.4 

(Remarks) 
1) In the OCMF's report, the estimation is made for Europe only. 

Thus, this calculation does the same. 
2) This calculation is made assuming the sulfur content is 3.1 %, 

and the quantity of supplied bunker oil is 20.6 (10® tons) in Europe, 
(cited from IMO/BCH 22/INF.ll, 1992) 

3) For *), the number is the investment amount required in Europe 
to satisfy the regulation. 
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the cost is exactly the same in both cases which suggests that the Japanese report 

took the same approach in its calculation. 

The OCIMF's report (MO/MEPC 34/INF.36, 1993) estimated both the 

desulfurization cost of bunker oil and the investment cost for a residual oil 

desulfurizer.  Calculating the same quantity by the derived formula, Table 3-4 

shows the desulfurization cost to be at almost the median level of the OCIMF's 

estimation. On the other hand, the investment cost estimate is a bit smaller than 

the OCIMF's estimated range. The OCIMF's report might employ larger quantity 

of bunker oil supplied in Europe. 

On the other hand, the government of Kuwait (IMO/MEPC 29/18/5, 1990) 

reported the desulfurization cost as a function of the regulation level. Kuwait's 

report is questioned by the government of Japan (IMO/BCH 21/11/6, 1991), 

because the capital charges used in its calculation appear too low (the depreciation 

period of the plant is considered to be 20 years). However, the most noticeable 

feature of the Kuwaiti report is that it takes flexible cracking effects of the 

desulfurizer explicitly into consideration (ignored in the formula presented here). 

The flexibility involved in the cracking effect is where some of the feed oil is 

automatically cracked and converted to lighter hydrocarbons in the desulfurization 

process. This effect is taken into consideration in another Japanese estimation of 

the desulfurization cost (IMO/BCH 21/INF.28 (Table 7), 1991). In that calculation, 

the Japanese investigation reported that a residual oil desulfurizer generates 17 % 

gas—oil and 4 % naphtha as well as 81 % desulfurized residual oil (volume basis). 

According to the Japanese trial calculation, evaluation of the cracking effect will 

reduce the desulfurization cost by approximately 10 %. The cracking effect 

entirely depends on the operating conditions. For instance, in some refineries the 
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desulfurizer is operated so as to maximize the cracking effect, but in others it is 

operated so as to maximize the desulfurizing effect Thus, the effect is difficult to 

standardize. 

Regarding the two other reports, the government of the Netherlands 

(MO/BCH 22/INF.7, 1992) reported that the additional cost for the desulfurization 

to 0.5 -  1.0 % are in a range of $ 20 and $ 83 per ton of bunker oil ,  and the 

government of Singapore (IMO/BCH 24/7/14, 1994) reported that reducing the 

sulfur of bunker oil from 4.5 % to 3.5 % would drive bunker oil prices up by at 

least 35 %. A 35 % price increase is almost equivalent to $ 35 per ton, which can 

be compared with $ 27 per ton by the derived formula for the same case. In the 

background study (Dutch Ministry of Transport and Public Works, 1992) of the 

Netherlands* report, tliree previous cost studies were introduced. These were 

reports by The Institute of Petroleum (1991), the Government of Kuwait (same 

one mentioned above), and the CONCAWE (1986). According to this study. The 

Institute of Petroleum presented $ 35 — 40 (/ton) for the costs of sulfur reduction 

from 3.5 % to 1.0 %, and the CONCAWE's calculation of the overall cost for 

reducing sulfur of residual oil from 3.5 % to 1.0 % was reported to be $ 48 - 83 

(/ton) on 1991 year basis. Thus, the cost report by the government of the 

Netherlands gives the Kuwaiti figure as a lower bound and the CONCA^^'s 

figure as an upper one. 

By these comparisons, it seems better to provisionally rely on the results of 

the cost model presented here as a standard case. It appears to be supported by 

the previous studies (excluding Kuwait's). 
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3.1.5. Nature of The Derived Cost Function 

For convenience and ease in calculation, the cost function can be modified 

as follows: 

CC3) = 121.8 * I. [Qi * (1 - b/ai)] 
i > b 

= 121.8 Q * Z [ ki Ml - b/ a i )  ]  
i  > b 

where Q = total quantity of bunker oil 

ki = proportion of quantity in the i"• sulfur range; ki = Qi/Q 

(1) Sensitivity to Quantity 

Using the modified version of the cost function, it can be concluded that the 

quantity gives the proportional change in cost: that is, if the quantity doubles, the 

cost will double. Thus, the cost function is very sensitive to the bunker oil 

quantity. 

(2) Sensitivity to Sulfur Content 

® With No Distribution 

As a first step, the shape of the cost function independent of the sulfur 

content distribution is discussed. In this case, discussing the effect of sulfur 

content on the value of the cost function is equivalent to considering the following 

function: 

f(b) = 1 - b/a 

Changing the value of "a", the sulfur content of bunker oil, or "b", the sulfur 

content regulation level, changes the shape of the cost function and is shown in 

Figures 3-3 and 3—4. 
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Figure 3- 3 Shapes of The Cost Function of Sulfur Content Regulation 
for Each Sulfur Content Level of Bunker Oil with No Distribution 

fCD) = 1- b/a 

f(b) •—a=4.0%. #— a=3.0«, O"" a=2.0!K. A - a=1.0« 
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Figure 3— 4 Shapes of The Cost Function of Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil 
for Each Regulation Level with No Distribution 
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Figures 3-3 and 3-4 indicate that: 

- f(b) is a linear decreasing function in 'Td". In other words, as the 

regulation level becomes more severe the cost linearly increases. 

- f(a) is an increasing function of "a". In other words, higher sulfur 

content bunker oil suffers an increasingly high unit desulfurization cost. 

- f(a) is a hyperijolic function of "a". Therefore, the slope of f(a) increases 

as "a" decreases. This means that differences in suffur content lead to 

greater cost differences the lower the sulfur content. 

(2) With Distribution 

As a second step, the shape of the cost function taking sulfur distribution 

into consideration is discussed. In this case, including the effect of sulfur content 

on the value of the cost function is equivalent to considering the following 

function: 

f(b) = 2 [ki • (1 - b/ a i )  ]  
i  >  b  

A required parameter of the cost function is the proportion of the quantity that is 

distributed in each sulfur range. Assuming a normal distribution ®', the 

parameters of interest are the sulfur content mean (fi) and the standard deviation 

(ff) of sulfur content. 

Figure 3—5 shows this cost function shape where a =0.735 and p. varies. 

a =0.735 is cited from the sulfur distribution data of world total bunker oil in the 

IPIECA's (International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation 

Association) report (IPIECA, 1993) which has the most detailed information about 

9) It is not claimed that the sulfur distribution of bunker oil follows a normal distribution. The normal 
distribution is used here as an example for convenience. 
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Figure 3—5 Shapes of The Cost Function of Sulfur Content Regulation 
by Varying Average Sulfiir Content of Bunker Oil with Distribution 

f(b) = 2 [ k i (1 - b/a i) ] , p. - varying, a = 0.735 
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Figure 3—6 Shapes of The Cost Function of Sulfur Content Regulation 
by Varying Standard Deviation of Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil 
with Distribution 
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the distribution of bunker oil by sulfur range. On the other hand, Figure 3-6 

shows the cost function shape when fi =2.90 (%) and a varies, p. =2.90 (%) is 

also cited from the world average sulfur content in bunker oil from the IPIECA. 

The graphs indicate: 

- The graph in Figure 3—5 is decreasing and convex as if it "sweeps its 

skirts". 

- The graph in Figure 3-5 becomes more skewed as the average sulfur 

content becomes smaller; that is, the skirts become longer. In other 

words, the difference from the curve with no distribution becomes larger 

as p. becomes smaller. 

- The graph in Figure 3—6 becomes closer to the graph with no 

distribution as a becomes smaller. 

- Figure 3- 6 shows that when "b" is higher than a certain level, say 

2.5 %, the cost with a distribution is larger than the cost with no 

distribution. However, when "b" is lower, the opposite is true. 

Therefore, if the desulfurization cost is calculated by using average sulfur 

content without considering sulfur distribution, the result contains a 

negative bias when regulation is mild, and shows a positive bias when 

regulation is severe. 

(3) Aggregation Bias 

When discussing the sensitivity of the cost formula to data, it is important 

to consider the aggregation bias. For example, consider the following two types 

of oils; 

oil 1 : quantity qi , sulfur content ai 

oil 2 : quantity qa , sulfur content a2 (ai^^az) 

s. 
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Expressing the cost formula as C = n*q*(l-b/a), each cost is: 

oil 1 : Ci = n * qi *(l-b/ai) 

oil 2 : C2 = n * q2 * (l-b/az) 

On the other hand, if these oils are mixed, quantity and sulfur content are: 

mixed: quantity qi+qa ,  sulfur content (aiqi+a2q2)/(qi H-qa) 

If the same calculation is made for the mixed oil, the cost is: 

mixed : = n * (qi+q2) * [l-b/(aiqi+a2q2)/(qi+q2)] 

Taking the difference, 

- ( C i + C 2 )  = n* {(qi+q2)*[l-b/(aiqi+a2q2)/(qi+q2)] 

-  [qi*(l-b/ai) + q2*(l-b/a2)] } 

(ai-a2)^ qiq2 
= n b > 0 

aia2(aiqi +a2q2) 

This indicates that the desulfurization cost of mixed oil is always larger than the 

sum of desulfurization costs of each component oil. That is, the aggregation bias 

is positive. Therefore, data should be collected by refinery, and furthermore, by 

lot to avoid all aggregation bias. For example, the world aggregated data will 

yield an aggregation bias leading to exaggerated results. However, it is very 

costly to collect the data by lot, and it is almost impossible to collect the data for 

all bunker oil supplied in the world by lot. Thus, it is a second best method to 

use the data recorded for each sulfur range by country. 

3.2. State of Supplied Bunker Oil in The World 

In order to obtain the actual desulfurization cost function by using the above 

formula, it is necessary to know the supplied quantity and the actual distribution of 
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sulfur content in bunker oils. Although there are no authoritative published 

statistics on this sort of information, data from several investigations is available. 

In this section, the data is summarized by characteristics. 

3.2.1. Selection of Data 

(1) Availaiile Information 

® World Supplied Quantity and Average Sulfur Content 

The MO initially considered reports on the quantity of bunker oil supplied 

(demanded) in the world and on the average sulfur content. Citing the UN's 

statistics, the government of Japan (MO/BCH 21/11/6, 1991) have pointed out that 

the quantity of bunker oil consumption on a world basis was 81 (10® tons) in 

1988, but do not mention the average sulfur content In the Norwegian report 

(MO/MEPC 29/18/6, 1990), 100 (10® tons) was given as an estimate of the world 

consumption in 1988, and 2.82 % was reported as the average sulfur content. On 

the other hand, as shown in Table 3-1, the current UN's statistics indicate that 

bunker oil supply (demand) was also 81 (10® tons) in 1993. 

® Sulfur Content by Country 

Reports of both Norway (MO/MEPC 29/18/6, 1990) and Japan (MO/BCH 

21/11/6, 1991) also provide information classifying countries by average sulfur 

content of bunker oil supplied in each country for 1988 - 1989, as shown in Table 

3-5. The numbers in columns are very similar to each other and indicate that 

almost half of the countries in the world supply bunker oil containing 2 — 3 % 

sulfur. The second largest sulfur class is > 3 %, and its proportion is around 

26 - 28 %. The Norwegian report is from the Veritas Petroleum Services (VPS) 

database, and it says, 'The recorded data by now represent 520 suppliers in 450 
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ports and some 540 western world ship operators are registered as users of the 

VPS test services". (IMO/MEPC 29/18/6 (pp.6), 1990) That of Japan's is reported 

as information given by the petroleum trade in Japan. 

(D Quantity and Sulfur Content by Country 

The government of Japan (IMO/BCH 22/INF.ll, 1992) also provided the 

results of comprehensive research on the characteristics of bunker oil supplied in 

each country. In this research, 47 countries or points are investigated in terms of 

the quantity of bunker oil supply, sulfur content in supplied bunker oil, vanadium 

content, and so forth. The summary of its report is shown in Appendix 3—1. It 

is reported that Japan's research was conducted in 1991. It says of its data 

source, "In order to reassure the state of the supply of bunker oil, a consignment 

investigation was conducted by a reliable research institute". Since the method of 

investigation is unclear, little can be said about the credibility of the data. 

® Sulfur Content Distribution in Each Country 

The IPIECA QPIECA, 1993) provides research on the distribution of sulfur 

content of bunker oil by country, and classifies the quantity of supplied bunker oil 

by its sulfur content. This was investigated by picking samples in various ports. 

In the IPEECA's research, the distribution of sulfur content of bunker oil in the 

world total is reported as shown in Figure 3—7 and Appendix 3-2. Actually, the 

report was conducted by Arthur D. Little Limited under the direction of the 

IPIECA, which describes its method of investigation as follows. "This samples 

bunker fuel at the point of delivery to the ship, and is requested and paid for by 

the ship operator. The results of 44,000 samples firom over a 100 ports have 

been analyzed for the years 1989 - 1991 to provide the basis for this evaluation." 

(IPIECA (pp.7), 1993) 
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Figure 3—7 Distribution of Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil 
Supplied in The World 

(Source : IPEECA, 1993) 
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(2) Consideration of Data's Credibility 

To check the consistency of the above data, Table 3-5 provides a 

comparison. The table indicates that data (D Qapan) and ® (IPEECA) give more 

weight to the > 3 % sulfur range than (D (Norway, Japan). 

Table 3- 5 Number of Countries Classified by Sulfur Content of 
Supplied Bunker Oil by Each Information Source 

Data 
Source 

Number of Countries Avera
ge 
Sulfur 
Conte
nt (%) 

Total 
Quant
ity of 
Bunker 
(10®t) 

Data 
Source 

Sulfur Range t of 
Poi
nts 

Avera
ge 
Sulfur 
Conte
nt (%) 

Total 
Quant
ity of 
Bunker 
(10®t) 

Data 
Source < 1 % 1- 2 % 2- 3 % > 3 ^ 

t of 
Poi
nts 

Avera
ge 
Sulfur 
Conte
nt (%) 

Total 
Quant
ity of 
Bunker 
(10®t) 

CD 
UN 

— — — — — — 81 

(D 
Norway 

3 
(4.6) 

9 
(13.8) 

36 
(55.4) 

17 
(26.2) 

65 2.82 100 

(D 
Japan 

7 
(8.0) 

12 
(13.6) 

44 
(50.0) 

25 
(28.4) 

88 — — 

Japan 
2 

(4.3) 
7 

(15.2) 
19 

(41.3) 
18 

(39.1) 
46 2.87 85 

IPIECA 
0 

(0.0) 
7 

(13.2) 
25 

(47.2) 
21 

(39.6) 
53 2.90 105 

(Remarks) 
1) Numbers in parentheses mean the percentage to total. 
2) Source of (D Norway is MO/MEPC 29/18/6, 1990. 
3) Source of (D Japan is EMO/BCH 21/11/6, 1991. 
4) Source of (D Japan is IMO/BCH 22/INF.ll, 1992. 
5) Source of (D IPIECA is IPIECA, 1993. 
6) For (D IPIECA, countries are classified by the average sulfur content 

supplied there. 
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As a check on this data by country, Table 3-6 compares the sulfur content 

and supplied quantity in each country using the data of (D Norway, d) Japan, and 

® IPIECA. The table indicates that the information reported is generally 

consistent among the studies at given levels of error. However, some reported 

numbers in specific countries show significant differences. Since the estimation 

method is given only for the IPIECA, the extent to which the IPIECA's data are 

supported by at least one of the others is checked. First, the data are checked for 

sulfur content. This test shows fairly credible results except for some countries. 

The countries for which the IPIECA reports entirely different numbers are Algeria 

& Morocco, Nigeria, Panama Canal, Denmark, and Korea. In these cases, it can 

not be said that controversy does not exist over the accuracy of sulfur content 

reported by the IPIECA. Next, consider the supplied quantity of bunker oil. The 

biggest difference occurs in the UAE offshore market. The IPIECA reports a 

large quantity of 9.5 (10®tons/year) for the UAE offshore market which is 

recorded by neither Norway nor Japan. Because there is conflicting evidence on 

the true quantity of bunker oil supplied there, two calculations should be done for 

these points. Other noticeable data differences occur for the quantity of bunker 

oils reported for the Caribbean countries (Panama, Mexico, etc.), Germany, China 

and Hong Kong. 

Based on the above data inspection, IPIECA's data is adopted for the 

calculation basis as present supply capacities of bunker oil. 

\ 
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Table 3-6 Comparison of Several Data Sources: 
— Quantity and Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil Supplied 

in Major Countries 

Sulfur Content in Bunker (2) Quantitr of Bunker (1000 ton) 

0 0 A B 0 0 A B 
Countrr OX Ox 

EjTPt 2-3 3.1 2.73 OO 1114 1457 A 
East Africa ••r2.i9 0 "r 610 
Djibouti 2-3 - - 1 
Ethiopia 2-3 ' • * 

OO South Africa 3-4 3.0 3.23 OO 3233 2600 A 
Test Africa •-ri.96 7 • * - 763 
Gabon 1-2 
Canarr Island 2-3 
Cape Verde Isl. 2-3 •  *  J  

Irorr Coast 3-1 
Algeriai Morocco 2-3 1.63 X  214 
Libya k Tunisia 1.75 80 
Higeria <1.0 2.25 X  26'! 
Panaia Canal 4.9 2.38 X  1526 782 X  
Heiico 2-3 4.0 --•;-2.20 o x  445 -2960 7  
Trinidad 1-2 • - •* 

Barbados 2-3 '  *  " i  
Costa Kica 2-3 • " "I 
Cuba 2-3 •  *  •  

Honduras 2-3 . - •* 

Bahaias 3-4 *  '  

Greece 3-4 3.S 3.03 OO 1559 2A.Tr A 
France - Med 2-3 2.88 O 903 
France -Atlantic 2.84 1357 
Hetherlands 3.08 3.0 3.15 OO - }2000 8436 9019 OO 
Belgiui 2.73 3.0 2.78 OO 

- }2000 
3124 OO 

Genanr 2-3 >3.0 2.71 OA 317 1960 X  
UI 2-3 2.6 •-:-2.43 OO 1247 "1368 O 
Ireland 2-3 — 

Tartar 3-4 1.6 3.(M OX 117 80 A 
Oennrii 2-3 3.24 X  707 
Portugal 2-3 2.47 0 407 
Italr 3-4 3.5 3.28 OO •an 2129 O 
5pain-AtliCanari - - T  2 - 3  -1- 3.3 3.10 xO --;-2121 1306 0 
Spaia-NediCeuta _  •  J  .  •  J  3.01 - -• 1305 
Poland 2-3 >3.0 •-r2.97 OA 579 "3217 7  
Baltic States — 

tussia - • y  1-2 •y 3.0 --;-5011 
Black Sea — — 3.12 f 1297 7  
Bulgaria 2-3 
Gibraltar 3-4 3.22 0 780 
Crprus i Malta 2.76 60 
Sieden 2-3 2.9 2.40 OA 496 526 0 
Nonar 1-2 1.95 O 225 
Finland 2-3 3.2 2.40 OA 418 458 0  
Tugoslaria 2-3 
Other Europe 2.98 7  20 
Singapore 3.43 3.2 3.27 bo 6000 9410 10210 AO 
AustralasiatOcea 3-4 3.0 •-:-2.70 XO 1169 -1215 O 
Ket Zealand 2-3 2.8 2M • 

Chagas Arcipel 3-4 " '» 

Fiji Isl. 3-4 
Indonesia 1-2 0.2 •-J-2.06 ? ? 278 315 X  
Philippine 3.2 2H 
Papua Net Guinia 
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Table 3-6 —Continued 

Sulfur Content in Bunker (X) Quantity of Bunker (lOOO ton) 

(3) A B (3) 0 A B 
Couatnr OX Ox 

China <1.0 2.7 •-•:-2.86 oo 1927 --r3676 9 

Hong long 3-4 ' " " - -• 

I Kussia 3-4 . .. 

Tainn 3.7 3.47 o 958 1^3 A 
Pakisuo -"-3.18 oo 513 1 
India 3-4 3.0 • * • 418 
Bangladesh 2.6 431 
Korea 2-3 2.7 3.31 XA 2745 1380 X  
Japan 2.70 2.8 2.73 OO 5000 3456 4874 oo 

Uraniar 3.0 --•:-2.86 OO 33 --r 61 X  
Xalarsia 2-3 3.2 — 89 
Thailand 3.2 535 
Venezuela 2-3 1.8 2.32 OA 334 660 A 
Brazil 2-3 1.5 1.27 xO 11S3 599 X  
test S. Aierica •-•:-i.05 O "T1700 
Argentina <1.0 • - T • -• 

Chile 1-2 • ' * *• *, 

Coloibia 1-2 .  .  J  -

Equador 1-2 ' ' * '  

Uruguay 2-3 
Saudi East Coast - - T  2 - 3  3.0 3.08 xO --•-2728 1705 O 
Saudi lest Coast . . J .  •  J  

3.10 1300 
East Hediterrane •-:-2.83 O •T 130 
Israel 2-3 - -1 

Jordan 3-4 — 

UAE Offshore 3.47 9500 X  
lUE Onshore 2.8 3.53 A 390 <50 
Iran 3.0 --:-3.47 O 1113 *T2380 A 
Iraq 3.0 - -. 223 
Teiens 3.5 --"2.50 O 223 627 A 
Oian 1.3 -. J 223 
Kutait 3-4 3.7 --V3.62 OO 835 " r  420 X  
Qatar n.a. "1 0 ~ "• 

Bahrain 3.2 -. - 111 
Canada 2-3 
US Haiaii 1-2 1.8 278 
US Gulf -•;-2.68 3.4 3.28 ? O - 16000 6682 6900 OO 
US t Canada test *  n  1.9 --•;-i.96 O • -I 2283 --f7839 o 

US California * % 2.0 6682 
US k Canada East • J  2.5 •-V2.63 0 3619 --."4139 A 
US NT Harbour * * 0.4 - 2172 ~ •• 

(Renarfcs) 
D®. (3) and ® mdicates dau source; Nonray (MEPC 29/l&'6), 

japan (BCH 22/INF.ll). and IPIEG^. respec^ly. 
2) Column of Ox indicates the evaluation of consistency among data. 
3) Column A evaluates the consistency of (2) and ®. 

Column B evaluates the consisiency of (3> and ® • 
4) The meaning of O. anil X is as follows: 

for sulfur content: O Difference < 0.5 % in suUiir contcnt 
A Difference 0.5 < < 1 % 
X Difference > I % 

for quantity : O Difference < 20 % of quantity 
A Difference 20 < < 50 % 
X Difference > 50 * 

S. 
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322. Implications of Data on The Present Supply of Bunker Oil 

Adopting the IPEECA's data as the basis for this analysis, there are several 

points concerning the state of bunker oil supply worthy of note. 

(1) Quantity of Supplied Bunker Oil 

The quantity of bunker oil supplied in the world approximates 81 - 105 

(10° tons/year). On a regional basis, the i^iggest quantity is supplied in the EC 

(27 (10® tons/year)), the next is in the Far East (24 (10® tons/year)), and the 

smallest in Latin America (3 (10® tons/year)). On a country basis, the biggest 

supply point is Singapore with a supply quantity of 10.2 (10®ton^year). The 

successive high points are UAE offshore (9.5 (10® tons/year)), the Netherlands (9.0 

(10®tons/year)), the US & Canada West Coast (7.8 (10® tons/year)), the US Gulf 

(6.9 (10®tons/year)), and Japan (4.9 (10® tons/year)). Total supply from these six 

points is 48.3 (10® tons/year), and together they constitute almost half of the total 

world supply. 

These figures indicate that the principal points of supply of bunker oil are 

located along the main routes of international trade, including not only the big 

exporting or importing countries, but also the relay points of trade such as 

Singapore. Comparing the bunker oil supply quantity with the crude oil 

distillation capacity in each country, some countries possess less capacity of crude 

oil distillation than the bunker oil supply quantity equivalent. For example, 

Singapore (capacity of atmospheric distillation : 1,091 (10 ̂ BD)), UAE (ditto : 193), 

and the Netherlands (ditto : 1,187) have less capacity of atmospheric distillation 

than Japan (ditto : 4,847). This occurs because the bunker oils supplied in any 

particular country are not necessarily refined in that country, meaning that some 

bunker oils are imported from other places. 
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When considering the method of regulation of sulfur content of bunker oil, 

two fects should be kept in mind; bunker oil can be found at any place along a 

shipping route, and bunker oils can be imported. The implication of this is that 

ship operators can get bunker oil any place they want. In other words, even if 

the sulfur content regulation is imposed on the bunker oil suppliers in some 

countries (i.e. bunker suppliers in the countries are not allowed to supply Ijunker 

oil of which sulfur content is more than a certain level), the ship operators can get 

bunker oil at any other place, some places having no regulation. This implies that 

the regulation should be imposed on the ship operators, not on the refineries. 

(2) Sulfur Content in Supplied Bunker Oil 

Average sulfur content on a world wide basis is 2.8 - 2.9 %. By region, 

the Middle East has the highest average sulfur content of 3.37 % followed by the 

Far East (3.07 %) and the EC (2.99 %). On the other hand, Latin America has 

the lowest average sulfur content, 1.38 %. As for the average sulfur content by 

country, the point which has the highest average sulfur content bunker oil is 

Kuwait, Qatar & Bahrain (3.62 %) followed by UAE onshore (3.53 %), UAE 

offshore (3.47 %), Iran & Iraq (3.47 %), and Taiwan (3.47 %). The lowest is Rest 

S. America (1.05 %). Sulfur content in bunker oil originates from its parent crude 

oil. Data on the sulfur content in supplied bunker oil by country is related to 

crude oils' allocation structure in most case. For example, the Middle East 

supplies higher sulfur content bunker oil, and this is because its crude oils have a 

relatively high sulfur content. Norway is a special case. Most of the European 

countries, except Norway, supply bunker oil with an average sulfur content higher 

than 3.0 %. The average sulfur content in Norway is 1.95 %, the fifth lowest in 

the world. This is related to the feet that Norway is a crude oil producing and 
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exporting country known for its low sulfur content (The North Sea Crude Oil). 

Looking at bunker oil supplied in the world by the sulfur range, there is no 

bunker oil for which sulfur content is higher than 5.0 %. At 10 points, higher 

than 4.5 % sulfur content bunker oils are supplied, of which the largest quantity is 

supplied in Denmark (110 (10^ton/year)). Twenty one points supply such bunker 

oils with sulfur content higher than 4.0 %, of which the largest quantity is supplied 

in UAE offshore (856 (10^ton/year)). Therefore, if a mild sulfur content 

regulation such as 4.5 % or 4.0 % is enforced, it will affect specific countries such 

as Denmark and UAE. It is uncertain whether it will affect these countries 

proportionately because the original producers of the bunker oils supplied there 

are unknown. However, it is certain that it will affect trade conditions involving 

these countries. In the meantime, it should be kept in mind that the data sources 

are inconsistent about Denmark and UAE offshore. 

(3) Sulfur Content Distribution in Supplied Bunker Oil 

The standard deviation of the sulfur content in bunker oil based on a 

distribution of 0.5 % intervals is 0.735 on a world basis. The sulfur distribution 

pattern may not be a normal distribution. However, if Figure 3-7 is a typical 

distribution and is accepted as such, it is skewed to the left. It looks more like a 

lognormal distribution or a normal distribution with the right side truncated. 

Looking at the standard deviation by region, the US & Canada has the highest 

(0.803) and the Middle East has the lowest (0.505). This implies that the Middle 

East's bunker oils depend on fewer types of crude oil sources whereas the US & 

Canada's come from various crude oils. Finally, considering the relationship 

between the standard deviation and the supply quantity of bunker oils in each 

country, the standard deviation varies in countries in which the supply quantity is 

V 
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small, but concentrates around 0.5 as the supply quantity increases. (See Figure 

3-8) 

(4) SO 2 Emissions from Supplied Bunker Oil 

If the SO 2 emission amount is calculated by multiplying the bunker oil 

quantity with its average sulfur content, annual total SO 2 emission in the world is 

approximately 4.6 -  6.0 (10®tons(SO2)/year). Regarding the SO 2 amount I jy  

region, the largest amount of SO 2 is emitted from bunker oil supplied in the EC 

(1.60 (ditto)) followed by the Far East (1.48 (ditto)). 
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Figure 3-8 Relationship between The Quantity (Q) and The Standard Deviation 
of Sulfur Content Distribution (o") of Bunker Oil 

(Source : IPIECA, 1993) 

0 .  8  

0 .  6  

0. 4 

0 .  2  

a I.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 s.ooo 6.000 7.000 8.000 9.000 ton 
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3.3. Required Abatement Cost of Proposed Regulation 

In this section, the necessary capacity of a residual oil desulfurizer, its 

required investment cost, and the incremental annualized desulfurization cost for 

each level of a world uniform regulation proposed in the IMO are calculated by the 

derived formula. The proposed world uniform regulation levels for sulfur content 

in bunker oils are 1.5 %, 3.0 %, 3.5 %, 4.0 %, 4.5 %, and 5.0 %. As shown in the 

previous section, there is no bunker oil with a sulfior content higher than 5.0 %. 

Therefore, 5.0 % is omitted from this calculation. As noted, the IPIECA's data 

seems reliable, and, in addition, only it provides the applicable data for the derived 

formula with sulfur distribution. 

3.3.1. Necessary Capacity and Required Investment 

Using the IPIECA's data as the calculation basis, the necessary capacity of a 

residual oil desulfurizer and the required investment for each country and for the 

world total can be calculated. These are presented in Tables 3-7 and 3—8. 

Table 3— 7 indicates that the necessary capacity of a residual oil desulfurizer in the 

world is 1,186 (10 ̂ BD) for the case of a 1.5 % regulation. This means that the 

world needs almost the same capacity for desulfurization of bunker oil as the 

present world total capacity of all residual oil desulfurizers, 1,196 (10 ̂ BD). This 

requires $ 21.1 10® of new investment for residual oil desulfiirizers. If annual 

world investment in petroleum refining is estimated to be around $ 26.0 10® , 

the above investment amount is approximately the same. 

10) In 1994, Annual investment m Japanese refining companies : $ 1.71 (billion) 
Capadty of atmospheric distillate in Japan : 4.85 (million BD) 
Capadty of atmospheric distillate in the world : 74.17 (million BD) 

$ 1.71 * 74.17 / 4.85 ^ $ 26.0 (billion) 
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Table 3—7 Necessary Capacity of Desulfurizers under The Proposed Level of 
A World Uniform Regulation of Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil 
for Major Countries 

(10' BD) 

Regulation Level 

Country 1.5 % 3.0 % 3.5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

Egypt 16.450 0.000 0.000 0-000 0.000 
East Africa 4.562 0.024 0.000 0-000 0.000 
South Africa 34.881 4.874 0.089 0-000 0.000 
ffest Africa 4.201 0.140 0.000 0-000 0.000 
Algeria & Morocco 1.173 0.129 0.043 0-000 0.000 
Libya & Tunisia 0.438 0.048 0.016 0.000 0.000 
Nigeria 2.209 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Panania Canal 6.541 0.392 0.066 0.000 0.000 
Mexico & Caribs 20.487 1.365 0.257 0.000 0-000 
Greece 30.765 3.337 0.169 0.000 0.000 
France - Med 10.536 0.860 0.061 0.000 0.000 
Netherlands 115.404 19.425 4.941 0.389 0.000 
Belgiui 40.374 2.210 0.137 0.006 0-000 
Germany 20.595 2.046 0-678 0.130 0.008 
UK & Ireland 11.767 1.579 0-640 0.151 0.000 
Turkey 0.960 0.159 0-035 0.003 0.000 
France - Atlantic 15.324 1.393 0-152 0-000 0-000 
Spain Atl-Canaries 16.402 2.559 0.565 0.000 0-000 
Denmark 8.736 2.198 1.231 0.581 0-145 
Portugal 3.873 0.057 0.000 0-000 0-000 
Italy 28.422 5.563 1.395 0.000 0.000 
Spain Med-Ceuta 15.917 2.008 0.280 0.027 0.007 
Singapore 136.586 24.872 5.533 0.258 0.000 
Oceania 12.732 0.909 0-000 0.000 0.000 
Indns, Philp, PNG 2.577 0.191 0.025 0.000 0.000 
Chin, HK, E Russia 42.199 3.957 0.818 0.000 0-000 
Taiwan 24.000 5.775 1.523 0.023 0.000 
Paki,India,Bangla 6.751 1.029 0.238 0.022 0.000 
Korea 18.288 4.152 1.091 0.009 0.000 
Japan 51.575 4.329 0.534 0.000 0.000 
Burma-Malaysia 0.703 0.065 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Venezuela 5.718 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Brazi1 0.571 0.000 0-000 0.000 0-000 
Rest S. America 1.098 0.000 0.000 0.000 0-000 
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Table 3-7 — Continued 

(10^ BD) 

Country 

Regulation Level 

Country 1.5 % 3.0 % 3.5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

Saudi E Coast 21.826 2-193 0.017 0.000 0.000 
Saudi W Coast 16.766 1.783 0.010 0.000 0.000 
East Med 1.528 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 
UAE Offshore 132.905 34.060 11.335 1.412 0.079 
Iran & Iraq 33.298 8.534 2.840 0.354 0.020 
Yemens & Oman 4.434 0.000 0.000 0-000 0.000 
UAE Onshore 6.457 1.699 0.472 0.005 0.000 
Kuwa i t,Qatar,Bahra 6.155 1.768 0.518 0.000 0.000 
Black Sea 16.475 2.435 0.418 0.005 0.000 
Baltic St., Poland 38.363 5.021 1.242 0.157 0.013 
Gibraltar 10.363 1.561 0.132 0.000 0.000 
Cyprus & Malta 0.666 0.032 0.004 0.000 0.000 
Sweden 4.441 0.415 0-238 0.101 0.019 
Norway 1.331 0.000 0-000 0-000 0.000 
Finland 3.867 0.362 0-207 0.088 0.017 
Other Europe 0-239 0.032 0.008 0.001 0.000 
US Gulf Coast 91.991 17.799 4.459 0.334 0.008 
US & Can ff Coast 41.410 1.400 0.264 0.023 0.008 
US & Can E Coast 40.396 4.093 0.746 0.009 0.000 

Total 1185.726 178.873 43.427 4.088 0.324 

CRemarks) 
1) Nunibers mean necessary capacity of desulfurizers in each country for 

given regulation levels of sulfur content of bunker oil. 
2) The derived formula in 3.1.3. is employed for calculation. 
3) The IPIECA's data (See Appendix 3-2) is used. 
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Table 3-8 Required Investment for Desulfurizers under The Proposed Level of 
A World Uniform Regulation of Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil 
for Major Countries 

(10® $) 

Country 

Regulation Level 

Country 1.5 % 3.0 % 3.5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

Egypt 292.962 0.000 0-000 0. 000 0 .000 
East Africa 81.249 0.426 0.000 0. 000 0 .000 
South Africa 621.179 86.793 1.593 0. 000 0 .000 
West Africa 74.812 2.499 0.000 0. 000 0 .000 
Algeria & Morocco 20.895 2.296 0.764 0. 000 0 .000 
Libya & Tunisia 7.807 0.858 0.285 0. 000 0 .000 
Nigeria 39.344 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0 .000 
Panama Canal 116.482 6.981 1.174 0. 000 0 .000 
Mexico & Caribs 364.848 24.313 4.572 0. 000 0 -000 
Greece 547.884 59.427 3.005 0. 000 0 .000 
France - Med 187.630 15.319 1.088 0. 000 0 .000 
Netherlands 2055.211 345.941 87.992 6. 934 0 .000 
Belgium 719.017 39.349 2.444 0. 105 0 .000 
Germany 366.764 36.437 12.077 2. 314 0 .141 
UK & Ireland 209.564 28.127 11.396 2. 697 0 .000 
Turkey 17.092 2.828 0.618 0. 047 0 .000 
France - Atlantic 272.904 24.810 2.705 0. 000 0 .000 
Spain Atl-Canaries 292.094 45.580 10.056 0. 000 0 .000 
Denmark 155.573 39.138 21.919 10. 351 2 .579 
Portugal 68.967 1.011 0.000 0. 000 0 .000 
Italy 506.168 99.079 24.845 0. 000 0 .000 
Spain Med-Ceuta 283.463 35.757 4.981 0. 485 0 .118 
Singapore 2432.423 442.947 98.530 4. 602 0 .000 
Oceania 226.739 16.180 0-000 0. 000 0 .000 
Indns, Philp, PNG 45.895 3.403 0.446 0. 000 0 .000 
Chin, HK, E Russia 751.508 70.467 14.568 0. 000 0 .000 
Taiwan 427.403 102.848 27.115 0. 410 0 .000 
Paki,India,Bangla 120.222 18.325 4-247 0. 389 0 .000 
Korea 325.679 73.936 19.436 0. 163 0 .000 
Japan 918.485 77.101 9.509 0. 000 0 .000 
Burma-Malaysia 12.518 1.162 0.000 0. 000 0 .000 
Venezuela 101.824 0.000 0-000 0. 000 0.000 
Brazi1 10.168 0.000 0-000 0. 000 0 .000 
Rest S. America 19.559 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0 .000 
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Tables—8 —Continued 

(10® $) 

Country 

Regulation Level 

Country 1-5 % 3.0 % 3.5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

Saudi E Coast 388.694 39.051 0.300 0.000 0.000 
Saudi ff Coast 298.587 31-758 0.172 0.000 0.000 
East Med 27.215 0.732 0.000 0.000 0.000 
UAE Offshore 2366.867 606-569 201.856 25.154 1.406 
Iran & Iraq 592.990 151-975 50.579 6.306 0.353 
Yemens & Oman 78.964 0-000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
UAE Onshore 114.990 30-254 8.406 0.092 0.000 
Kuwa i t,Qatar,Bahra 109.607 31-492 9.221 0.000 0.000 
Black Sea 293.407 43-369 7.447 0.089 0.000 
Baltic St., Poland 683.196 89.420 22.115 2-794 0.240 
Gibraltar 184.548 27.793 2.342 0.000 0.000 
Cyprus & Malta 11.869 0.572 0.071 0.000 0.000 
Sweden 79.086 7.398 4.237 1.799 0.344 
Norway 23.700 0.000 0.000 0-000 0.000 
Finland 68.873 6.440 3.687 1.565 0.299 
Other Europe 4.254 0.565 0.143 0.020 0.002 
US Gulf Coast 1638.239 316.970 79.415 5.954 0.134 
US & Can W Coast 737.458 24.924 4.704 0.403 0.134 
US & Can E Coast 719.406 72.897 13.286 0.163 0.000 

Total 21116.282 3185.517 773.346 72.836 5.750 

(Remarks) 
1) Numbers mean required investment for desulfiirizers in each country for 

given regulation levels of sulfur content of bunker oil. 
2) The derived formula in 3.1.3. is employed for calculation. 
3) The IPIECA's data (See Appendix 3-2) is used. 
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332. Annualized Cost for Desulfiirization of Bunker Oils 

The annualized cost includes annualized capital cost as well as operational 

cost. Based on the IPIECA's data, annualized costs of a world uniform regulation 

for each country and for the world are calculated and the results are shown in 

Table 3—9. It indicates that annual cost of a 1.5 % world uniform regulation of 

sulfur content of ijunker oils is $ 5.75 (10®/year) on a world basis. However, it 

should be recalled that the world supply of bunker oil is estimated to vary from 81 

to 105 (10® tons/year), that the IPIECA's data gives the upper bound of this range, 

and that the IPIECA's data contains UAE offshore which is not reported in any 

investigations other than the IPIECA. The following is the annualized cost of the 

proposed levels of the uniform regulation of sulfur content of bunker oils on a 

world basis by using 81 - 105 (10® tons/year) for the world bunker oil supply: 

$ 4.4 - 5.8 (10°/year) for a 1.5 % world uniform regulation 

$ 0.67 - 0.87 (10®/year) for a 3.0 % world uniform regulation 

$ 0.16 - 0.21 (10®/year) for a 3.5 % world uniform regulation 

$ 0.015 - 0.020 (10®/year) for a 4.0 % world uniform regulation 

$ 0.001 - 0.002 (10®/year) for a 4.5 % world uniform regulation 

Some implications of this result are as follows: 

- As the regulation level becomes stricter, the desulfurization cost increases 

in an exponential or hyperbolic manner. This supports the INTERTANKO's 

(International Association of Independent Tanker Owners) comment 

(MO/MEPC 32/12/2 (pp.2), 1992) that "the cost of its reduction has an 

exponential variation." 

- If the size of the bunker oil market is approximated by multiplying the 

quantity (about 100 (10® tons/year)) and the price (about $ 100 (/ton)), the 
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size of the bunker oil market is estimated to be around $ 10 billion. 

Comparing this value with the desulfurization cost of a world uniform 

regulation, the percentage of cost against market value is around 8 % in the 

case of moderate regulation (3.0 %), but climbs toward 50 % in the case of 

strict regulation (1.5 %). 

- This cost sets an upper bound to the increase that could be incorporated 

into the short- run price of bunker oil. The price is expected to increase as 

much as 8 % in the case of moderate regulation (3.0%), and as much as 50 % 

in the case of strict regulation (1.5 %). This bound is set by the fixed price, 

quantity and technology assumptions of the short-run case. In reality, the 

multiple dimensions of arbitrage both technical and spatial would mitigate the 

demand and supply for low sulfur bunker oil in the long-run. Nonetheless, 

the short term run—up in the bunker oil price will affect world shipping and 

trade conditions. The value of the hypothetical case is to demonstrate that 

in order to secure environmental benefit, the abatement cost must be 

internalized in each society's economy and the society must be willing to pay 

for this cost. 

- As shown, the desulfurization cost depends on the sulfur content of bunker 

oil, where the sulfur content originates from its parent crude oil. Therefore, 

a world uniform regulation of the sulfur content will promote the demand for 

low sulfur content crude oils relative to high sulfur crude oils which will 

change the equilibrium conditions of the world crude oil market. In other 

words, the price of low sulfur content crude oils will relatively increase, and 

that of high sulfur crude oils will relatively decrease, at least in the 

short- run. 
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Table 3-9 Annualized Desulfurization Cost under The Proposed Level of 
A World Uniform Regulation of Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil 
for Major Countries 

(10® $/year) 

Regulation Level 

Country 1.5 % 3.0 % 3.5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

Egypt 79.827 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
East Africa 22.139 0.116 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
South Africa 169.261 23.650 0.434 0. 000 0.000 
fast Africa 20.385 0.681 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
Algeria & Morocco 5.693 0.626 0.208 0. 000 0.000 
Libya & Tunisia 2.127 0.234 0.078 0. 000 0.000 
Nigeria 10.721 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
Panama Canal 31.739 1.902 0.320 0. 000 0.000 
Mexico & Caribs 99.415 6.625 1.245 0. 000 0.000 
Greece 149.289 16.193 0.819 0. 000 0.000 
France - Med 51.126 4.174 0.296 0. 000 0.000 
Netherlands 560.011 94.263 23.976 1. 889 0.000 
Belgium 195.920 10.722 0.666 0. 029 0-000 
Germany 99.937 9.928 3.291 0. 630 0.039 
UK & Ireland 57.103 7-664 3.105 0. 735 0.000 
Turkey 4.657 0.771 0.168 0. 013 0.000 
France - Atlantic 74.362 6.760 0.737 0. 000 0-000 
Spain Atl-Canaries 79.591 12.420 2.740 0. 000 0-000 
Denmark 42.391 10.665 5.973 2. 821 0-703 
Portugal 18.792 0.275 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
Italy 137.922 26.997 6.770 0. 000 0.000 
Spain Med-Ceuta 77.239 9.743 1.357 0. 132 0.032 
Singapore 662.795 120.696 26.848 1. 254 0.000 
Oceania 61.783 4.409 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
Indns, Philp, PNG 12.506 0.927 0.121 0. 000 0.000 
Chin, HK, E Russia 204.773 19.201 3.970 0. 000 0.000 
Taiwan 116.460 28.024 7.388 0. 112 0.000 
Paki,India,Bangla 32.758 4.993 1.157 0. 106 0.000 
Korea 88.742 20.146 5.296 0. 044 0.000 
Japan 250.272 21.009 2.591 0. 000 0.000 
Burma-Malaysia 3.411 0.317 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
Venezuela 27.745 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
Brazi1 2.770 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
Rest S. America 5.329 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0.000 
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Table 3—9 — Continued 

(10® $/year) 

Regulation Level 

Country 1. 5 % 3-0 % 3. 5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

Saudi E Coast 105 .913 10 .641 0 .082 0 .000 0.000 
Saudi ff Coast 81 .360 8 .653 0 .047 0 .000 0.000 
East Med 7 .416 0 .200 0 -000 0 .000 0.000 
UAE Offshore 644 .932 165 .280 55 .002 6 .854 0.383 
Iran & Iraq 161 .580 41 .411 13 .782 1 .718 0.096 
Temens & Oman 21 .516 0 .000 0 .000 0 000 0.000 
UAE Onshore 31 .333 8 .244 2 .290 0 025 0.000 
Kuwa i t,Qatar,Bahra 29 .866 8 .581 2 .513 0 .000 0.000 
Black Sea 79 .949 11 .817 2 .029 0 024 0.000 
Baltic St., Poland 186 .160 24 .365 6 .026 0 761 0.065 
Gibraltar 50 .286 7 .573 0 -638 0 000 0.000 
Cyprus & Malta 3 .234 0 .156 0 .019 0 000 0.000 
Sweden 21 .550 2 .016 1 .155 0 490 0.094 
Norway 6 .458 0 .000 0 .000 0 000 0.000 
Finland 18 .767 1 .755 1 .005 0 426 0.082 
Other Europe 1 .159 0 .154 0 .039 0 006 0.001 
US Gulf Coast 446 .393 86 .369 21 .639 1 622 0.037 
US & Can W Coast 200 .945 6 .791 1 .282 0 110 0.037 
US & Can E Coast 196 .026 19 .863 3 .620 0 044 0.000 

Total 5753 .834 868 .000 210 .722 19 845 1-569 

(Remarks) 
1) Numbers mean annualized desulfurization cost in each country for given 

regulation levels of sulfur content of bunker oil. 
2) The derived formula in 3.1.3. is employed for calculation. 
3) The IPIECA's data (See Appendix 3— 2) is used. 
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3^^. Implications for Each Country 

The annualized cost or necessary capacity of residual oil desulfurizers in 

each country under each regulation level depends on the bunker oil quantity 

supplied in that country, and its sulfur content For example, the case of a 1.5 % 

regulation will affect all countries which supply bunker oils, particularly the US & 

Canada (necessary capacity of desulfurizer : 174 (10 ̂ BD)), the UAE (ditto : 139), 

Singapore (ditto : 137), and the Netherlands (ditto : 115). Each of these countries 

will be presented with a bill for desulfurizer in excess of 100 (10 ̂ BD). On the 

other hand, under milder regulation such as 4.5 %, the number of affected supply 

points is 10. Of them, 6 points belong to Europe (Denmark, Sweden, Finland, 

Baltic States & Poland, Germany, and Spain — Med & Ceuta). Furthermore, if a 

unit desulfurization cost (= the annualized cost / annual supplied bunker oil 

quantity) is calculated for each country, Denmark is most strongly affected under 

regulation milder than 3.5 %. Appendix 3-3, which contains the result of unit 

desulfurization cost calculations ordering countries from higher to lower cost 

under a 4.0 % regulation, shows that an extremely high unit desulfurization cost 

results in Denmark under mild regulation. 

3.3.4. Other Implications of Cost Calculations 

In the case of regulation milder than 3.0 %, the required cost is much lower 

than that under stricter regulation. However, as shown in Chapter 2, a uniform 

world regulation for sulfur content in bunker oils cannot be justified by economic 

theory and has little meaning for world environmental preservation. It seems that 

the discussion based on the cost of desulfurization assuming all short-run 

variables remain fixed adds another objection to a uniform world regulation. 
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3.4. Consideration of The Cost Function for Land-based Facilities 

In the next chapter, the efficient control of SO 2  in a specific region is 

discussed. For this, a cost function for lowering the sulfur content of land-based 

heavy oil is also needed. Its derivation is discussed in this section. 

3.4.1. Explanation of Desulfurization of Land-based Heavy Oil 

Both bunker oil and land-based heavy oil are made of residual oil fractions 

in crude oil. The difference between these is usually that land-based heavy oil is 

of better quality than bunker oil in terms of sulfur content and viscosity. This is 

because land- based heavy oil is made by mixing higher quality components with a 

base component of residual oil. The following table shows an example of the 

components of land- based heavy oil. 

Table 3-10 An Example of The Components of Land- based Heavy Oil 

Components Proportion (%) 

atmospheric residue (AR) 33 % 
vacuum residue (VR) 26 % 
desulfurized AR 14 % 
other fractions 27 % 

(source) Petroleum Association of Japan, 1994 

Other fractions include distillate gas-oil, cracked gas-oil, desulfurized vacuum 

gas-oil, and so forth. These fractions have lower sulfur content or lower 

viscosity than the base component of AR, and are used for the purpose of 

adjustment of sulfur content and viscosity of heavy oil. In other words, after 

dividing AR into VR and vacuum gas- oil (VGO), VGO is replaced by components 
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with better properties. In feet, the ratio of VR to desulfurized AR and other 

fractions is 26/(14+27)=0.63, approximately equal to the ratio VRA^GO in the 

averaged crude oil. 

As the above consideration implies, the VGO desulfurization process is 

appropriate for desulfurization of land-based heavy oil. Figure 3-9 shows a 

basic model of VGO desulfurization. 

3.4.2. Construction of The Desulfurization Cost Function for 

Land- based Heavy Oil 

(1) Formula for Desulfiarization Cost by VGO Desulfurizer 

A desulfurization cost function for land—based heavy oil can be constructed 

using the model in Figure 3-9. In order to produce a final product of Q tons of 

desulfurized oil, the same quantity is needed as an original oil input. As in the 

case of residual oil desulfurization, at point • in the process, in determining the 

sulfur content in the product oil, the following equation should be satisfied: 

[treated oil] [non treated] [VR] [product oil] 

(Q*X*Yi) * (ai*(l-r)) + (Q*(l-X)) * a + (Q*X*Y2) * a2 = Q • b 

Putting a = aiYi + zzYz into this equation, X is: 

X = 1/r * [ 1 + (Y2/Yir(a2/ai) ] * (1 - b/a ) 

Therefore, desulfurization cost for Q tons of oil with a % sulfur content can be 

expressed as a function of the sulfur content regulation level, b %, as follows: 
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Figure 3-9 Standard Process of VGO Desulfurization 

X 
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where Q = quantity of original heavy oil (tons) 

X = proportion of oii to be treated (unit free) 

Yi = Yield of VGO (unit free) 

Y z  = Yield of VR (unit free) 

a = sulfur content in original oil (%) 

ai = sulfur content in VGO (%) 

a 2 = sulfur content in VR (%) 

b = sulfiir content in product oil (%) 

r = sulfur reduction rate (unit free) 
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C  =  c «  * Q * X * Y i  

= (c. QYi/r) • [ 1 + (Y2/Yi)*(a2/ai)] * (1 - b/a) 

where C = annual desulfiirization cost ($/year) 

Q = annual oil production (tons/year) 

Cu = unit feeding cost of desulfurizer in terms of 

desulfurizer feeding quantity ($/tons) 

Since X cannot exceed 1, it is subject to the following constraint: 

X = Vr * [ 1 + (Y2/Yir(a2/ai) ] * (1 - b/a ) ^1 

Then, 

r 
1 -

1  +  ( Y 2 / Y i ) * ( a 2 / a i )  

This inequality means that there is a floor sulfur content value which can be 

achieved by utilizing the VGO desulfurizer. In other words, if the regulation level 

of sulfur content is set beyond this floor value, the VGO desulfurizer is not 

applicable and other methods of desulfiirization, such as a residual oil 

desulfiirization, should be utilized. If residual oil desulfiirization is applied, the 

cost function is exactly the same as in the case of bunker oil desulfurization. 

(2) Getting a Numerical Formula 

In order to derive a numerical formula, engineering data similar to Table 

3-2 is needed for the VGO desulfurization. Table 3-11 provides this kind of 

engineering data adjusted to a 1991 year basis. 
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Table 3-11 Engineering Cost Data for VGO Desulfurization 

Engineering data for a VGO desulfurizer with the same 
capacity as the residual oil desulfurizer in Table 3-2 
in terms of sulfur recovering capacity; 

a. Equipment Cost 
VGO Desulfurizer 
Vacuum Distillation Unit 
Hydrogenation Unit 
Sulfur Retrieval Unit 

total 
(note) 
It is assumed that equipment is added on to existing oil 
refining plants and no consideration is given to infra
structure items such as piping, tanks, utilities, ets. 

26,000 (B/D) 
40,000 (B/D) 
350.000 (NmVD) 

115 (ton/D) 

103. 
44, 
44, 
22, 

10® 
10® 
10® 
10® 

214.7 10' 

42.9 10® $/year 
15.6 $/kl 
1.5 10® $/year 

b. Operation Cost 
Depreciation and Others (total*20%) 
Raw Material & Fuel 
Labor 

(note) 
1. Depreciation over 8 years by fixed annual percentage, 

interest and other factors equivalent to 20 %. 
2. Raw Material & Fuel 
(Vacuum Distillation Unit) 

Fuel (22.5 1/kl of VGO-DS feeding) 
Steam (0.08 ton/kl of VGO-DS feeding) 
Electric Power (7.5 kwh/kl of VGO-DS feeding)= 

(Heavy Gas Oil Desulfurizer) 
Fuel (8.2 1/kl of VGO-DS feeding) 
Steam (0.06 ton/kl of VGO-DS feeding) 
Electric Power (14.7kwh/kl of VGO-DS feeding)= 
Raw Material (Catalyst, and others) 

(Hydrogenation Unit) 
Butane (19.7 kl/kl of VGO-DS feeding) 
Fuel (16.8 kl/kl of VGO-DS feeding) 
Steam (A 0.07 ton/kl of VGO-DS feeding) =A0.8 $/kl 
Electric Power (9 kwh/kl of VGO-DS feeding) = 0.9 $/kl 

3. labor 
74,000 $/person/year * 20 people 

c. Operation Rate 85% 

d. Rate of Desulfurization 90% 

(Source) Takagi, 1996. 

= 3.7 $/kl 
= 0.9 $/kl 

0.7 $/kl 

1.3 $/kl 
0.7 $/kl 
1.4 $/kl 

= 0.7 $/kl 

3.3 $/kl 
2.8 $/kl 
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® Calculation of Unit Cost of VGO Desulfiirization 

According to the engineering cost data shown in Table 3-11, the unit cost 

of desulfurization is calculated as follows when using a VGO desulfurizer of 26 

(10^ BD) capacity at a capacity utilization rate of 85 %: 

Annual capacity of equipment 

26 (lO^BD) = 1.51 (10®kl/year) 

Annual operating capacity with 85% operation rate 

1.51 (10®kl/year) * 0.85 = 1.284 (10®kl/year) 

Annual total cost 

[depreciation] [raw material & fuel] 

42.9 (10®$/year) + 15.6 ($/kl)* 1.284 (10®kl/year) 

[labor] 

+ 1.5 aO®$/year) = 64.4 (10®$/year) 

Unit cost of desulfurization 

64.4 (10®$/year) / 1.284 (10®kl/year) = 50.2 ($/kl) = 55.8 ($/ton) 

d) Numerical Formula 

Adopting data from Table 3-11 and using the above calculation, the needed 

parameters are as follows: 

r = 0.9 

p = 0.85 

Cu = 55.8 ($/ton) 

On the other hand, according to lEA's statistics (TEA, 1995), the 

Netherlands imports crude oils from Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Kuwait, Iran, UK, 
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Norway, Denmark, Nigeria, Angola, and the former USSR. Checking the crude oil 

assay produced in these countries (based on Oil & Gas Journal, 1983), average 

characteristics of imported crude oils in the Netherlands are calculated as follows: 

Yi/Yo (yield of VGO / yield of AR) = 0.61 

Y 2 / Y 0  ( y i e l d  o f  V R  / y i e l d  o f  A R )  = 0 . 3 9  

az/a I (sulfur in VR / sulfur in VGO) = 1.58 

Using these relations as well as the parameter values, the formula for the i 

sulfur range and floor sulfur value can be rewritten as follows: 

C i (b) = Yic„/r • [l+(Y2/Yi)*(a2/ai)] •  Q i  *  ( 1  -  b/ai) 

= 0.61*55.8/0.9 • [ l +(0.39/0.61)*(1.58)] * Qi * (1 - b / a O  

=  7 6 . 0  •  Q i  *  ( 1  -  b / a i )  

Floor Sulfur Value = as I 1 - I 
1 + (Y2/ Y 1 ) * ( a 2 / a i )  

Then, the desulfurization cost function for land-based heavy oil for the 

entire sulfur range is expressed as follows: 

0 . 9  

= 0.552 a i 

COd)  =  7 6 . 0 * 2  [ Q i  * ( l - b / a : ) ]  +  
b i < i 

121.8 * 2 [ Qi * (1 - b/ aO ] ($/year) 
b < i < b f 

where bf = floor sulfur value = 0.552 a i 



CHAPTER 4 

EFFICIENT CONTROL IN A REPRESENTATIVE CASE 

As noted in Chapter 1, the overall contribution of ships to the total SO 2 

emissions is generally very small, arguably less than 5 % of total world emissions. 

If the investigated area is limited to major populated coastal regions such as 

Europe, the contribution of ships is still very small. Nonetheless, as shown in the 

OCIMF's report (IMO/BCH 24/7/13, 1994), there are some busy shipping traffic 

areas, such as Rotterdam, Antwerp, and Dover, where the contribution of ships is 

significant and certainly high enough to warrant concern as an incremental 

pollution problem. 

It makes sense to proceed using a representative case. Among coastal 

areas in Europe, Rotterdam in the Netherlands is the chosen representative case 

since it has the highest contribution of ships to total SO 2 deposition around the 

Dover Straits. This area has high population density, is a major industrial area, 

and is the biggest port in Europe. Thus, it can serve as a test of the hypothesis 

that more efficient solutions can be achieved than those currently proposed in the 

IMO. For analysis of incremental sea-borne emissions in a well defined area, an 

abatement cost function and corresponding environmental damage function for the 

area need to be fashioned. In this chapter, the derivation process of both 

functions is discussed in some detail. 

Here, the technologies available for emission control are considered. As 

noted in Chapter 1, these generally involve lower sulfur content fuel, emission 

desulfurization, or fuel conservation. In order to provide an optimization 
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framework, the atomistic polluting unit is taken to be an agent, and its decision to 

adopt a specific technology for a pollution reduction is assumed to be made on the 

basis of cost advantages over rival technologies. Obviously this will depend on 

the size and other features of the unit, the availability of technologies, etc. 

The selection of acceptable SO 2 regulation levels for ships' emissions is 

approached as a proiilem in the economics of pollution control, conditional on SO 2 

firom land-based sources in the designated control area. As described above, it is 

necessary to derive the least abatement cost path, as illustrated in Figure 1-1 in 

Chapter 1. The actual derivation of such a comprehensive abatement cost 

function for both ships and land—based fecilities in the investigated area is, in 

reality, a very information intensive task requiring the atomistic information of 

each agent. Unfortunately, such detailed information is not currently available for 

Rotterdam or other places. However, to better the remedies arrived at by the 

IMO, which is the main issue of this research, it is not necessary to derive an 

exact optimal regulation level for the representative location. All that is required 

is to demonstrate that a more efficient or second-best solution can be achieved 

by the cost benefit analysis presented here than can be offered by the solutions 

currently proposed in the IMO. 

This simplified objective implies the selection of control technologies will be 

based on the use of a single technology at sea, i.e. lowering the sulfur content of 

bunker oil. Since lowering the sulfur content is not applicable in the case of coal 

burning sources, which are more often employed in land—based boilers, it is 

assumed that all firms bum equivalent oil in terms of sulfur emissions. 

Even so, the derivation requires consideration of multiple dimensions of 

cost and damage functions. Note that the cost function, derived in the previous 
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chapter in terms of the upper limits of a bunker oil's sulfur content, differs in 

dimension from the damage function, which is usually expressed as a function of 

the SO 2 density in the atmosphere within the investigated area. Therefore, the 

cost function needs to be converted to one of SO 2 density. In order to do this 

conversion, atmospheric physics of pollution dispersion is utilized. 

In addition, sensitivity analysis of these formulations is performed, and the 

derived results are evaluated in terms of regulation policy goals. 

4.1 . Estimation of An Abatement Cost Function for The Investigated Area 

4.1.1. General Procedure for Estimation of The Abatement Cost Function 

(1) Estimation of Abatement Cost as A Function of the Regulation Level 

® For Ships 

Under the above assumptions, in order to estimate the abatement cost 

function of the regulation level on the basis of sulfur content, the same cost 

function formula derived in Chapter 3 can be used. However, as shown later, 

environmental damage in 1985 in Rotterdam is described in 1985 Dutch currency 

(Dfl). Since the cost formula derived in Chapter 3 is described in 1991 dollar 

values, the cost function needs to be adjusted with an exchange rate for $ and Dfl 

(1 $ = 1.8697 Dfl, in 1991), and an inflation rate for the Netherlands CDutch GDP 

deflator = 96.8 in 1985, 102.6 in 1991) (International Monetary Fund, 1995). The 

coefficient of the cost formula becomes: 

121.8 ($/ton in 1991) = 121.8 * 1.8697 * 96.8/102.6 = 214.8 (Dfl/ton in 1985). 

Therefore, the abatement cost function of SO 2 from ships can be expressed as a 

function of the regulation level, b, as follows: 
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CS(bS) = 214.8 * QS * 2 [ kSi * (1 - bS/aS 0 ] 
• > b S 

where CS = SO2 abatement cost for ships in Rotterdam (Dfl/year) 

QS = quantity of bunker oils consumed in Rotterdam 

(tons/year) 

kS i = proportion of quantity of the i "* sulfur range 

to bunker oil total (unit free) 

aS i = sulfur content of bunker oils of the i' ^ sulfur range 

(unit firee) 

bS = regulation for the upper limit of sulfur content of bunker oil 

(unit free) 

(D For Land-based Facilities 

The desulfurization cost function formula for land—based heavy oil was 

derived in Chapter 3. Under the above assumptions, the derived formula can be 

used as an abatement cost function for land-based SO 2, which is expressed after 

currency adjustment as follows: 

CL(bL) = 134.1 [kLi Ml-bL/aLO] + 
b I < i 

214.8 * QL * 2 [ kLi » (1 - bL/aLO ] 
b L <  i  S b 1  
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where CL = SO2 abatement cost for land-based facilities in Rotterdam 

(Dfl/year) 

QL = quantity of land-based heavy oils consumed in Rotterdam 

(tons/year) 

kL i = proportion of quantity of the i'sulfur range 

to land- leased heavy oil total (unit free) 

a L i  =  s u l f u r  c o n t e n t  o f  l a n d - b a s e d  h e a v y  o i l s  o f  t h e  i " *  s u l f u r  r a n g e  

(unit free) 

bL = regulation for the upper limit of sulfur content of 

land- based heavy oil (unit free) 

bf = floor sulfur value = 0.552 aL i 

(2) Amount of SO 2 Emissions 

The amount of SO 2 is found using the following procedure; the amount of 

SO 2 emitted by the isulfur range is: 

( S 0 2 ) i  = Q  »  k i  *  a i  * 6 4 / 3 2  

where (SO 2)  i = amount of SO 2 emitted by the i"* sulfur range 

Q = quantity of oils consumed in Rotterdam (tons/year) 

k i = proportion of quantity of the i sulfur range to total 

(unit free) 

a i = sulfur content in oils of the isulfur range (unit free) 

64/32 = molecular weight of SO 2 is 64, that of sulfur is 32 

s. 
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Assuming a sulfur content regulation of level b, oils of sulfiir content higher than b 

should be treated by a residual oil desulfiuizer (or a VGO desulfiirizer) to lower 

the sulfur content below b. Here, if it is assumed that the sulfur content of such 

oils is lowered just to b, SO 2 emissions under regulation are: 

SO2 =2 ( Q * ki * ai 64/32 ) + 2 ( Q * ki * b * 64/32 ) 
i  <  b  i  >  b  

Alternatively, 

SO2 (b) = 2 * Q • [ 2 ( ki * ai ) + 2 ( ki • b ) ] 
i < b  i > b  

where SO 2 = amount of SO 2 emissions (tons/year) 

SO 2(b) = functional notation 

(3) Atmospheric Physics of Pollution Dispersion 

After determining the cost function, in which the limiting variable is b (the 

regulation level of sulfur content in the oils), it should have the same dimension as 

the damage function for comparison purposes. Since the damage is generally 

described as a function of air quality (i.e. SO 2 density), the cost function should 

be converted to be a function of SO 2 density. In this section, the system of 

atmospheric phenomena determining pollutant dispersion is discussed to deal with 

the conversion of the cost function to the air quality dimension. 

Atmospheric physics generally describes air pollution dispersion by the 

following differential equation (Yokoyama et al., 1993): 
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5E 5E 5E 5E 5E- |  
— + u + V + w = Kx + 
3t 5 X 5 Y 5 z 5 X ^ 5 X 

5 f 5E- |  5  p  5E- ]  

r L"' - rJ' L'^' T "]'® d y * -  d y - '  5 z ^ 5 z 

where E = pollutant density (m^/m^) 

t = time after emission (second) 

u, V, w = wind's velocity on x, y, z axis, respectively (m/s) 

K i = dispersion coefficient (m^/s) 

g = volume of emission per unit time (m^/s) 

The simplest solution of this differential equation can be given under the following 

conditions; 

a) The dispersion space is one dimensional, uniform, and infinitely broad. 

b) The dispersion coefficient is constant, independent of time or place. 

c) Exhaust gas (pollutant) of volume of Go (m^) is emitted instantaneously 

from the origin. 

d) No wind. 

Thus, pollutant density, E (m^/m^), is given as a function of distance from the 

emission point, r (m), and time after emission, t, as follows: 
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Setting 4 K t = 2 O" ^ , the equation can be rewritten as follows: 

Go 
exp [- ] 

L 2 (7^ -• 
E (r, t) = 

( 2 7 r ) ^ ^ '  a 

This equation indicates that the density distribution, where the x-axis is distance 

and the y—axis is pollutant density, follows a normal distribution at all times, as 

shown in the following diagram. 

Because there is no general solution to the differential equation, it is 

customary to employ an expedient formula which holds correct under specific 

conditions, or to get the numerical solution by using the finite element method or 

other computational methods. In this research, the Plume formula is used as an 

expedient way to simplify the mathematical operation. For instance, the Plume 

formula was used in the Japan's report (MO/BCH 22/INF.13, 1992) as a basic 

Figure 4-1 A Typical Pollutant Density Distribution 

E 
t = to 

r 

\ 
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function expressing the relation between the surfece landing density and the 

leeward distance from the source of exhaust gas. 

The Plume formula is derived under the following conditions; 

a) The dispersion space is three dimensional, uniform, and infinitely broad. 

b) Exhaust gas (pollutant) of volume of g (m^/s) is continually emitted from 

the origin. 

c) Wind blows parallel to x-axis with velocity of u (m/s). 

d) No reflection from land surface. 

e) Dispersion is in steady state. 

Under these conditions, the surface landing density of a pollutant is described by 

the following equation: 

g 
E(x,y) = exp 

2  K  a  1 a X u 

y -1 r H. 

^  2  a  L .  2 C T x  

where a y, a ^ = dispersion width (m) 

H. = effective height of smoke stack (m) 

a y and a x approximate the standard deviation in the case of a normal 

distribution. In addition, both a r and a . are functions of x and are related as 

follows; 

a  = 2 K r  x / u  

a  = 2 K x  x / u  

In a usual analysis of pollutant dispersion, values of a r and a < are obtained 

from the Pasquill - Gifford chart as functions of x. H. means the true height of 
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the emitting point, and it can be calculated by [the height of stack] + [the 

additional rise of exhaust gas caused by the initial velocity]. 

However, when calculating estimates of the annual average, the annual 

weather conditions, such as wind direction, wind velocity, and stability of the 

atmosphere, should be taken into consideration. For example, in Figure 4-2, as 

a result of different wind direction, one observed density will differ from another, 

although the source and observation points are identical. Furthermore, if the 

wind blows in the opposite direction of the observation point from the source, no 

pollutant may be observed at the observation point. 

Figure 4—2 An Example of Wind Direction 

wind direction 

observation 
point 

wind direction 

A 

source 
X 

source 

-O 
observation 
point 

Accordingly, when calculating the annual average pollutant density, the following 

operation is needed based on weather data: 

E  (X, y) = Z i  2i 2 k [ E i i k  * P i i k  ] 

V 
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where E (x,y) = the annual average pollutant density from 

a certain emission source observed at (x,y) 

i, j, k = subscripts expressing the weather condition 

E i i k = pollutant density from a certain emission source 

oljserved at (x, y) under conditions i, j, k 

P i i k = probability of occurrence of conditions i, j, k at (x, y) 

If it is assumed that emission volume is constant at any time in the year, it can be 

re— written as follows; 

E (x, y) = a X. y * G 

where a ». y = unique coefficient expressing annual deposition condition 

at (x, y) 

G = annual emission quantity; G gt dt 

In reality, it is usual to take several emission sources into consideration. In 

such a case, after calculating the surfece landing density from each emission 

source by using the Plume formula, the usual method for obtaining the density at 

the observation point is to add them together. In this way, if there are several 

emission sources, the pollutant density at the observation point can be expressed 

as follows: 

E* (x, y) = 2 h Eh (x, y) 
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where E* = annual average pollutant density at (x,y) 

Eh (x,y) = annual average pollutant density at (x,y), 

which is calculated as the result of exhaust gas 

emitted from the h' source 

An important implication of these formulations is that the pollutant density 

at an observation point is a function of G, the amount of emission. Focusing on 

this feature apart from the strict general procedure, SO 2 density at an observation 

point may be simply expressed as follows: 

E* (SO2) = a SO2 

where SO 2 = the annual aggregated amount of emissions in 

the investigated area (tons/year) 

SO2 =  2  h  G h  =  2  h  ( i t  g h  t  dt) 

a = the constant coefficient in the Plume formula adjusted 

for the problem of annual weather conditions, 

and with several emitting points. 

i.e. a  =  2  h  ( a x .  /  *  G h )  /  2  h  G h  

This formula may be criticized. However, as long as the following conditions are 

satisfied, this equation is theoretically correct in this analysis: 

1) Emission will be reduced uniformly over a whole year. 

2) Emission will be reduced uniformly over a whole investigated area. 

Sw 
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(4) Marginal Abatement Cost Function 

Summarizing the above, the formulas relevant to the cost function and its 

conversion process are as follows: 

[Basic Cost Function] 

for ships 

CS (bS) = 214.8 * Q S *  I .  [ kSi * (1 - bS/aSi) ]  
i > b S 

for land-based facilities 

CL (bL) = 134.1 * QL * Z [ kLi * (1 - bL/aLi) ] + 
b f < I 

214.8 * QL * Z [ kLi * (1 - bL/aLi) ] 
b L <  i  < b {  

[SO 2 Emissions' Formula] 

SO2 (b) = 2 * Q * [ 2 ( ki • ai ) + 2 ( ki * b ) ] 
i  <  b  i  >  b  

[Density Conversion Formula] 

E  =  a  SO2 

Thus, there are three major equations; that is: 

C = F(b) 

SO2 = R(b) ^ b = R-' (SO2) 

E = f(S02) SO2 = r '  (E) 

Therefore, a compound cost function is: 

C(E) = F { R-^ [r^ (E)]} 
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Differentiating this with respect to E, the marginal abatement cost function, MAC, 

is obtained as follows: 

dC 
MAC (E) = 

dE 

cl F d R ' d r' 

dR" '  d r '  dE  

4.1.2. Calculation of The Marginal Abatement Cost Function 

In order to obtain the marginal abatement cost function as a function of the 

SO 2 density at an observation point, the general procedure explained in the 

previous section should be used. 

However, there are two types of information dealing with the SO 2 density 

in Rotterdam. The first is actually measured density of SO 2 in the atmosphere 

in Rotterdam available from the OECD's data (OECD,1989), which puts SO 2 

density at 33.5 (fi and SO 2 density as a natural level in the Netherlands at 

163 (ug/m^). The second is an estimation of SO2 deposition in Rotterdam 

available from the CONCAWE's data (CONCAWE, 1994), in which deposition of 

SO 2 from land-based facilities is estimated to be 3,816 (mg(S02)/m^/year), and 

that from ships is 1,464 (mg(S02)/m^/year). These data can be used as 

alternatives to the Plume formula calculation and permit the marginal abatement 

cost function to be calculated in the following way. 
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(1) Determination of Parameters 

In order to utilize the Plume formula, it is necessary to determine not only 

the location of emission sources, but also the location of the observation point. 

However, the objective of this research is not to estimate the exact SO 2 density 

in Rotterdam. Thus, to make the operation simple, a hypothetical emission 

source which emits both the aggregated emission, SO2L (aggregated emission 

from land-based facilities), and SO2S (aggregated emission from ships), are 

assumed. If such a hypothetical emission source exists, the ratio of SO 2 

deposition from land to that from ships at the observation point is equal to the 

ratio of SO 2 emission quantity from land to that from ships at the source. 

Therefore, if the CONCAWE's estimation is adopted, the ratio of quantity of 

aggregated SO 2 emissions between land and ships is 3,816 vs 1,464. Under this 

assumption, each parameter is obtained in the following way. 

CD Sulfur Content of Oils in Rotterdam 

The Japanese report (MO/BCH 22/INF.ll, 1992) provides the average 

sulfur content of supplied land—based heavy oil of 1.7 % in the Netherlands. 

However, since no information on the sulfur content distribution of supplied 

land-based heavy oil is available, a hypothetical sulfur distribution needs to be 

assumed. Although the sulfur distribution in bunker oil looks like a lognormal 

distribution or the truncated normal distribution mentioned in 3.2.2, here, for 

simplicity, a normal distribution is assumed as a distribution pattern, and the 

standard deviation of sulfur content distribution of bunker oils supplied in the 

Netherlands (See Appendix 3—2) is used as the sulfur content distribution of 

land-based heavy oils supplied in Rotterdam. The following distribution pattern 

is adopted: 
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Table 4-1 Hypothetically Assumed Distribution of Sulfiir Content 
of Land— based Heavy Oil in Rotterdam 

1.7%, a =0.53) 

Sulfur Sulfur Distributed 
Content Content Proportion 
(Range) 

h )  
(Median) ki (Range) 

h )  ai (%) (unit free) 

0.0 <0.5 0.25 0.012 
0.5 <1.0 0.75 0.082 
1.0 <1.5 1.25 0.259 
1.5 <2.0 1.75 0.364 
2.0 <2.5 2.25 0.219 
2.5 <3.0 2.75 0.059 
3.0 <3.5 3.25 0.007 
3.5 <4.0 3.75 0.000 
4.0 <4.5 4.25 0.000 
4.5 <5.0 4.75 0.000 

Although data concerning the sulfur content of supplied bunker oil in the 

Netherlands is available, the quality of bunker oil consumed in the port of 

Rotterdam depends on where a ship acquired its bunker oil. That is, ships 

coming to Rotterdam get bunker oil somewhere other than Rotterdam, and some 

ships leaving Rotterdam will carry replenished bunker oil obtained in Rotterdam. 

Thus, it is difficult to determine the quality of bunker oil actually consumed at the 

port. In this research, the world average quality is used, the sulfur content of 

which is distributed as shown in Table 4-2. 

(D Estimation of Oil Consumption in Rotterdam 

Since data on the quantity of oil consumption in Rotterdam is not available, 

it also needs to be estimated. Fortunately, data on the quantity of total 

land-based SO 2 emissions is available and the quantity of oil consumption in 
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Table 4-2 Hypothetically Assumed Distribution of Sulfur Content 
of Bunker Oil in Rotterdam 

(u = 2.9%, a =0.74) 

Sulfur 
Content 
(Range) 

l l )  

Sulfur 
Content 
(Median) 
ai (%) 

Distributed 
Proportion 
ki 

(unit free) 

0.0 <0.5 0.25 0.005 
0.5 <1.0 0.75 0.007 
1.0 <1.5 1.25 0.029 
1.5 <2.0 1.75 0.090 
2.0 <2.5 2.25 0.128 
2.5 <3.0 2.75 0.220 
3.0 <3.5 3.25 0.314 
3.5 <4.0 3.75 0.185 
4.0 <4.5 4.25 0.020 
4.5 <5.0 4.75 0.002 

Rotterdam can be estimated. Total land—based SO 2 emissions in the 

Netherlands was 275 (10^ tons(S02)/year) in 1985 according to the OECD. ' 

A portion of total Netherlands emissions can be assigned to Rotterdam according 

to its industrial activity share in the country. Therefore, the amount of annual 

land-based SO 2 emissions in Rotterdam can be calculated as follows: 

S O 2 L  = 275,000 • w = 275,000 * 0.12 = 33,000 

11) Strictly speaking, 275 (tliousand tons(S02yyear) includes the S02 emissions from automobile sources of 
32 (thousand tons(S02yyear). The countermeasure for automobile sources is different fnjm that for factory 
sources. However, it is of little or no benefit to separate these sources in the hypothetical exerdse here. It 
is assumed that all S02 is emitted fi-om factories. 
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where SO2L = annual land-based SO2 emission in Rotterdam 

(tons(S02)/year) 

w = industrial activity weight of Rotterdam in the Netherlands; 

w = 0.12 (Rotterdam Municipal Port Management, 1994) 

Then, the mass balancing relation between SO 2  emission and sulfur content in 

land-based heavy oil requires: 

S02L = QL* 2i (kLi •aLi * 64/32 ) 

where QL = annual hypothetical oil consumption on land (tons^year) 

k i = proportion of quantity of the i' sulfur range to the total 

(unit free) 

a i = sulfur content of the i''' sulfur range (unit free) 

64/32 = molecular weight ratio; SO 2 = 64, Sulfur = 32 

Then, 

SO2L 33,000 
QL = = = 971,000 

Zi (kLi *aLi *6^32) 0.017 • 2 

On the other hand, the quantity of SO 2  emissions from ships is: 

S O 2 S  =  S O 2 L  * 1464/3816 = 33,000 * 1464/3816 = 12,700 

where SO2S = annual ship SO 2 emissions in Rotterdam (tons(S02)/year) 
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Then, in the same way as the case of land-based SO 2: 

S O 2 S  12,700 
QS = 218,000 

2 i  ( k S i  * a S i  * 6 4 / 3 2 )  0.029 * 2 

where QS = annual hypothetical oil consumption by ships (ton^^year) 

(D Estimation of The Coefficient in The Density Conversion Formula 

The meaning of the coefficient in the density conversion formula is more 

complicated than the original quantitative meaning given in the Plume formula 

because of the variation in annual weather conditions and the aggregation of 

several emission sources. Fortunately, the OECD's data and the CONCAWE's 

estimation provide a good basis of information. The coefficient can be determined 

so as to satisfy the following conditions: 

a) Density of SO 2 in fumes from land-based facilities and from ships should be 

3,816 vs 1,464 at a certain observation point. 

b) Fumes from land-based facilities and from ships are completely mixed, and 

the surface landing density of SO 2 is equal to 33.5 at the observation 

point as a result of this mixture. 

These assumptions can be put into an equation in the following manner, and the 

value of a can be derived from the following system: 

EL = a SO2L 

ES = a SO2S 

EL /  ES = 3816 / 1464 

EL + ES + 16.3 = 33.5 
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where EL = SO 2 density contributed by land-based emission (p. g/m^) 

ES = SO2 density contributed by ships emission (^g/m^) 

Then, this equation system gives; 

a = 0.000376 

(2) Summary of Function System for Abatement Cost 

Putting numerical values for the parameters into the formula, the following 

equation system expresses the air quality - cost space in Rotterdam. 

[For Ships] 

CS (bS) = 46,900,000 2 [ kSi * (1 - bS/aSi) ] 
i > b S 

SOaSCbS) = 437,000 [2 (kSi *aSi)+ Z (kSi * bS) ] 
i < b S i > b S 

ES (bS) = 0.000376 SO2S 

(For Land-based Facilities] 

CL(bL) = 130,000,000 2 [kLi *(l-bIVaLi)] + 
b f < I 

208,000,000 2 [ kLi * (1 - bL/aLi) ] 
b L <  i  < b  I  

SO2L (bL) = 1,940,000 [2 (kLi *aLi)+ 2 (kLi * bL) ] 
i  <  b  L  i  >  b  L  

EL(bL) = 0.000376 S O 2 L  

These functions are graphed in Figures 4-3 and 4-4, and the marginal 

abatement cost function is depicted in Figure 4- 7. 
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Figure 4—3 Abatement Cost Functions of Ships and Land-based Facilities 
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Figure 4—4 Relationship between SO 2 Emission and Sulfur Content 
Regulation Level (b) of Land- based Oil and Bunker Oil 
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42. Estimation of A Damage Function for The Investigated Area 

4.2.1. Theoretical Considerations 

(1) Damage Function Theory 

In order to provide an economic framework for the optimal regulation 

achievable, in addition to the abatement cost, it is important to express 

environmental damage or benefit in monetary terms in an equivalent mathematical 

form; i.e. in terms of environmental quality. 

Several approaches to the economic measurement of environmental damage 

(or benefit) are possible. Some of them simply survey the difference in people's 

benefit before and after environmental changes. Some give the benefit schedule 

by level of environmental quality in the form of a damage (or benefit) function. 

Two popular methods to value environmental quality are the contingency valuation 

method (CVM) and the hedonic price method (HPM). 

The CVM basically asks people what they are willing to pay for an 

environmental improvement, and/or what they are willing to receive by way of 

compensation to tolerate an environmental degradation. What is sought are the 

personal valuations of the respondent for increases or decreases in the quality of 

environment, contingent upon a hypothetical or implied market for the 

environmental qualities. 

The HPM values environmental qualities implicitly via the revealed 

preferences of demanders for the commodity Qand, house, etc.) on which these 

separable qualities are projected, assuming the commodity's value at the margin is 

derived from the stream of benefits defined by the vector of qualities it is 

designed to deliver. For example, the purchase of a house can be decomposed 

into the physical characteristics, such as square footage, amenities including view, 
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distance to a business district, environmental quality, etc. The following two 

hypotheses define the theoretical basis for HPM; 

1) Agents maximizing utility will rearrange their purchases of the commodity 

properties until the MRS (marginal rate of substitution) between a composite of 

the properties and environmental amenities is equal to the inverse ratio of the 

implicit prices for these properties and the environmental amenities. 

2) If the market reaches equilibrium, every individual will be in a position 

where the marginal benefit of an environmental amenity is equal to the implicit 

price paid. 

(2) Estimation Procedure 

Estimation procedures for a damage function via CVM or HPM, 

theoretically, consist of essentially the same steps except that in Step 1 below a 

questionnaire survey is used in CVM and a revealed preference analysis is used in 

HPM to derive an implicit price for the amenity. Steps 2 and 3 below are 

common to both. Here, the steps are explained according to HPM methodologies. 

[Step 1] 

Estimating a hedonic housing value equation with the degree of air pollution 

exposure among the physical housing attributes: 

Assume housing prices (p) in the investigated area can be expressed in the 

following way; 

P =  f  (X l ,  X2,  • • • ,  X i ,  • • • ,  Xn,  E) 

where p = housing price 

X i  = characteristic variables 

(e.g. size of house, distance from town, etc.) 

E = environmental quality (pollution density) 

s. 
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— 5 p/ 5 E can be interpreted as the implicit price of the environment 

reflected in the housing price. Denote r as an implicit price; that is, 

r = - 5 p/ 5 E 

[Step 2] 

Calculating each household's willingness to pay for a marginal change in air 

pollution from the hedonic housing value equation: 

When the implicit price is a function of E, in order to relate the implicit price 

(r) to the individuals' characteristics, r is regressed on the individuals' 

characteristics and environmental quality, and the following relation is 

obtained; 

r  = g (yi ,y2.  yi .  ••• ,  y«,  E) 

where yj = thej"* characteristics of an household 

(e.g. income, age, etc.) 

[Step 3] 

Estimating a marginal willingness— to— pay function for all households k = 1 to 

N within the investigated area (analogous to the marginal social benefit (MSB) 

schedule): 

If the implicit price function r = g (yi ,  E) is known, the MSB under the 

environmental quality E can be expressed as follows: 

MSB (E) = Z ^ g (yi k, yak. •••, y, k. yak, E) 

where k = the kindividual 

N = the number of households in the area 

The MSB signifies the social demand schedule for environmental quality in 

the investigated area. Since benefit and damage are obverse sides of the 
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same concept, the MSB can be considered as the marginal damage function. 

Steps 2 and 3 are sometimes omitted in the HPM case, and a marginal 

damage function is obtained from step 1 under the assumption that each 

individual has the same preference for environmental quality (Pearce and 

Turner, 1990). In such a case, the marginal damage function (MD) has the 

same shape as the imph'cit price curve. Accordingly, 

M D ( E ) =  -  N = ^ r = - N * 5 p / 5 E  

(3) Hypothetical Functional Form 

If the estimation of the true damage function in the investigated area is the 

research issue, it is necessary to conduct CVM, or HPM to obtain the damage 

function. This is a considerable task and could justify another dissertation but is 

not the issue in this research. Here, the objective is to demonstrate an approach 

to approximating efficient levels of regulation superior to that recommended by 

the IMO rather than to present accurate estimates applicable to the IMO's case. 

For this purpose, a priori a hypothetical model with a conventional form capable of 

expressing an appropriate damage function is stipulated. 

The problem of selecting an appropriate functional form for the damage 

function appears non-trivial. Garrod and Allison (1991, cited in (Hanley and 

Spash (pp.79), 1993)) present criteria for functional form selection and suggest the 

following: 

1) require as few parameter estimates as possible; 

2) require that the parameters have clear economic interpretations; 

3) choose the form which economizes on computing time; 

4) explain the observed data well; 

5) make good predictions. 

\ 
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While economic theory does not specify precisely which functional form is 

preferred in general (Hanley and Spash, 1993), the log- log form below is adopted 

here, as in many studies, because of its simplicity and ease of interpretation for 

the relevant elasticities. 

l np = Z i  ( U i  * l n x i  )  + v * l n E  

where p = property price 

X i = variables affecting property price 

E = SO 2 density in atmosphere 

u, V = coefficients 

Therefore, the marginal damage function of SO 2 density, MD (E), is described by: 

M D ( E )  =  - N * 5 p / 5 E  = - N * v * p / E  ( M D > 0 )  

(4) Summary of Previous Study 

® Harrison et al. (1978) 

Harrison et al. performed an HPM analysis pricing pollutants in the Boston 

area by using all three steps mentioned above and obtained the following relation: 

Hedonic Price Function 

In  p  =  2 i  Ui  * l nx i  -  0.0064  (NOx)^  =0 .81  

Marginal Damage Function 

In MD = 1.08 + 0.87 In (NOx) + 1.00 ln( INC ) = 0.62 
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where NOx = NOx density in pphm 

INC = individuals' income 

The shape of the MD curve is depicted in Figure 4-5. It is an increasing and 

concave function of pollutant density. 

Figure 4- 5 Shape of MD Curve in Harrison et al. 

MD 

NOx Density (pphm) 

® Brookshire et al. (1982) 

Brookshire et al. performed an HPM analysis over the Los Angeles area by 

using just Step 1, and showed: 

Hedonic Price Function 

In p = Z i Ui * In Xi - 0.224 ln( NO2 ) = 0.89 

Judging from the mathematical value of — 5 p/ 5 E in this equation, the shape of 

the MD curve is thought to be as shown in Figure 4-6. It is a decreasing and 

convex function of pollutant density. 
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Figure 4-6 Shape of MD Curve in Brookshire et al. 

MD 

NO2 Dens i t y  (pphm)  

(5) Implications of Previous Studies 

A very important question is whether the MD function should be increasing 

or decreasing. This is the same question as whether the hedonic housing price 

function is concave or convex. Regarding the shape of the damage function, 

Brookshire et al. (1982 (pp.168)) said, "no a priori theoretical arguments on the 

shape of the rent gradient can be made." So, it is not meaningful here to further 

discuss the shape of the damage function. However, Pearce and Markandya 

(1989) shows that a percentage fell in property value for a percentage increase in 

pollution (i.e. elasticity) is between 0.06 and 0.12 in most previous studies. In 

log- log form hedonic price function, this is equivalent to the coefficient (v) of the 

log of SO 2 term in the hedonic price function being between -0.06 and —0.12. 

This means that the marginal damage function is a decreasing and convex function 

in many HPM studies. Therefore, a decreasing and convex function is used for 

the hypothesized marginal damage function in this analysis. 

\ 
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422. Set up of The Marginal Damage Function 

(1) Mathematical Formation 

Employing the log-log functional form for the damage function, the 

following two equations are used: 

In  p  =  2  i  (U i  *  In  X i )  +  V  *  In  E  

^  p  =  X i " '  *  xa" '  »  E"  

M D =  -  N * v * p / E  

Therefore, a marginal damage function can be expressed by: 

MD =  -N*V *  (x i " '  •XZ" ' '  = ^ E ' ) / E  

=  -  N * v  * X i ' "  • x a " ^  ^ E " " '  

Assuming that other attributes such as xi and X2 are constant throughout the 

analysis space, the marginal damage function is rewritten as follows: 

MD =  A *  E ' ' " '  

where A = constant; =-N*v*xi'''*X2''^ (A>0) 

As an aside, if the unit in which E is measured changes, it should be noted that 

the value of v is unaffected; only A is affected because of the mathematical 

characteristics of the logarithm function. 

If the following relationship between pollution levels and damage is known, 

1) Environmental damage is zero at pollution level L. 

2) Environmental damage is DH at pollution level H. 

Then the following equation can be constructed: 

\ 
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^ ^ JJ* 
U MD dE = 5LA» dE = A» = DH 

V 

Therefore, the value of the constant term A is given as follows: 

DH * V 
A = 

H' -

Thus, in order to estimate a marginal damage function, the required parameter 

estimates are, v, the coefficient of the log of the pollution term in the initial price 

equation, DH, the environmental damage at pollution level H, and L, the no 

damage pollution level. 

(2) Calculation of Parameters 

® The value of v 

Pearce and Markandya's summary shows that the value of v is between 

-0.06 and —0.12 in some previous SOz studies. If such a number is used here 

for V, the marginal damage function is decreasing and convex as explained above. 

Here, the mean value of Pearce and Markandya's summary for v is used. That is: 

V = - 0.09 

(D The value of H and L 

OECD's data includes the density of SO 2 in the Netherlands, and indicates 

that levels were; 

33.5 (f x  g^m^) in Rotterdam in 1985 

16.3 (fi g^m^) as a natural level in the Netherlands in 1985 

The value of the natural level is thought to be the SO 2 density under natural 

conditions in the Netherlands and to give no environmental damage. Then, 
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H = 33.5 (^zg/m^), and L = 16.3 (^g/m^) 

(3) The value of DH 

Kuik et al. (1991) show the monetary valuation of the environmental 

damage in the Netherlands and reports annual damage by air pollution as follows: 

1.730 - 2.781 (10® Dfl) in 1985 

In this case, these environmental damages must be caused not only i)y SO a but 

by other pollutants such as N0» and particulates. Many previous studies, 

however, have found it difficult to distinguish between different forms of air 

pollution because of their strong inter-correlation. Nonetheless, in this analysis, 

it is assumed that all environmental damages are caused by SOz, and the largest 

value of the damage valuation above is used. Then, some portions of the total 

environmental damage in the Netherlands can be assigned to Rotterdam. This is 

assigned according to the proportion of the total population of the Netherlands 

(14,453,833 people) living in Rotterdam (1,021,141 people) (Netherlands Central 

Bureau of Statistics, 1986). Then, 

DH = 2.781 • 1,021,141/14,453,833 = 0.1965 (10® Dfl) 

® The value of A and the marginal damage function 

The value of A is calculated as follows: 

DH * V 0.1965 * 10® * (-0.09) 
A = = = 362.2 10® 

H' - L' (33.5) °® - (16.3) °® 

Therefore, the marginal damage function is: 

MD(E)=  362 .2  10® E  °® 

It is depicted in the Figure 4- 7. 

Sk. 
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4^. Estimating The Efficient Regulation Level 

First, note that the SO 2 density function derived in this chapter has the 

following properties (as mentioned in 4.1.1.): 

Es = fs (SOaS) 

El. = fL (SO2L) 

EI = Es + EL 

Thus, the assumptions made in Chapter 2 for the relation between the amount of 

pollution and environmental quality are satisfied. Therefore, the same method as 

in Figure 2- 7, Chapter 2, can be used to derive the optimal point. 

Recalling the optimal emission conditions for the multi-emitting-agent 

case discussed in Chapter 2, the optimal regulation level for the 

two-emitting-agent case of ships and land—based facilities should be set so as to 

satisfy the following equations: 

MACs (ES) = MACL (EL) 

— MAC& (E&) = MD (Ei) 

EI — Es + EL 

where MAC i = marginal abatement cost of agent i 

MAC 4 = aggregate marginal abatement cost 

MD = marginal damage 

E i = SO 2 density originating from agent i 

Ei = SO2 density in the environment 

S, L = denoting ships and land-based fecilities, respectively 

Vw 
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These automatically satisfy the following relation: 

MACs (Es) = MACL (EL) = MAC* (EO 

In this section, these conditions are examined to derive estimates of the 

efficient regulation level. 

4.3.1. Solution for The Efficient Regulation Level of SO 2 

(1) Derivation of Solution 

The abatement cost function and hypothetical damage function which were 

derived in the previous section are utilized so as to satisfy the conditions and to 

derive the optimal regulation level. The result is depicted in Figure 4-7. For 

the optimal regulation, the graph indicates that; 

E i *  = 3 2 . 6  i f i  g / m ^ )  

and, the corresponding regulation levels for sulfur content in oils are: 

bS = 3.2 % 

bL = 2.1 % 

At E* = Ei*, graphical analysis ensures that the SOSC is satisfied because the 

MD curve crosses the — MAC curve firom below as the emission level increases. 

Graphical analysis also indicates no comer solution without an initial point. For 

convenience, the initial social welfare level is set at zero. Since the optimal social 
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Figure 4-7 The Marginal Abatement Cost Functions of Ships and Land-based 
Facih'ties and The Marginal Damage Function 
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welfare (W*) is larger than zero (as shown later), E** gives the ground optimal. 

However, considering that the unit of interval measurement is 0.5 %, it is 

not meaningful to calculate the regulation level at intervals other than 0.5 %. 

Therefore, the optimal solution should be determined using only (bS, bL) 

combinations of (bS, bL) = (3.0. 2.0), (3.0, 2.5), (3.5, 2.0), or (3.5, 2.5). The 

following table shows the attainalDle welfare level (W) corresponding to each 

regulation: 

Table 4-3 Alternatives for The Optimal Level of Regulation 

(bS .  bL)  

SO 2 
Dens i t y  

(E*  )  

Reduced 
Damage 

(RD)  

Abatement Cost of 
(ACi ) 

Wel fa r e  
Increase 
W = 
RD- ACi ( bS .  bL)  

SO 2 
Dens i t y  

(E*  )  

Reduced 
Damage 

(RD)  Sh ip s  Land 

We l f a r e  
Increase 
W = 
RD- ACi 

3 . 0 ,  2 . 0  32.3 9 .64  3.19 5.59 0.81 

3 .0 ,  2 .5  32.9 4 .46  3.19 0.90 0.35 

3 .5 ,  2 . 0  32.6 7.19 0 .77  5.59 0 .78  

3 .5 ,  2 .5  33 .2  2 .06  0 .77  0 .90  0 .37  

Remarks) 1) RD = ® MD dE 
2) Unit for the SO 2 density is fi g/m^. 
3) Unit for value is 10® D^year. 

This table indicates that W is maximized at (bS, bL) = (3.0. 2.0). 

Under this optimal level of regulation of sulfur content in bunker oil and 

land—based heavy oil; 

- environmental damage in Rotterdam is reduced by as much as 4.9 % 

- SO 2 from ships is reduced by as much as 8.5 % 

- SO 2 from land- based facilities is reduced by as much as 6.3 % 
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Regarding the sulfur content regulation level for bunker oil, the optimal level is 

much less strict than the proposed level of regulation for a designated special area 

in the IMO (1.5 %). In other words, if the proposed regulation in the MO is 

enforced in Rotterdam, excess reduction of SO 2 will occur in ships, and social 

welfare in Rotterdam will not be significantly improved. Table 4-4 compares the 

welfare level in Rotterdam when a 1.5 % regulation on bunker oil is imposed with 

no regulation on land- based facilities with the derived optimal welfare. 

Table 4-4 Welfare under The Proposed Regulation (1.5%) in The IMO 
Compared with The Optimal Welfare 

Under the 
IMO Proposed 
Regulation 
(bS=1.5X) 

Optimal 
Welfare by 
The Derived 
Formulation 

- 1.94 0.81 

Remark) Unit is 10® Dfl/year 

(2) Implementation Process 

There are three instruments for implementing the derived regulation, as 

shown in Chapter 2; standard, tax, and pollution permits. Although pollution 

permits are, in general, superior to the others in terms of the level of regulation 

optimality and flexibility of emission control, it is not meaningfiil to discuss which 

is more appropriate for Rotterdam because each method has its advantages and 

disadvantages and practical superiority depends on the specific conditions of the 

social - economic structure. Here, only adequate levels of regulation using each 

instrument are shown. 
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® Standard 

The standard should be set on ships and land-based fecilities separately as 

follows: 

1) Ships in Rotterdam must use bunker oil with a sulfur content lower than 

3.0 %. 

2) Factories or other land- based facilities in Rotterdam must use heavy oil with 

a sulfur content lower than 2.0 %. 

(D Tax 

The corresponding level of marginal damage (or marginal abatement cost) to 

the derived optimal level of pollutant density, 32.3 g(S02)/m'), is 

8.20 (10®Dfl//ug(S02)/m^). Since 1 (^g(S02)/m®) in the atmosphere at the 

observation point is equivalent to emissions of 1/(0.376*10"^) (tons(S02)/year), 

then the tax level (Dfl/ton(S02)) is calculated as follows: 

8.20 (10®Dfl//ig(S02)/m^) = (8.20 10®)*(0.376 10"^) = 3,080 (Df]/ton(S02)) 

Therefore, the tax for ships and land- based facilities should be as follows: 

- Agents that emit SO 2 in Rotterdam must pay a tax of 3,080 Dfl times the 

amount ( tons)  of  emit ted SO 2 .  

As a reference, since 1 Dfl in 1985 is equivalent to $ 0.567 in 1991, the tax rate is 

converted to $ 1,750 (in 1991/ton(S02)). 

(D Pollution Permits 

The corresponding amount of SO 2  emissions to the derived optimal level of 

pollution density, 32.3 (^^m^), is 42.6 (10^ tons(S02)/year). Therefore, 

pollution permits should be issued in the amount of 42.6 (10^ tons(S02)/year), 

and the following regulation should be imposed equally on ships and land-based 

facilities: 
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- Agents are permitted to emit SO 2 in Rotterdam in the amount of the 

pollution permits that agent holds. 

4.32. Sensitivity Analysis of The Efficient Solution 

In this section, the stability of the derived formula, considering possible 

variations in the formula and data, is discussed. Variations possibly occur in the 

following items: 

1) The Formula 

a) Damage Function's Coefficient 

A value of -0.09 was used as v in the MD function (MD = A * E* ~ 

-0.09 is the mean value of the possible range of v (-0.06 — -0.12) in Pearce 

and Markandya's summary. For comparison, -0.06 and -0.12 are also applied 

as values of v. 

b) Damage Function's Form 

A decreasing and convex curve for the marginal damage function was 

used, according to Pearce and Markandya, and Brookshire et al.. However, as 

shown in 4.2., there is no theoretical assurance for this functional form. 

Therefore, here, an increasing and concave curve is applied, as Harrison et al., 

for comparison purposes. 

2) Data 

c) Variations in The Total Damage Amount 

Total amount of damage in the analysis is cited from Kuik et al. (1991), 

and the largest value is adopted from the reported damage range. Assuming 

±10—20 % change in the total damage, the calculation is again performed to 

check the sensitivity of the results. 
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d) Variations in Cost Formula 

The following three items in the cost formula may possibly have 

variations: 

• Basic engineering data 

• Quantity of oil consumption 

• Sulfur content distriI)ution in oil 

The last one has a different effect than the first two. In the case of the first 

two, changes have the effect of shifting the cost function by the amount of the 

changes. On the other hand, changes in the sulfur distribution, as shown in 

3.1.5., will change the shape of cost curve. However, instead of verifying the 

effect of these variations individually, ± 10—20 % change in the cost formula 

as a whole is analyzed. There are eight cases of changes in the cost formula of 

ships and land- based facilities that are considered. If the cost formula of both 

ships and land—based facilities change, it has the same effect as the case in 

which the damage data changes, and, thus, is omitted here. 

Assuming the above variations in the formula and data, the effect on the 

optimal value is analyzed. The result of each case is discussed in terms of its 

significance on the regulation level compared with the intervals (0.5 %) in bunker 

oil sulfur content data. 

(1) Damage Function's Coefficient 

For this purpose, the following two MD functions are employed: 

MDti = 329.5 10® E 

MDv2 = 398.0 10® E 
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Under these MD functions, properties of solutions of the formulation, compared 

with the previous solution (v=-0.09), are shown in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5 Properties of The Optimal Solutions with Various Values of 
V in The MD Function 

v = 

- 0.06 - 0.12 Of.-0.09 

bS {%) 3.0 3.0 3-0 
bL (%) 2.0 2.0 2.0 

32-3 32.3 32.3 
W (10 Dfl/year) 0.91 0-71 0.81 

This result shows that changes in v have no effect on the regulation level of sulfur 

content. Therefore, as long as the regulation level is discussed in terms of a 0.5 % 

interval, the effect of changes in v can be ignored. 

(2) Effect of The Damage Function's Form 

In the Harrison et al. (1978) results, v in the MD function is 1.87 meaning 

the MD function is increasing and concave. The following function is obtained 

according to this v value and the same amount of total damage: 

MD = 698.4 10^ E°-

Figure 4—8 shows the shape of this MD curve and the solution of the optimal 

formulation. The properties of the solution are as follows: 



Figure 4-8 The Marginal Abatement Cost Functions of Ships and Land-based 
Facilities and The Harrison Type NO Function 
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bS = 0.5 (%) 

bL = 1.5 (%) 

E** = 27.1 (^g^m^) 

W = 26.94 (10® Dfl/year) 

Since the floor sulfur value is 0.5 % for desulflirization of bunker oil, this solution 

is a so-called corner solution. 

Thus, the increasing and concave MD curve results in a quite different 

solution compared with the previous decreasing and convex curve; more SO 2 

abatement is required, and a much higher level of welfere is attained. As this 

shows, the result of the optimal formulation is very sensitive to the shape of the 

MD curve. Although the decreasing and convex MD curve is better supported in 

the previous study, more sophisticated explanations would be expected about its 

shape in future studies because it is essential for cost benefit analysis in 

environmental economics. 

(3) Variations in Total Damage Amount 

In place of the standard case (196.5 10® Dfl), 157.2, 176.9, 216.2, and 235.8 

(10® Dfl) are considered as alternatives of the total damage in Rotterdam. The 

following four MD functions are employed corresponding to the values: 

MDD 1 = 289.7 10® 09 

MDD2 = 325.9 10® 09 

MDD3 = 398.4 10® 09 

MDD<1 = 434.6 10® E~'- 09 

These MD curves are equal to those which are obtained when the standard MD 

curve is shifted. The properties of the solutions of the formulation in this case 
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are shown in Table 4-6, and are compared with the standard case. Table 4-6 

indicates that if the damage data changes more than 10 %, the optimal formulation 

will result in a different regulation level. The case of bunker oil is particularly 

sensitive. This is because the MAC curve of bunker oil is flatter than that of 

land- based heavy oil. 

In addition, if damage is more than 25 % smaller than the standard case, no 

abatement of SO 2 is required for ships because the MD curve and the MAC 

curve for ships do not intersect. Similarly, if damage is more than 30 % smaller 

than the standard case, abatement of SO 2 is required neither for ships nor for 

land-based fecilities. On the other hand, if damage is more than 20 % larger 

than the standard case, complete abatement is required for ships (i.e. the required 

sulfur content of bunker oil is 0.5%). Similarly, if damage is more than 60 % 

larger than the standard case, SO 2 emission is allowed neither from ships nor 

from land-based facilities (i.e. the required sulfur content of land-based heavy oil 

is also 0.5%). Thus, the results of the optimal formulation are very sensitive to 

the total amount of environmental damage. 

Table 4—6 Properties of The Optimal Solutions with Various Levels of 
Total Damage in Rotterdam 

Changes in Total Damage Amount c f .  
Standard 
Case -20% -10% +10% +20% 

cf .  
Standard 
Case 

bS (%) 4.5 4.0 2.0 0.5 3.0 
bL (%) 2.5 2.5 2.0 1.5 2.0 

33.4 33.3 31.1 27.1 32.3 
W (10^ Dfl/y) 0.04 0.16 2.07 7.84 0.81 
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(4) Variations in The Cost Formula 

The following eight cases are tested to check effects of variations in the 

cost formula: 

ships land- based fecilities 
case 1 0 % - 20 % 
case 2 0 % - 10 % 
case 3 0 % + 10 % 
case 4 0  %  +  2 0  %  
case 5 - 20 % 0  %  
case 6 - 10 % 0 % 
case 7 + 10 % 0  %  
case 8 + 20 % 0 % 

In each case, the MAC curve shifts by the listed percentage. 

The properties of the solutions of the formulation are shown in Table 4- 7 

and are compared with the standard case. 

Table 4- 7 Properties of The Optimal Solutions with Various Levels of 
Abatement Costs 

case # 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 of .  

bS 2 .5  3 .0  3 .0  3 .5  0 .5  2 .0  3-5  4 .0  3 .0  
bL 1 .5  2 .0  2 .0  2 .5  2 .0  2 .0  2 .0  2 .0  2 .0  
E** 30.1 32.3 32.3 33.2 28.8 31.1 32-7 32.7 32.3 
W 2.82 1.37 0.25 0-16 4.62 1.50 0.71 0.70 0.81 

As shown in Table 4-7, the required regulation levels become milder as cost 

increases in both ships and land—based facilities. When the abatement cost of 

land-based facilities changes, the effect on the result is relatively small. For 

example, a ± 10 % change in the abatement cost of land- based facilities does not 
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affect the optimal level for either ships or land-based fecilities. With a ±20 % 

change, the required sulfur content levels of both ships and land-based facilities 

switch to the next sulfur ranges. On the other hand, when the abatement cost of 

ships changes, there is a critical effect on the results. Even a 10 % change will 

result in a different regulation level for ships. However, the regulation level for 

land-ljased facilities is not affected by changes in the al)atement cost of ships in 

this range. This is because it is the MAC function for land-based facilities that 

determines the MD level (or the MAC level) of the optimal, and the MAC function 

for ships has virtually no influence on regulation levels other than those that apply 

to ships. Thus, the result of the optimal formulation is also very sensitive to the 

cost formula. 

4.3.3. Some Problems in Defining The Optimal Conditions 

It is important to point out problems that are not sufficiently dealt with in 

the above optimal formulation. In order to include these points in the analysis, 

more data or other consideration frameworks are needed. 

(1) Implementation Cost 

As shown in Chapter 2, the implementation of regulation adds cost to the 

regulatory system, and such implementation costs sometimes have significant 

effects on the optimal formulation. Since an investigation of implementation costs 

is a very practical problem, a quantitative analysis cannot be performed here. 

However, some comments can be made about the direction of its effect. First, 

regarding [Condition 1] mentioned in 2.4., it requires that the increased welfare 

after regulation be larger than the cost of implementation. Since the annual 

increased welfare after regulation is expected to be 0.81 (10® Dfl/year), annual 

\ 
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implementation costs should be lower than this level. For a reference as to the 

magnitude of this value, a certain initial implementation cost as assumed with no 

cost in the following year. This initial implementation cost should be lower than 

16.6 (10® Dfl) using a 5 % annual discount rate and the formula derived in 2.4.. 

Second, if the implementation cost varies with the regulation level, the true 

optimal level of regulation of sulfur content is less strict than the derived one, 

according to [condition 2] mentioned in 2.4.. Furthermore, depending on the size 

of the marginal implementation cost, there is a possibility that the regulation of 

sulfur content does not necessarily increase social welfare. If such level of 

marginal implementation cost is estimated, it may be around 1.97 10® 

ODfl/^/gCSOaVm^), which is equivalent to 740 (Dfl/ton(S02)/year), since the 

foregoing sensitivity analysis for variations in the damage amount shows that no 

abatement is required if damage is smaller than 25 % of the present level. For a 

perspective as to the size of this value, the following transformation can be carried 

out: 

The average SO 2 emission per ship in Rotterdam is: 

12,700 (tons(SO 2  Vyear) / 30,000 (ships/year) = 0.42 (tons(S02)/ship) 

where 12,700 = current annual SO 2  emission from ships in Rotterdam 

30,000 = current annual number of ships's arriving at Rotterdam 

(Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics, 1989) 

Therefore, the limit of implementation costs is equivalent to: 

740 * 0.42 = 313 (Dfl/ship) 

12) At Ei = 33.5 (present level), MDo =7.88^(10 DfV^ g(S0t^ym ) 
thus. 25 % • MD = 0.25 • 7.88 = 1.97 (10^ Da'ag(S02Vm ) 
then, 1.97 (10 DfV/«g(S02)/in ) = 1.97 10 / 0.000376 (Dfl/tonCSOi Vyear) = 740 (Dn/tonCSOiVyear) 
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This means, for example, that the cost of inspection of bunker oil on an arriving 

ship should be lower than 313 (Dfl/ship). 

(2) Other Qualifications 

In addition to the above qualifications, the following two should be noted. 

First, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, there are available 

technologies other than desulfurization of oils for the reduction of SO 2. Emission 

desulfurization technology is one of them. Although the emission desulfurizer is 

not currently available for ships, it is widely used in factories or other fecilities on 

land. If this is used as an SO 2 abatement technology for land-based facilities, 

the MAC of land-based facilities might have a lower value. As shown in the 

sensitivity analysis, it would result in more abatement of SO 2 firom land—based 

facilities, a larger reduction of environmental damage, and a higher attainable 

welfare. On the other hand, energy conservation technology is available for both 

ships and land-based fecilities. If this technology is used in the formulation, a 

much larger reduction of environmental damage and a higher attainable welfare 

level might be expected. Quantitative analysis including these technologies is 

expected to be done in the future. 

Secondly, a two agent model with different MAC functions is used, ignoring 

the variation in the MAC of emitters within each composite agent. Fortunately, 

the cost of desulfurization is generated in a refining sector. Oil users fece 

abatement costs of SO 2 through an oils' mark up. Assuming a single price for 

bunker oil and a single price for land-based heavy oil both before and after the 

regulation implementation, the derived MAC function for Rotterdam is valid if the 

desulfurization cost generated in the refining sector is passed on to oil users. 

However, if the other technologies mentioned above are used, more atomistic cost 
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information about emitting units should be used, and a stochastic process may be 

required to describe the cost schedule. 

4.3.4. Implications for The General Case 

In order to extend the formulation for Rotterdam to the general case, the 

following case study is done by changing the contribution of ships to total SO 2 

deposition. The contribution of ships to total SO 2 deposition in Rotterdam is 

1464/(1464+3816)=0.28. Here, the optimal level of regulation for the case in 

which ships' contribution is 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.05 is calculated. 

Keeping the land-based SO 2  emission the same as in Rotterdam, the 

hypothetical SO 2 emission from ships corresponds to the list above. This 

assumption is equivalent to an appropriate change in bunker oil consumption. 

There is a problem in this case. If the amount of SO 2  from ships is 

assumed to be smaller, and SO 2 from land-based facilities is assumed to be 

constant, total SO 2 emission in the analysis space decreases and SO 2 density is 

automatically lowered. Therefore, there would be a different MD function. 

However, it is better to consider that if the level of improvement in air quality is 

the same as in the standard case, the value of marginal damage is also the same. 

In order to realize such a MD curve, the following MD function should be used 

(which is obtained by shifting the standard MD function left): 

MD' = 362.2 10® * [ E + (33.5 - H') ]"'• 

where MD* = modified hypothetical MD function 

H' = a specific hypothetical SO 2  density before regulation 

at a specific level of SO 2 contribution of ships 

to total SO 2 deposition 
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The derived optimal regulation level and its properties for each case are shown in 

Table 4-8. 

Table 4—8 Properties of The Optimal Solutions under Various Ships' 
Contribution 

Ships '  Contr ibut ion cf .  
Standard 
Case 0 .20 0.15 0.10 0.05 

cf .  
Standard 
Case 

bS (%) 
bL (^)  
E** 
W (10^ Dfl/y) 

3 .0  
2 .0  

30.8 
0.75 

3 .0  
2 .0  

30.0 
0.73 

3 .0  
2 .0  

29.2  
0 .72 

3 .0  
2 .0  

28.5 
0.71 

3 .0  
2 .0  

32.3  
0.81 

ref .  H* or  H 31.8 30.9 30.1 29.4  33.5 

As shown in Table 4— 8, there is no difference in the optimal level of sulfur 

content regulation. In order to understand why the optimal level does not 

change, it is important to note the nature of the abatement cost functions. 

Basically, there are the following three equations: 

C(b) =i9* Q * 2[ki •(l-b/ai)]= iS * Q * 0 (b) (1) 

S 0 2 (b)  =r*Q*[2(ki  *ai )+Z(ki  *  b)]  =  r  *  Q*¥(b)  (2)  

E = a* SO2 (3) 

From equation (1), 

dC/db = /9*Q* d0/db 

Substitute equation (2) into equation (3), 

E = a * T" * Q * ¥ (b) (4) 
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Then, 

dE/db = a  *  r *  Q *  d¥/db 

Therefore, 

dC dC db $*Q* d0/db 

dE db dE a  *  r  *  Q *  d¥/db 

j9 d 0 (Id) db 

a r db d¥ (b) 

This relation implies that dC/dE does not depend on Q, and that it is a function of 

only b. In other words, even though the quantity of oil consumed changes, the 

marginal abatement cost with respect to SO 2 density (dC/dE) is constant for the 

same regulation level of sulfur content in oils. On the other hand, equation (4) 

implies that if Q decreases, E decreases for the same level of b. Graphically 

speaking, reducing the contribution of ships has the effect of shrinking the MAC 

curve. As a result, the combined MAC curve shifts to the right. Then, the 

optimal level of SO2 density changes from E°* to E'*. Therefore, the 

corresponding optimal level of SO 2 emission for each will change according to 

each MAC schedule. However, another problem is whether this change 

significantly affects the optimal regulation level of sulfur content in 

terms of a 0.5 % interval. The result implies that the difference between E°* 

and E' * is so small that it does not affect the regulation level. 

Anyhow, as long as ships' contribution is larger than 0.05, the formulation 

indicates that the same regulation is needed regardless of the contribution level of 

ships. Then, can one conclude that any port in which ships contribution to the 

total SO 2 deposition is larger than 0.05 needs sulfur content regulation of bunker 
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oil? In order to answer this question, one need consider the increased welfare. 

Table 4-9 compares the increased welfare achieved by sulfur content regulation 

of bunker oil with that achieved with no regulation on bunker oil, when a 2.0 % 

sulfur content regulation on land-based heavy oil is imposed. These results 

indicate that the increased amount of welfare achieved by regulation of bunker oil 

becomes smaller as ships' contribution decreases. Recalling the effects of 

implementation costs discussed above, this implies that the possibility that 

implementation costs exceed the attained welfare level may become high if the 

increase in welfare is small. Thus, when the ships contribution is small, it is 

necessary to focus more on the implementation cost. 

Table 4-9 Comparison of Attained Welfare between 
with Regulation and without Regulation on Ships 
for The Cases of Various Ships' Contribution 

Ships '  Contr ibut ion cf .  
Standard 
Case 0 .20 0.15 0.10 0.05 

cf .  
Standard 
Case 

wi th  regula t ion 
on ships  A) 0.75 0.73 0 .72 0 .71 0.81 

with  no regula t 
ion on ships  B)  0 .68 0 .69 0 .69 0 .70 0.70 

Difference in  
Welfare  A) -  B) 0 .07 0 .05 0 .03 0 .01 0.11 
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According to the CONCAWE's report, around the Dover Straight, only 

Rotterdam has more than 020 ships' contribution to total SO 2 deposition. 

Dordrecht has the next highest contribution of about 0.15. The number of ports 

in which ships' contribution is more than 0.10 is nine including the above two. 

Although no data is available for other regions, it can be considered that there are 

few ports in which ships' contribution is higher than 0.10, because even the Dover 

area, which has the heaviest shipping traffic, has only nine such ports. 

If information about the size of implementation costs of sulfur content 

regulation of bunker oil is available, one can identify which ports need regulation 

on ships. Extending the results in this section, it may imply that few ports need 

sulfur content regulation for ships in the world. 

4.3.5. Summary of The Optimal Formulation 

Summary of discussion in this chapter is as follows: 

(1) The short- run optimal level of regulation for Rotterdam is as follows: 

sulfur content in bunker oil is 3.0 % 

sulfur content in land-based heavy oil is 2.0 % 

Under this regulation, SO 2  emissions is reduced to 93.1 % of the present level. 

SO 2 density in Rotterdam is improved from 33.5 to 32.6 (/ig/m^). 

Environmental damage in Rotterdam is reduced to 95.1 % of the present level. 

(2) The proposed regulation in the IMO, which requires a strict regulation on 

only bunker oil, is quite inferior to the derived optimal level of regulation in 

terms of the attainable level of welfere. 

(3) The coefficient on the environmental term in the Brookshire type damage 

function in the previous studies takes a value between -0.06 and -0.12. If in 
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this range, it does not significantly distort the results of the optimal formulation. 

(4) The functional form of the damage function has a significant effect on the 

result The Harrison type damage function will bring a more stringent 

regulation than the Brookshire type damage function. 

(5) Changes in the damage amount strongly impact the optimal level of 

regulation. Even a 10 % change gives a different result. A change of more 

than 20 % critically affects the result. Unless there exists a good method for 

estimation of damage which contains less than 10 % error, optimal formulation 

methodology as conducted in this research has no significance. 

(6) Changes in the cost function also strongly impact the optimal level of 

regulation. Even a 10 % change in the cost function will yield a different 

result. 

(7) Implementation costs will effect the optimal level of regulation if included in 

the formulation. In ports where ships' contribution to total SO 2 deposition is 

small, the effect of implementation cost is significant. 

4.4. Estimation in The Short- run, Real Time Arbitrage and Uncertainty 

Throughout, economic condition are assumed fixed as in short- run analysis, 

a situation which does not hold in the real time present or future. The optimal 

formulation was approximated on the basis of 1985 data and under the assumption 

that all prices are fixed, as are all operating techniques and locations of agents, 

their resource endowments and their capital configurations. Thus, the derived 

regulation control level is the result of a comparative static analysis depicting an 

hypothetical and short- run optimal. 
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Using a simple diagram in Figure 4-9, the framework evaluates the 

optimality of regulation for SO2 firom ships in terms of short—run and long-run 

equilibria. Within this framework the roles which arbitrage opportunities and 

future uncertainty would play in actual open market adjustments can be crudely 

exemplified. 

4.4.1. Short and Long- run Statics vs Real Time Dynamics 

It is important to consider temporal adjustments when discussing optimality 

or equilibrium. Temporal adjustments are usually discussed in the static terms of 

short-run and long-run. In short-run statics only the avoidable costs are 

varied, or, in the long-run, the capital and scales of the present situation. Over 

real time, not only capital and scale adjustments by agents change but 

technologies and available resources can also change. In more dynamic 

evaluations envisioning real time market changes, the longer the historical time 

permitted the larger will be the range of variations. 

Thus the solution derived here is only optimal in the partial, static and 

short—run formulation, and does not include economic, technical, spatial or more 

dynamic arbitrage opportunities available in the real near or distant future. Over 

real time, the measures of disequilibrium derived from fixed price assumptions and 

hypothetical engineering analysis would in feet be significantly modified by 

economic responses along the multiple dimensions of arbitrage both in space and 

in time. Short—run analysis is called ceteris paribus because it assumes none of 

the correcting decisions of agents and consumers which will be taken to adjust 

matters. On the contrary, over real time, processing, technical, spatial and 

operating adjustments will be made in the current modes of production, delivery 
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and use. 

Nothing really dynamic or potential is implied in the short-run and 

long—run impact analysis conducted, i.e. no technical change nor future new 

developments are already built into the current mode or operations. Over real 

time, not only technologies but the extent and economic grades of resources are 

variable. Therefore, the indicated level of regulation derived from the short-run 

analysis is one that minimizes only the short- run price distortion and in no way is 

it a prediction of optimal or equilibrium levels. This difference; between 

short—run and long-run versus real market adjustment opportunities affects the 

optimal or equilibrium point. 

Consider the economic adjustment process in the short-run and in the 

long—run by Figure 4-9. In the diagram, the D-D and SS-SS curves are the 

present demand and the supply curve of a certain good, respectively. With this 

demand and supply condition, the market equilibrium point is (Qo, po). Then, 

supposing that the demand curve shifts to D'-D', the following adjustment 

process is distinguished as this shift relates to the short— run and longer term. 

(1) Short—run Arbitrage 

In an actual competitive market, not only the price but also the quantity will 

adjust the demand and supply of goods. In the diagram, although the 

instantaneous price increase is po ->• p' after the demand curve shifts to D'-D', 

the short-run adjustment process through quantity changes will move the 

short—run equilibrium to point (Qi, pO which is the intersection of the 

short-run supply curve (SS-SS) and the new demand curve (D'-D'). Since the 

price increase causes an increase of supplied quantity and an increase of supplied 
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Figure 4- 9 Short- run and Long- run Equilibrium after A Change of 
Market Condition 
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quantity suppresses the price, the instantaneous price increase is dissolved via 

this adjustment process. 

(2) Long— run Arbitrage and Over Time Arbitrage 

Economic theory says that the long-run supply curve is more elastic than 

the short—run supply curve, since facilities and other fixed factors in the 

short-run are variable. In the diagram, for example, the long-run supply curve 

is LS-LS, which is flatter than SS-SS. Therefore, the long-run adjustment 

process will produce a long-run equilibrium at point (Q2, pz) which is the 

intersection of the long-run supply curve 0-S-LS) and the new demand curve 

(D'-D'). Moreover, it should be noted that even the long-run supply curve here 

is conditional upon the present situation of technologies and available resources. 

In the longer-run over time, not only these technologies but the available 

resources are variable. It may be expected that the longer-run equilibrium price 

is almost at the same level as the present price if the longer- run supply curve is 

very elastic (i.e. LLS— LLS curve is approximately horizontal). 

Therefore, the derived level of emission from the above formulation depicts 

a present hypothetical optimum under the assumed conditions, but it is not an 

optimum over time, since these effects are not included in the formulation. 

4.4.2. Examples of Arbitrage Opportunities 

The dimensions of arbitrage in the longer- run include all those shifts which 

agents supplying and consumers demanding can make to lower the cost of 

compliance or delivery, i.e. processing (e.g. by utilizing new resources), technical 

(e.g. by employing new technologies), or spatial (e.g. by changing supply depots). 
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Thus, the dimensions of arbitrage are quite multiple in real time. The following 

exemplifies these arbitrage opportunities, 

(1) Resource Arbitrage 

In the derivation process of the optimal regulation level in this chapter, 

sulfur content and its distribution of bunker oil (See Tables 4-1 and 4—2) were 

major determinants. The calculation was conducted by assuming that: 1) The 

supply structure of bunker oil in Rotterdam is constant. 2) The original suppliers 

of bunker oil will lower sulfur content of bunker oil by introducing residual oil 

desulfurizers. Then, will the situation of sulfur content of bunker oil supplied for 

Rotterdam be the same as the present after sulfur content regulation of bunker 

oil? 

After regulation, some bunker oils which were previously provided for other 

areas will be transferred to the supply for Rotterdam. Although sulfur content is 

indifferent to ships in the current bunker oil market, low sulfur bunker oil will 

make an individual market independent of high sulfur bunker oil market after 

regulation. If the demand for low sulfur bunker oil in Rotterdam increases after 

regulation, more bunker oil than the present amount will be provided to 

Rotterdam via price increases of low sulfiir bunker oil in the Rotterdam market. 

K the price mechanism functions well, without desulfurization, the necessary 

amount of low sulfur bunker oil will be provided via re-allocation of bunker oils. 

Furthermore, the price mechanism may optimize the allocation of low sulfur 

bunker oil for not only Rotterdam but also other ports which have sulfur content 

regulation of bunker oil. This is an example of the long- run arbitrage that makes 

new resources available. 

The schematic structure of bunker oil supply for Rotterdam can be 
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explained by Figure 4-10. The resource arbitrage process mentioned above 

takes place at Process C in the diagram. As shown in the diagram, there are two 

more processes (Process A and B), which offer other arbitrage opportunities. For 

instance, residual oil which was previously used as land—based heavy oil will be 

transferred to bunker oil use (Process B), and over time, the development of 

crude oil resources which produce low sulfur residual oil fraction will be 

accelerated (Process A). 

Figure 4—10 A Diagram for Schematic Structure of Factor Inputs of 
Bunker Oil Supply in Rotterdam 

Crude Oi l  Resources  

Process A 

Process B 

Process C 
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(2) Technical Arbitrage 

Technical adjustment offers another type of arbitrage opportunity. Thus, 

after a price increase of low sulfur bunker oil, it can be expected existing or new 

technologies which were not previously applicable, will become applicable (for 
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example, bunker oil containing more than 100 (ppm) heavy metal may become 

economically desulfurizable). In addition, price increases in low sulfur bunker oil 

will accelerate the improvement of the desulfurization technology. If technological 

improvements bring about lower cost abatement, society will be able to expect 

higher welfere with stricter regulation. Blending bunker oils for the adjustment of 

sulfur content was placed out of consideration in Chapter 3, but may offer 

technical arbitrage opportunities. 

(3) Spatial Arbitrage 

In the previous discussion in Chapter 2, although emission (e) and economic 

activity (a) are variables, one of them is treated as a constant in order to simply 

derive the optimal conditions. However, in reality, these can be simultaneously 

variable. For example, if Rotterdam imposes a regulation on sulfur content of 

bunker oil, some ships will not want to use the port. If this effect is considered 

in the context of SO 2 control, the regulation will decrease the number of ships 

coming to Rotterdam and it will bring additional SO 2 reduction in Rotterdam. 

Therefore, a less strict regulation level may be sufficient for the planned emission 

level. In other words, optimality of the regulation level will be changed in the 

longer-run. On the other hand, if some ships move to other ports, Rotterdam 

will lose trade as well as reduce SO 2 emissions. Rotterdam will lose some 

economic activity after regulation in exchange for environmental benefit. 

4.4.3. Uncertainties 

The significance of arbitrage opportunities and optimality measures are 

subject to uncertainties and these can be exemplified on the side of both supply 

and demand. The amount of SO 2 from ships in a certain port depends on the 
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amount of bunker oil consumption as well as on the available qualities of bunker 

oil. 

Future bunker oil demand is also related to the amount of shipping traffic, 

which in turn is a function of production and consumption conditions of all 

commodities, inter-regional freight rates, terms of trade, and so forth. The 

IPIECA's report (IPIECA, 1993) forecasts that the annual demand growth rate of 

bunker oils through the 1990s will be 1.26 % on a world basis. On the other 

hand, the quality of bunker oil including its sulfiir content will fall as a result of 

the introduction of more cracking processes in refining (as shown in Chapter 3). 

These uncertainties of future oil demand and quality have important implications 

as well for the efficient regulation of land—based heavy oil. 

Finally, variations will occur on the damage side, where much larger 

uncertainty exists in the valuation of the environment. Because of people's 

growing concerns about the environment, environmental damage will possibly be 

more highly valued in the future. These future changes will certainly affect the 

optimal level of regulation, and, along with a lapse of time, will significantly modify' 

optimality. 

4.4.4. Implications 

It is a difficult task to conjure either a short-run or a long—run equilibrium. 

An analysis of the short-run arbitrage process requires knowing the shape of the 

demand curve. Information on the shipping sector is necessary to construct the 

demand curve since the demand curve reflects transportation costs. An analysis 

of the longer-run arbitrage process requires knowing the shape of the 

longer- run supply curve. Engineering data of potential desulfurizing technologies 
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and resource development are necessary to construct a longer-run supply curve. 

On the other hand, in order to deal with these future uncertainties, additional 

assumptions and scenarios are needed. 

Discussion of the time dimension reveals the necessity of considering 

arbitrage processes, future uncertainties, and, simultaneously, the difficulty of 

dealing with these analytically. The important message for policy makers is that 

optimality approximated on the basis that present conditions and prices are also 

fixed does not give more than a hypothetical solution restricted in time and 

arbitrage opportunities. The approximation of flexible arbitrage opportunities or 

long—run optimality is a different issue. Here the method is to derive a 

hypothetical shadow price on the basis of present information fixed by assumption, 

and to review the environmental and economic restrictions under the many 

dimensions of arbitrage including space and time. For efficient and timely control 

of pollution in real time, the implications are that flexible local pollution levels and 

control methods are more appropriate than mandated fixed global regulations of 

sulfur levels or mandated technical fixes. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents the findings and conclusions of this research and 

recommends a desiralDle approach to the prevention of SO 2 from ships. 

5.1. Findings 

The MO's approach in this research is modified so as to make it "testable" 

as a hypothetical case, in which the fixed price, quantity, and fixed technology 

assumptions are made explicit and extended so that the case is in accord with 

economic theory applied to environmental regulation. Three hypotheses are 

constructed to check the efficiency of the MO approach in solving the problem of 

SO 2 from ships. The modifications are required to approximate cost benefit 

functions upon which the efficiency of the IMO's approach can be defined and 

improved. 

The result is a somewhat abstract simplified model that provides a means of 

expressing cost and damage functions as a measure of policy improvement. All 

three hypotheses lead to improvements on the MO's approach and to concrete 

measures of impacts. First, tests of the constructed hypotheses, assuming the 

MO restrictions, are reviewed, and then their implications are summarized. 

5.1.1. Hypothesis Tests 

Three hypotheses are constructed in this research to check the validity of 

the approach to the problem of SO 2 from ships. All three hypotheses are 
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successfully accepted showing a clearly better way to measure the efficient control 

of SO 2 from ships. Here, tests of the constructed hypotheses and summaries of 

the implications are reviewed. 

(1) Variation in Damage 

On the basis of theoretical considerations, it was claimed in Chapter 2 that 

the spatial width of an investigated area should be determined so as to include all 

damage caused by only the relevant pollution. Thus, the first hypothesis is 

accepted, i.e. if variation in damage among affected areas is evidenced and the 

investigated space is adequately designed, more efficient regulation can be 

achieved than that proposed in the MO. In other words, world uniform 

regulation does not make sense in terms of economic efficiency, and regional or 

"in port" regulation should be applied on the basis of the relationship between 

damage and emissions. 

(2) Variation in Abatement Cost 

It was also claimed that at the optimal level of pollution, at the very least, 

the marginal abatement costs over all emitting agents should be equalized. When 

the abatement cost functions are entirely different among emitting agents and 

such variation is ignored, optimality cannot be achieved, nor can the least cost 

solution be obtained. In the case of SO 2 emitted from ships, SO 2 deposition in 

the investigated area originates from not only ships but also land-based facilities. 

Therefore, the damage in the investigated area caused by SO 2 is jointly produced 

by ships and land- based facilities. As shown in Chapter 2, all relevant emissions 

should be included in the optimal formulation. From this theoretical requirement, 

the IMO's approach, which does not include land-based SO 2 emissions, is 

deficient. 
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(3) Several Countermeasures 

The validity of this hypothesis was examined using a least cost path 

composed of several countermeasures. Based on this consideration, the analysis 

shows abatement cost is reduced when regulated agents are given the fireedom to 

choose countermeasures. In other words, for the regulation of SO 2 from ships, 

the countermeasures should not be restricted to desulfurization of bunker oil. 

5.1,2. Other Findings 

Besides the hypothesis tests, this research finds the following. 

(1) Desulfurization Cost Function 

Based on the engineering information on petroleum refining, the 

desulfurization cost function is derived as an abatement cost function of SO 2 from 

ships. The desulfurization cost function is hyperbolic in the sulfur content 

regulation level of bunker oil, and decreasing as regulation becomes milder (i.e. 

higher sulfur  content) .  On the other  hand,  when converted to a  function of  SO 2  

density in the atmosphere, it has a decreasing and concave shape as a function of 

the direction of greater emissions (i.e. higher density). Under a 1.5 % by weight 

sulfur content regulation in bunker oil world wide, the short- run costs are 4.44 -

5.75 (10® $/year). Under the milder regulation, specific countries such as 

Denmark and the UAE will bear the weight of adjustment. 

(2) Derived Optimal Regulation Level 

Employing a hypothetical damage function, the optimal formulation 

performed in Chapter 4 gives the optimal level of sulfur content (2.0 %) for 

land—based heavy oil and (3.0 %) for bunker oil. Sensitivity analysis indicates the 

results of the optimal formulation are very sensitive to the shape and size of the 
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damage function. If ships' contribution to total SO 2 deposition is small, no 

regulation may be needed for ships, depending on the size of the implementation 

cost. In order to make this kind of analysis more credible, damage theory should 

be more fully developed. 

52. Recommendation for The Regulation of SO 2 from Ships 

As a result of this research, the following recommendations for the 

regulation of SO 2 from ships are presented. 

1) The regulation of SO 2 from ships should be considered on a region or area 

specific basis. 

2) Regulation should apply to all relevant SO 2 emitting agents causing damage. 

For this reason, it is inadequate to discuss the regulation of SO 2 from ships 

separately from other emitting agents such as land- based fecilities. 

3) K some alternative technologies exist, it is better to construct a regulatory 

system which permits agents to have the freedom of selection among 

countermeasures. In other words, it is not good to restrict the choice of 

countermeasures on the basis of regulatory assumptions and constraints. 

4) For further discussions of short-run efficient control of SO 2 from ships, 

more precise information is needed for the investigated area about not only the 

environmental damage situation and supplied oils' sulfur assays, but also about 

annual weather conditions or atmospheric dispersion data. 

5) The long—run impacts need to receive equivalent analysis. 
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5.3. Further Questions 

An important economic problem in the discussion of the regulation 

framework for SO 2 firom ships remains consideration of the fact that the ship is a 

mobile agent Consider the following diagram: 

Figure 5-1 Schematic Diagram for An Investigated Space 
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In the diagram, Country A gets the benefit from shipping coming via the sea 

near Country B. Meanwhile, Country B suffers from environmental damage 

caused by the SO 2 emitted from the ships. Is it adequate to regulate SO 2 from 

ships in the sea? From the legal framework, if the shipping route is located 

outside of Country B's territorial sea , Country B cannot regulate it. However, 

from an economic efficiency point of view, it should be regulated, as shown in the 

previous discussion. Therefore, the question is, "How can the optimal emission 

(regulation) be achieved?" 

The answer conflicts with the current property system of the sea. Who has 
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the right to emit SO 2 and who has the right to regulate the emission depends on 

the construction of the property system. Economic theory, and especially "the 

Coase Theorem", suggests that optimal emission (or optimal regulation) is 

independent of the property system. In other words, if the externality 

(environmental damage in this case) is internalized, economic activity will be 

adjusted so as to maximize comliined welfare (net benefit) between the two 

countries. This is independent of who pays the abatement cost. The possibility 

of adjustment of economic activity depends on whether costs are internalized or 

not. However, the sea is generally characterized as an open access property 

system — "Freedom of Navigation". In the open access property system, no 

agent individually has property rights. In other words, the sea has been so 

instituted that there is no managerial control and no secure expectation of 

benefits. This means that internalization cannot be enforced under the present 

property system. 

Excess-exploitation tends to occur in an open access property. However, 

because the capacity of the sea's resources in most navigable areas is immense 

compared with the size of human activities, for a long time, people did not realize 

the externalities that resulted firom the conventional property system. 

Accordingly, the conventional property system of the sea was considered to be 

consistent with efficient resource allocation, and the level of externalities was 

considered to be negligible. 

Congestion in some areas of heavy traffic sea routes, however, may create 

significant externalities. In such cases, regulations, for example, for marine safety 

and for oil spills from tankers, have been imposed to correct for congestion 

externalities. These examples indicate that some considerable externalities 

V 
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certainly exist regionally in the conventional sea property system. Therefore, the 

current sea property system is actually characterized by an open access property 

system complemented by a partial common property system (controlled by a 

public authority). The property system of the sea should be evaluated by 

comparing the capacity of the sea as a resource with human activities. This 

contrasts with the conventional property system which was instituted on the 

general assumption that the sea's capacity was immense. Therefore, if this 

assumption does not hold and externalities do exist, then "Freedom of navigation" 

should be complemented by new rules. The existence of air pollution from ships 

means that shipping traffic is characterized by an external cost. If air pollution 

emitted from ships significantly damages the regional environment, a new rule 

which allows for internalization of the diseconomy is required for efficient resource 

allocation. 

This dissertation provides an abstract model based on economic theory 

subject to the real assumptions imposed by the IMO in its discussion of SO 2 

emissions from ships as an isolated problem. The exercise demonstrates that 

very simple applications of theory, incorporating cost engineering and 

environmental damage functions, can reduce the approaches to environmental 

control to their bare essentials and reveal ways to improve the policy 

recommendations of non-economic discussions. Further, such simulations, when 

compared with even limited ad hoc observations and open market observations 

under unrestricted conditions, can qualify dramatically the arguments of concerned 

discussants over "appropriate", "efficient", and "cost effective" levels of regulation. 
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Appendix 1— 1 Emissions of SO 2 firom Ships on The Main Sea Routes 
in Northern Europe 

(Numbers mean amount (tons) of SO 2 per Nautical Mile per year) 

(Source) MO/BCH 22/INF.lO. 1992 
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Appendix 1—2 Deposition of SO 2 from Ships in Northern Europe 
(Numbers mean mg(S)/m^/year) 

(Source) IMO/BCH 24/7/13, 1994 
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Appendix 1-3 Comparison of SO2 Dejrasition from Ships 
with Total SO 2 Deposition in Northern Europe 

(y—axis means mg(S)/m^/year) 

(Source) MO/BCH 24/7/13, 1994 
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Appendix 1-4 Building Year and Numbers of VLCCs Utilized in 1993 

(Source) Energy Economics Institute of Japan, 1995 

Building # of BuiIding t of BuiIding # of 

Year VLCCs Year VLCCs Year VLCCs 

1970 2 1980 2 1990 14 

1971 5 1981 4 1991 18 

1972 17 1982 1 1992 27 

1973 35 1983 2 1993 25 

1974 73 1984 1 1974 73 1984 1 

1975 77 1985 2 

1976 69 1986 12 Total 473 

1977 29 1987 8 

1978 13 1988 11 1978 13 1988 11 

1979 10 1989 16 
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Appendix 3-1 Quantity, Sulfur Content, and Vanadium Content 
of Bunker Oil and Other Residual Oil in The World 

(Source : MO/BCH 22/INF.ll, 1992) 

BCH zz/ucr.ii 

Table 2-2 Supply uid DcMnd of Fuel Oil (1990) 

itea Product Sulphur Bunker Sulphur Content of Vanadlua Content of 
ion of Content on Supplied Heavy Oil Supplied Bunker Oil 

(taae of\- Hwvy 
Al 1 

f Vl (taae of\- Hwvy 
Al 1 

or Mcvy auppiy VPi*l Hwvy 
Al 1 n< 1 lAA -Oil * Ui 1 IWv •OU 

country (rejlotu^^ (10*t) (» (10't) Bunkers Others 2sacst 400Cst est 

KAMI I 2.319 1.5 27S 1.8 0.9 66.0 85.0 — 

US CVLF COAST 19.699 2.3 6.882 3.4 1.6 77.0 75.0 58.0 

US CALIF08NU K.730 2.6 6.682 2.0 0.6 97.0 103.0 101.0 

US EAST COAST T.395 1.2 3.619 2.5 1.2 177.0 183.0 220.0 
US NEW YOU KARBOUR 7.179 1.1 2.172 0.4 1.1 195.0 191.0 239.0 
US KOm PACIFIC 2.967 2.5 ' 2.283 1.9 0.7 64.0 67.0 75.0 

Korth AaeriM 62.289 1.9 21,716 2.0 I.O 112.7 117.3 12.5 

BRAZIL 11,602 1.5 1,153 1.5 < 1.6 39.0 45.0 44.0 
MEXICO 23,469 > 4.0 445 4.0 > 4.0 211.0 242.0 1S6.0 

PANAM 432 >4.0 1.526 4.9 > 4.0 152.0 105.0 in .o  
VENEZUEU U,348 2.5 334 1.8 2.6 315.0 382.0 — 

Centril ir South Aa. 49.851 3.0 3.458 3.1 3.0 179.3 188.5 85.3 

AUSTRALIA 2.314 1.3 1,169 3.0 1.1 33.8 — — 

CHIN'A 27,418 1.0 1.927 2.7 0.9 28.0 — — 

INDIA 9.440 2.9 418 3.0 2.6 55.0 — — 

I^(OOKESIA 9,407 1.2 278 0.2 1.5 25.5 — — 

JAPA-K 39.538 1.5 5.456 2.8 1.3 56.0 70.0 45. U 
»AUYSU 2,643 1.4 89 3.2 1.6 54.8 — — 

NYANMAR 173 3.0 33 3.0 3.0 — — — 

KEU ZEAUKO 372 2.0 234 2.8 1.0 56.2 — — 

PKILIPPIKE 3,800 3.0 234 3.2 3.0 50.0 — — 

SIS'CAPORC 8.167 2.6 9.410 3.2 3.0 62.5 94.0 133.3 
SRI LANKA S29 3.0 434 2.6 3.0 75.3 — — 

TAltfAS 9.294 1.7 958 3.7 1.5 41.2 49.0 50.0 
THAI USD 3,290 3.0 535 3.2 3.0 44.7 59.5 — 

SOUTH KOREA 14.564 1.6 2.745 2.7 2.0 39.3 60.6 102.5 
TURKEY 7,530 2.3 • 117 1.6 3.5 62.0 116.0 0.0 

A3l< 138.579 2.1 24.037 2.7 2.1 48.9 74.9 76.8 

BAHRAIN' 3,290 1.4 111 3.2 0.0 45.0 — — 

IRAX 11,759 3.0 1.113 3.0 3.0 — — — 

IRAQ 8,037 3.0 223 3.0 3.0 — — — 

KUWAIT 4.531 2.4 835 3.7 3.0 48.0 48.0 — 

OMAN 1.349 1.3 223 1.3 0.0 — — — 

QATAR 917 2.2 0 — 2.2 — — — 

SACDI ARABIA 23,464 3.0 2.728 3.0 3.0 29.0 44.0 
U.A.E 2,589 1.2 390 2.8 0.8 ' 46.0 53.0 — 

YEMEN 1.456 0.5 223 3.5 0.8 41.0 48.0 — 

Middle Etst 57.392 2.0 5.846 2.9 1.8 41.8 48.3 — 

BaCIUN 5,227 2.8 3.124 3.0 2.0 329.0 185.0 172.0 
FINLAND 1,527 2.7 418 3.2 2.2 19.0 27.0 — 

GERMANY 3,064 2.8 317 >3.0 <2.8 — — — 

GREECE 5.081 2.6 1,559 3.5 2.3 107.0 135.0 160.0 
ITALY 21.943 2.3 2.272 3.5 2.2 77.0 77.0 59.0 
NETHERUVD 11,619 2.8 8,436 3.0 1.7 123.0 150.0 96.0 
POLAND 2,924 2.8 579 >3.0 2.8 — — — 

SPAIN 13.318 2.3 2.121 3.3 2.9 188.0 284.0 0.0 
SWEDEN 4.423 2.2 496 2.9 0.8 18.0 — — 

UNITED nSCDOH 13.053 2.4 1.247 2.6 2.7 112.0 no.o .45.0 

Europe 82.179 2.6 20.569 3.1 2.2 121.6 138.3 68.7 

EGYPT 10.464 2.5 1.114 3.1 2.4 60.0 167.0 — 

SOOTH AFRICA 3.506 3.0 3.235 3.0 • — 67.9 62.0 — 

Afrlct 13,970 2.8 4.349 3.1 2.4 59.0 114.5 — 

NIS 167.214 3.0 5.011 3.0 — - — • — 
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Appendix 3-2 Distribution of Quantity over Each Sulfur Range 
of Bunker Oil Supplied in Major Countries 

(Source : IPIECA, 1993) 

(uni t :  10® tons)  

Sulfur Range (Sulfur % in Bunker Oil) Tot-

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 
a 1 

Country 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

Egypt 0 0 0 0 57 1400 0 0 0 0 1457 
E Africa 0 0 0 174 349 75 12 0 0 0 610 
S Africa 0 0 0 0 0 161 2386 54 0 0 2600 
W Africa 0 0 291 73 254 73 73 0 0 0 763 
Alge.Uoroc 77 26 9 9 9 60 0 26 0 0 214 
Liby.Tunis 29 10 3 3 3 22 0 10 0 0 80 
Nigeria 0 0 0 0 264 0 0 0 0 0 264 

Africa 106 35 302 259 936 1790 2471 89 0 0 5988 

Panama 0 0 4 233 287 118 100 40 0 0 782 
Mex.Caribs 0 0 256 1230 641 372 308 154 0 0 2960 

Caribbean 0 0 260 1463 928 490 408 193 0 0 3742 

Greece 0 0 13 0 265 632 1466 101 0 0 2477 
France-Hed 0 0 0 42 110 366 351 37 0 0 905 
Netherland 0 9 0 46 1069 2192 3179 2260 264 0 9019 
Belgium 0 0 12 40 776 1739 943 72 4 0 3586 
Germany 0 0 6 150 707 569 258 192 72 6 1960 
UK,Ireland 0 180 94 171 188 385 137 111 103 0 1368 
Turkey 0 0 0 9 7 12 34 16 2 0 80 
France-Atl 0 0 0 114 205 462 485 91 0 0 1357 
Spain-Atl 0 0 0 20 169 332 447 338 0 0 1306 
Denmark 0 0 0 60 130 139 130 40 100 110 707 
Portugal 0 0 0 25 211 142 29 0 0 0 407 
Italy 0 0 0 16 95 473 710 836 0 0 2129 
Spain-Med 0 0 0 35 199 279 648 135 5 5 1305 

EC 0 189 125 726 4131 7724 8815 4228 549 121 26606 

Singapore 0 4 0 18 355 2001 4807 2850 175 0 10210 
Australasi 0 0 0 186 219 339 471 0 0 0 1215 
IndsPhiPNG 105 0 0 0 0 135 60 15 0 0 315 
Chin. HK 0 41 0 123 572 1675 776 490 0 0 3676 
Taiwan 0 0 0 0 0 140 669 871 16 0 1695 
PaklndiBan 0 0 0 0 15 178 207 104 15 0 518 
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Appendix 3-2 —Continued 

(uni t :  10^ tons)  

Sulfur Range (Sulfur % in Bunker Oil) Tot-

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 
Country 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

Korea 0 0 6 74 50 136 470 637 6 0 1380 
Japan 0 0 113 602 715 1713 1411 320 0 0 4874 
Burm.Uaiay 0 0 0 1 19 8 34 0 0 0 61 

Far East 105 45 119 1004 1944 6324 8905 5287 212 0 23944 

Venezuela 0 0 0 51 465 144 0 0 0 0 660 
Brazil 0 118 412 20 20 30 0 0 0 0 599 
RestS.Amer 354 270 779 292 0 4 0 0 0 0 1700 

Latin Aner 354 388 1192 363 485 178 0 0 0 0 2959 

Saudi E. 0 0 0 0 0 585 1110 10 0 0 1705 
Saudi V. 0 0 0 0 0 385 909 6 0 0 1300 
East Hed 0 0 0 0 0 109 21 0 0 0 130 
UAE Offsho 0 0 0 40 458 936 2768 4441 797 60 9500 
Iran.Iraq 0 0 0 10 115 235 694 1113 200 15 2380 
Yemen,Oman 0 0 0 39 353 118 118 0 0 0 627 
UAE Onshor 0 0 0 0 7 10 156 274 4 0 450 
KrtQtrBhm 0 0 0 0 0 0 110 310 0 0 420 

MiddleEast 0 0 0 89 932 2378 5885 6154 1000 75 16512 

Black Sea 0 0 3 21 107 300 621 242 3 0 1297 
BltStatPol 0 20 13 80 535 1021 965 494 79 10 3217 
Gibraltar 0 0 0 0 31 66 604 79 0 0 780 
Cypr.Malta 0 0 1 3 5 38 10 2 0 0 60 
Sweden 0 0 37 66 300 58 15 7 29 15 526 
Nonray 0 21 18 70 81 35 0 0 0 0 225 
Finland 0 0 32 57 261 51 13 6 25 13 458 
Other Euro 0 0 0 1 3 6 6 3 1 0 20 

nonEC Eurp 0 41 103 297 1322 1577 2234 834 138 38 6583 

US Gulf 0 0 6 51 382 1199 2956 2089 211 6 6900 
US & Can ff 11 28 871 4361 1572 509 345 136 0 6 7839 
US & Can E 0 12 123 830 806 953 978 431 6 0 4139 

US & Canad 11 41 1000 5242 2760 2661 4279 2655 217 11 18878 

fforldTotal 576 738 3100 9443 13438 23120 32997 19440 2115 244 105212 
' 
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Appendix 3-3 Unit Desulfurization Cost under Proposed Regulation 
on Sulfur Content of Bunker Oil for Major Countries 

(Ordered by the Cost under 4.0 % Regulation) 

($/ton) 

Regulation Level 

Country 1.5 % 3.0 % 3.5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

Denmark 59 .959 15.085 8. 448 3. 990 0.994 
Sweden 40 .970 3.833 2. 196 0-932 0.179 
Finland 40 .976 3.832 2-194 0. 930 0.179 
Iran & Iraq 67 .891 17.400 5. 791 0. 722 0.040 
UAE Offshore 67 .888 17.398 5. 790 0. 721 0.040 
UK & Ireland 41 .742 5.602 2. 270 0. 537 0.000 
Germany 50 .988 5.065 1-679 0. 321 0.020 
Other Europe 57 .950 7.700 1. 950 0. 300 0.050 
Baltic St. & Poland 57 .868 7.574 1. 873 0. 237 0.020 
US Gulf Coast 64 .695 12.517 3. 136 0. 235 0.005 
Netherlands 62 -092 10.452 2. 658 0. 209 0.000 
Paki, India, Bangla 63 .239 9.639 2. 234 0. 203 0.000 
Turkey 58 .213 9.638 2. 100 0. 163 0.000 
Singapore 64 .916 11.821 2. 630 0. 123 0.000 
Spain - Med & Ceut 59 .187 7.466 1. 040 0. 101 0.025 
Taiwan 68 .708 16.533 4. 359 0. 066 0.000 
UAE Onshore 69 .629 18.320 5. 089 0. 056 0.000 
Korea 64 .306 14.599 3. 838 0. 032 0.000 
Black Sea 61 .641 9.111 1-564 0. 019 0.000 
US & Canada W Coast 25 -634 0.866 0. 164 0. 014 0.005 
US & Canada E Coast 47 -361 4.799 0. 875 0. Oil 0.000 
Belgium 54 .635 2.990 0. 186 0. 008 0.000 
Kuwa i t,Qatar.Bahra i n 71 .110 20.431 5. 981 0. 000 0.000 
Italy 64 .783 12.681 3. 180 0. 000 0.000 
Spain Atl-Canaries 60 .943 9.510 2. 098 0. 000 0.000 
Chin, HK, E Russia 55 .705 5.223 1. 080 0. 000 0.000 
Libya & Tunisia 26 .588 2.925 0. 975 0. 000 0.000 
Algeria & Morocco 26 .603 2.925 0-972 0-000 0.000 
Gibraltar 64 -469 9.709 0. 818 0. 000 0.000 
France - Atlantic 54 -799 4.982 0. 543 0. 000 0.000 
Japan 51 -348 4.310 0. 532 0. 000 0.000 
Mexico & Caribs 33 -586 2.238 0. 421 0. 000 0.000 
Panama Canal 40 .587 2.432 0. 409 0. 000 0.000 
Indns, Philp, PNG 39 .702 2.943 0. 384 0-000 0.000 
Greece 60 .270 6.537 0. 331 0. 000 0.000 
France - Med 56 .493 4.612 0. 327 0. 000 0.000 
Cyprus & Malta 53 .900 2.600 0. 317 0. 000 0.000 
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Appendix 3—3 — Continued 

($/ton) 

Country 

Regulation Level 

Country 1.5 % 3.0 % 3-5 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 

South Africa 65.100 9.096 0.167 0.000 0.000 
Saudi E Coast 62.302 6.259 0.048 0.000 0.000 
Saudi W Coast 62.585 6.656 0.036 0.000 0.000 
Burma-Malaysia 55.918 5.197 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Australasia 50.850 3.629 0.000 0.000 0.000 
East Med 57.046 1.538 0.000 0.000 0.000 
West Africa 26.717 0.893 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Portugal 46.172 0.676 0.000 0.000 0.000 
East Africa 36.293 0.190 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Egypt 54.789 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Venezuela 42.038 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Nigeria 40.610 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Yemens & Oman 34.316 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Norway 28.702 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Brazi1 4.624 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Rest S. America 3.135 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

TOTAL 54.688 8.250 2.003 0.189 0.015 

(Remarks) 
1) Numbers mean unit desulfurization cost in each country for given 

regulation levels of sulfur content of bunker oil. 
^ ^ Annualized Desulfurization Cost 

Unit Cost = 
Annual Quantity of Supplied Bunker Oils 

2) Countries are ordered from higher to lower desulfurization cost under 
a 4,0 % world uniform regulation. 

3) The derived formula in 3.1.3. is employed for calculation. 
4) The IPIECA's data (See Appendix 3-2) is used. 



Appendix 3—4 Capacity of Residual Oil Desulfurizer in Each Country 

Capacity # of 
Country (barrel /day)  Faci1i t ies  

Japan 429,950 12 
US 284,000 5 
Kuwait  205,000 2 
Taiwan 94.920 2 
Belgium 60,000 1 
Bahrain 50,000 1 
Canada 27,100 1 
UK 18,700 1 
I ta ly  15,800 1 
Ivory Coast  11,000 1 

ffor ld  Total  1,196,470 27 

(Remarks) 
1) Data is edited based on OGJ Special (Dec., 19, 1994) 
2) Capacities which are classified in Catalytic Hydro-refining 

(1. Residual desulfurization) in OGJ are picked up. 
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